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EDITORIAL 

\f ear as I can tell, XVe written about 

ai Dragons editorials since 

1 Polyhedron magazine in 1999, 

IXand Im sorry to say that this one 

has been the most difficult So here It 

is: Wizards of the Coast has decided not 

Lo renew Paizo Publishing's license to 

produce Dragon and Dungeon maga¬ 

zines. After the August issues (Dragon 

#359 and Dungeon #150), Dragon and 

Dungeon will cease publication as 

printed magazines, ’Wizards of the Coast 

plans to move content similar to that pro¬ 

duced in these magazines online, though 

at presstime details remain hazy. Over the 

next three months we'll stay on top of the 

story and bring you as many details as we 

can about their plans, as well as plans of our own. 

I’ve only been Dragon's Editor-in-chief for two-and-a- 

halfyeais, but fve been a reader most of my life. When I first 

picked up the magazine, Kim Mohan was in charge; during 

what many readers consider Dragon's golden age. After 

Kim, Roger E Moore assumed control, bringing a sense of 

fun and personality to the magazine that still lingers on our 

best days. When I finally achieved my dream job of working 

on D&fD for a living eight years ago, Dave Gross was at the 

helm, and it was great to see him in action. Throughout the 

magazine's thirty-one-yeaT history, those guys and others 

have been my editors-in-chief and I've been honored and 

humbled to be yours these last few years. 

The next two issues of this magazine (the last two issues, 

in fact) will contain a special "Publisher’s Statement’' that 

will describe how Paizo will reimburse subscribers for 

credit remaining after the August issues, and readers who 

simply can't wait are encouraged to visit paizo.com/transi- 

tion for all of the details. 

Paizo remains on good terms with Wizards of the Coast, 

which has been an excellent business partner throughout 

our five-year partnership. In fact. Wizards extended our 

current licensing agreement by a few months to ensure 

that die Savage Tide Adventure Path (and “Savage Tidings'’ 

in this magazine) reached their natural conclusions. Both 

companies axe currently discussing options for additional 

collaboration, and 1 think there are some very exciting pos¬ 

sibilities looming. Id Like Lo express a personal note of 

thanks to Christopher Perkins, Ed Stark, and especially Rich 

Redman. If it has seemed as though Dragon and Dungeon 

fit perfectly with D&jp material .from Wizards of the Coast, 

those guys deserve a lot of the credit 

Paizo Publishing has no 

intention of folding up shop 

simply because Lhe magazines 

are going away. We’ve recently 

hired three new employees, 

and we look forward to foe us¬ 

ing on our own Line of Game Mastery RPG 

accessories, including a series of monthly stand-alone full- 

color 32-page adventures set for a June debut. We'll soon 

announce a flagship product connected to that line that is 

sure to interest Dragon readers—visit paizo.com for more 

details, which will surely show up in these pages before 

all is said and done. We’ve got a new line of classic fan¬ 

tasy and science fiction novels in the form of our recently 

announced Planet Stories imprint, and the first two deluxe 

boardgames from our Titanic Games line have been enjoy¬ 

ing strong success. In short: We’re not going anywhere. 

So we've got three more issues of Dragon and three 

more issues of Dungeon to blow your socks off, and there's 

nothing like a looming deadline to push an editorial team 

to the heights of creativity. Before we’re done here we’ll see 

new installments of both Core Beliefs and the Demonomi- 

con of Iggwilv. It's likely Lhe next three issues will include 

special posters, and the final issue of Dragon wall contain 

a huge feature on the “Unsolved Mysteries" of Dungeons 

si Dragons—-a snapshot of the kinds of topics wre'd have 

focused on indefinitely if given the opportunity7. 

The last five yearn have represented a tremendous oppor¬ 

tunity for Paizo Publishing, and I’d like Lo thank you, the 

reader, for joining us on this journey, T can promise with 

authority that the path ahead is just as exciting as the 

ground wrefve covered. 1 hope you jo in us on the journey. 

Erik Mona 

Editor-i n-Chief 

er ikm@ p aizo. com 
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an 
I'm still here, I still have my issues of 

Dragon, numbered in the low twenties. 

T still have my original Flayer's Handbook 

and Dungeon Master’s Guide. iVe been to 

lands, fantastic and ordinary. IVe taught 

my sons and daughter (my very own 

princess) to release their imaginations 

with a firm grip on a d2c. I've played and 

IVe DMed, and oh the things I Ve learned. 

My favorite class is the paladin. 

In 20o8,1 too will celebrate my 30th 

anniversary of a union made while in 

service to my country aboard the air¬ 

craft carrier USS Hanger, CV 6i, and 

floating around in the Indian Ocean. 

IVe laughed with close friends when 

they skillfully roll a clutch fooJJ on 

a d%, and I screamed at them when 

they trashed the new campaign I spent 

months building. 

IVe read the works of many great 

minds, like Tolkien, Lovecraft, Donald¬ 

son, Salvatore, Weis, Hickman, Gygax, 

and Greenwood, I've seen truly great 

artists like Elmore, Parkinson, Caldwell, 

Spencer, Prescott, and Horsley, 

IVe even been here when my beloved 

D^D went digital. 

EromTSRto Wizards and beyond, IVe 

been here and iVe got a pretty firm grip. 

Thank you. 1 salute yon, Sirs! 

Steven A* Wilson 

Wichita, KS 

It's a complete coincidence that this letter 

arrived hi the same, month we announced 

the end of Dragon magazine as we know 

it, and I suspect the fetter columns of the next 

few fames will he felled ivith similar memo¬ 

ries, Please take a moment to visit our mes- 

sageboards at pQiio.com and share what 

Dragon and Dung eon magazines have 

meant to you throughout the. years. We'd love 

tahearjrom you, and we may print some of 

the. best memories in our final issues. 

I am writing via snail mail to comment on 

C. Searing's letter in Dragon #354 (April, 

2007) and Erik’s response. First off IVe 

been playing DScD for about 26 years now 

and IVe played with literally hundreds of 

different people with different playing 

styles in many different campaigns. One 

thing is certain—anyone who has played 

more than just a few sessions has heard of 

Dragon magazine. It is as foundational 

to the game as die dice we use; I have 

little doubt that without Dragon, the 

rokplaying game genre would not have 

survived (if it survived at all) into what it 

is today—a worldwide phenomenon that 

enjoys a neverbefore-higher-number of 

enthusiasts, thanks in part to the amaz¬ 

ingly web-meshed dichotomy of diversity 

and con tinuity exemplified by Dragon. 

like C. Searing, 1 don't have immediate 

computer access, since I am an inmate, 

and I don't get to play all die super-cool 

online games or the miniatures tourna¬ 

ments or go to any cons. Which makes 

Dragon more valuable to me Qian ever, 

almost regardless of content. Anything’s 

better than nothing, eh? So G Searing's 

rant struck me as not only narrow-minded 

and unappreciative of the nature ofD^D, 

but also about as dumb as he says the Sage 

Advice questions are. Mr. Mona and both 

teams at Dragon and Dungeon do an 

enviably wonderful job, on the whole. 

However (and you just knew that was 

coming, 1 bet), Mr. Mona said (and I 

quote), ''-.our wizened old Sage answers 

the questions he receives, no matter how 

dumb or obvious they might he to some 

readers." Well, that's not true. I myself 

have submitted a series of questions to 

Sage Advice numerous times, via email 

and snail mail, and IVe never gotten even 

a whisper of an answer, IVe been sub¬ 

mitting these same questions for about 

two years now., with nothing answered 

in the column, no responses via email 

or any other land of mail So my ques¬ 

tion is: What’s up with that? Is .Andrew 

Hons illustration of a sleeping Sage more 

than just humorous fancy? Or perhaps a 

doppelganger has infiltrated your ranks, 

intent on gaming-world domination? 

Anyway, all in all, with outstanding cre¬ 

ative and professional writing and truly 

superb artwork, thank you for keeping 

the game alive and thriving. Gold stars for 

all! Except for the old Sage—tell him that, 

apparently, his headband of intellect has 

been disjoined; without a requisite Intel¬ 

ligence score of 15 or higher hell not he 

able to answrer questions with the dream 

spell any more. 

Sean Malis 

Vacaville, CA 

As you might imagine, Sage Advice receives 

more questions than the Sage can possibly 

answer. In fitch the Sage receives in one 

week enough questions to fill a months 

column. So whai happens to the questions 

he receives the other three weeks a month? 

Well, those go into a series of folders that 

divvies them up by general subject, Vm 

no! mtggerqfflftjg when I say that even if 

nobody ever sent in another question for the 

Sajfe we have enough questions to continue 

to run the column for another 200 issues 

(assuming the Sage answers about 14 ques¬ 

tions per column). So you see, the Sa$e isn't 

ignoring you. It's ovenvhrimm^Iy hfcdy he 
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Being a Dungeon Master isn't 

easy. It takes loads of rules, 

books, charts, and devious plots 

to take on those endless droves 

of PCs. Fortuently, Paizo Publishing's GameMastery 

line of roleplaying aids, accessories, and adventures 

is here to help. This month, Paizo is giving away 10 prize pack¬ 

ages loaded with GameMastery gear,,including: 

Adventures: Featuring Do: Htfl/owk Lost Hope (signed by 

the authors) and Dz: Crouw of the Kobold King. 

Item Cards: The invaluable Aduenture Gear deck and boxes 

of both the new Dragon's Troi^e and E/emerris of Power sets. 

Crrtial Hrt Deck: Add a little carnage to your crrts! 

:|jp-Mats: The original Flip-JVlat and the new bar-brawlin' Flip-Mat Tavern. 

:ameMastery Combat Pad: Never lose your initiative again! 

id Several Secret Extras! 

All you have to do to enter is send an e-maii to contest@paizo.com with your 

address and the subject line ''GameMastery Giveaway*1 by July ist Well choose 

and announce alt 10 winners in September's issue, #359, arid get those 10 lucky 

DMs all the gaming gear they can handle. Let GameMastery handle the rules and 

get back to gaming! 

just hasn't seen your question, ewn if you've 

sent if a handful of times! 

And, in %/tf qf Erik's editorial, from 

this point forward alt Sage Advice ifues- 

tions should go to asMruI@wizaTds.com. 

—Mifce McArior 

H NIK DM 
I have been a loving fan of the modron 

race since I first read about them back 

when I DMed second edition Plan- 

escape. I just want to ask you guys to 

keep up the good work because you've 

made this D^D player nearly tear at 

the sight of converted mo dr o ns and 

very compelling new events that are 

transpiring with them. 

My only problem is the lack of the 

entire modron race. There are fourteen 

to detail in stats and while I commend 

you on converting the Erst Eve (and 

introducing the modron as a PC race), 

I currently am unable to fully utilize 

the modxons for my games. I am sure 

others are in a similar position. 

Being a lawful race, and the way they 

function, it's necessary to have them all 

converted to 3.5. Especially when my 

campaign ends up in the higher lev¬ 

els, they'll have to face more powerful 

modrons as adversaries. I remember see¬ 

ing the tertian converted in Dungeon 

#144, so 1 assume that leaves just eight 

more modrons to convert. 

is there a way to see the rest of the 

modron race converted real soon or 

sometime in the future? If 11 satisfy a 

wide customer base that loves or will 

love the modrons and you guys won’t 

have to worry about the modrons again 

until fourth edition. 

Please grant us this wish and con¬ 

vert the rest of the mo drams for us! 1 

will do anything required to make this 

happen soon! 

Thanks again for the modrons! Hope 

to see more of them! 

Luis Oyola 

Via Email 

One ihbig I wn say fir certain is that the 

world isjhlf of modronCovers. Luis’s letter 

was just one of dozens we received asking for 

the rest of DSiD's hmfully-minded shape- 

creatures, so readers can definitely consider 

this oiie t+on the front “burner'* for a future 

issue. Whether or not well make it in time for 

#359 h something of an open question, hut I 

know Primus himself will he dishorn fed if 

we don't polish them off before ire dose the 

doors on Dragon magazine. Anything else 

would he imluwfiiL —Erik Mona 

tk'ciii mot tell mi tales. 

\’/V\ NOT /ANTi'RELI6ION, 
I'/W JUST ANT\-HYPCCR\SY. 

GAMING IS AS 
AMOVE AS SEX 

...but there's no 
orgasm to let you know 

when to stop. 

msfmmim&mmi 

www.offworlddesigns.com 



FIRST WATCH PREVIEWS, NOTES, AND NEWS FOR GAMERS 

DEMONOMICON OF 1GGWILV: 

DEMOGORGON 

byjamesjacobs 

Face the twin evils of the Prince of 

Demons himself: Demogorgon. Dis¬ 

cover the depravity of his murderous 

cult* multi verse-spanning machina¬ 

tions, and the fell servants warped to 

his insane dual whims. 

DEFILED CREATURES 

by Nicolas Qutmby 

Resist the rage of nature despoiled. 

Beast wraiths, deadwood revenants, 

and bloodlances—unicorns whose 

NEXT MONTH IN DRAGON #357 

In The Sinister Spire, the second adven¬ 

ture in the series that began with Bar- 

row of the Foigotteu King, PCs descend 

into the subterranean reaches to dis¬ 

cover a drew city ravaged by plague 

and confront four dangerous factions, 

each struggling for control. Design¬ 

ers Bruce Cordell and Ari Manned 

include plenty of encounters beyond 

the typical drow, from assassins and 

aberrations to the undead, Cordell 

also warns that, in the depths, “people 

you talk to might not be who they 

seem/’ Whether run as a sequel or a 

stand-alone adventure, The Sinister 

Spire offers challenges for any party of 

4th- to 6th“levcl characters. 

NEW RELEASES 

Get your spelunking gear and. delve 

into Undermountain, the massive, 

killer dungeon of the Forgotten 

Realms. Part campaign, part adven¬ 

ture, Expedition to Unckrmoutain, by 

authors Ed Greenwood, Christopher 

Lindsay, Eric L, Boyd, and Sean K 

Reynolds, is ten dungeons worth of 

traps, monsters, and dungeon fea¬ 

tures, ready to implant into any cam¬ 

paign. Forgotten Realms creator 

Ed Greenwrood says the appeal conies 

from ' Being given handfuls of 'what 

you might meet down there' to drool 

over, hints of what treasures await, and 

glimpses of (at last!) some of the true 

deep secrets of Undermountain.1' 

The Forge of War details Eberr.ons Last 

War, the anvil upon which die current 

setting was struck. Designers Wolfgang 

Baur, James Wyatt, and Ari Marmeil 

explore the war's history, campaigns, 

famous characters, legends, and more. 

Baur hints, 'it's loaded with military- 

style adventure hooks, and with lots of 

violent conflict carried into present-day 

grudges/1 Players can nowr place their 

character's scars, recount heroic battles, 

and delve through the riches-laden, bat¬ 

tlefields of the Last War, Maps also detail 

the changes war wrought on various 

countries' borders, showcasing the con¬ 

flicting claims on the land and new sites 

for adventure throughout Khorvaire. 

horns have been stolen—all seek 

their righteous revenge. 

FUR AND FEATHER 

by Hal Maclean 

Take your animal companions to a 

new level. New details, allies, and 

equipment for characters with furred 

friends and feathered familiars. 

PLUS 

The Ecology of theTitan, Volo's Guide, 

Dragon marks, Savage Tidings, Class 

Acts, Comics—including Order of the 

Stick—and more! 
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reported by Shdly Baur, William Christensen; Mike L Fiegd, and Mike McArtor 

THE NIGHT IS COMING 

Get ready for another delve into the darkness next month with the release 

of the thirteenth set of Dudgeons &i Dhaczqns Mmatures: Night Be/oiu. This 

minis-based expedition into the Under dark uncovers more than just the 

horrors of the depths, with the plastic appearance of several familiar heroes, 

Oi particular note come miniature incarnations of Dragonlance's dark- 

souled axehmage Raistlin and Drizzt D o'Ur den's barbarian companion Wulf- 

gan Oversized figures, like the Frost 

Giant Jarl—and his icy clear 

plastic sword—also push 

the boundaries of what 

it means to be size Large, 

Check out more previews of 

Night Below right here next month 

or every Thursday online at 

wizards .com/ minis. 

HAIL THE KOBOLD KING! 

This month, Paizo Publishing (paizo.com) releases the first 

adventure in their new series of Game Mastery Modules. 

In the prendre adventure, Nicolas Logue's Di: Grown of 

the Kohold King, heroes delve into the heart of a trap-laden 

monastery infested with, maniacal kobolds. As with each 

subsequent full-color, 32-page GameMastery Module, Dr 

features full-color art and maps, four ready-to-use PCs, and 

total OGL compliance. 

In celebration qf Free RPG Day, Paizo is also releasing a free 

preview adventme, Dor Hallow's Last Hope, by Jason Bulmahn 

and E Wesley Schneider, which can tie directly to Di. 

Look for a new adventure from Paizo every month! 

THE STUFF OF HEROES 

Lone Wolf Development (wolfiair.com) has released the lat¬ 

est version of Hero Lah character creation softw are. The pro¬ 

gram offers real-time updates, so users can try out different 

options and a rules validation system that alerts users to 

conflicts while allowing "house rules” customization^ 

"There haven't been many softwrare tools for RPG char¬ 

acters that have been worthwhile investments," said Lone 

Wolf's Rob Bowes, "This is exactly the kind of software I've 

always wanted as an RPG player." 

Designed tor use with the dzo ruleset, Hero Lab will also 

feature expansions that support other systems, including Rune- 

Quest, Mutants 8i Masterminds, and the World of Darkness. 

Raisdm Large Chaos Beast Frost Giant]arl 
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FIRST WATCH 

X MARKS THE SPOT 

Dungeon Crawl Classics. 

#46, The Bock of Treasure 

Ma£sr from Goodman 

Games (goo dm an-games, 

com), presents six differ¬ 

ent stand-alone, treasure- 

map-based adventures, 

ready to drop into any 

campaign. "Treasure maps 

have been a staple of great 

fantasy adventures for gen¬ 

erations/' said Joe Good¬ 

man of Goodman Games. 

"The traditional 'pirate's 

booty map’ is represented, 

of course, and weVe also 

taken some steps forward 

on the concept of'treasure 

map'—including one map 

that, after assembly by the 

DM, resembles a giant 20- 

sided gem.11 

BAR FIGHT! 

Take your game mat out 

to the bail Paizo's Game- 

Mast cry Flip-Mats can take 

either dry- or wet-erase 

markers and never stain. Not 

even the dreaded permanent 

marker can withstand the 

paper towel of cleansing when 

used on a laminated Hip- 

Mat. And while it's certainly 

durable, its also ready to 

be played on. This month's 

addition, Flip-Mat Tav¬ 

ern, features a classic, two- 

story tavern, complete with 

stables, sleeping quarters, 

and even a hidden meeting 

tooth. The flip side features 

rolling grassland, ready for 

any adventure you can draw. 

Check out the whole line of 

Flip-Mats at paizo.com. 

DOOM FOR FREEPORT 

Hiis summer. Green Ronin 

Publishing (greenronin.com) 

takes an excursion back to 

the rowdy pirate city of Free¬ 

port. Dark Wings Oyer freepori 

is an adventure designed by 

Rob Vaughn tor qth-level 

characters. "It's a fun and 

disturbing scenario incor¬ 

porating a fallen demon, 

missing beggars, and one 

of the city's most infamous 

crime lords/’ said Robert J. 

Schwalb of Green Ronin. "As 

the first adventure to use the 

revised Freeport setting book 

[The Pirate's Guide to Freeport, 

which also releases soon], 

it was imperative that Dark 

Whigs established die tone 

we were 1 oolong foT, and I 

have to say, it nails it ” 

THE OLDEST SCHOOL 

With Expeditious Retreat 

Press's (xrpshop. city max. 

com) newline of Advanced 

Adventures, you can go 

hack to gaming like it's 

1974. Taking a cue from 

first-edition DSfD, these 

i6-page modules use the 

OSRIC System (Oldschool 

System Reference and 

Index Compilation, see 

kmghts-n-lcnaves.com/ 

osric), a free rules set that 

is fully compatible with 

the original Dungeons 

St Diugqns’s rules. AA#i 

The Pod Cavern 0/ the Sin¬ 

ister Shroom, AA#2 The Red 

Mausoleum, and AA#3 The 

Curse of the Witch Head 

are all available now with 

more to come. 

THIS MONTH IN DUNGEON #147 

THE AUNDAR1AN JOB 

by Craig Shackle ton 

Do you have what It takes to rob a 

bank and steal from a fiend? Learn 

that things can never be too safe 

when rakshasas are concerned in 

this Eberron adventure for 5th- 

level characters. 

DREAD PAGODA OF THE 

INSCRUTABLE ONES 

by Stefan Happt Stephen 5. Greer, B. 

Matthew Conklin ttl, Tom Ganz, and 

Ash a van Doyon 

Atop a distant mountain peak, 

the last taint of the Far Realm lin¬ 

gers In the dutches of an unlikely 

cabal of monstrous magic-users. 

The final installment of the three- 

part Seeds of Sehan Campaign 

Arc, a adventure for 10th- 

level characters. 

INTO THE MAW 

by Robert J. Schwcdb 

In order to rescue a friend, the 

PCs must infiltrate the personal 

prison of the Prince of Demons. A 

Savage Tide Adventure Path sce¬ 

nario for 15th-level characters. 
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FIRST WATCH 

WAR GAMES 

Soldiers from Camp Adder/Tallil Air* 

base in Iraq are holding Ziggurat Con, 

the first rolsplaying and anime con¬ 

vention to be held in a war zone. 

“As there axe no D^D stores on 

post, the convention relies heavily on 

support from the manufacturers,” said 

SPC David AmbersonT lead organizer 

of the convention. Already, Sovereign 

Press, Final Redoubt Press, Goodman 

Games, Steve Jackson Games, and 

Paizo Publishing are among those 

contributing products to these dedi¬ 

cated gamers in uniform. 

Open to all Allied military person¬ 

nel and civilian conlractors in Iraq, the 

June 9 event will be showing anime 

from 1200 to 2100 hours and offer 

door prizes for the first fifty attendees* 

RPGA REPORT hy Chris Juiaoh 

If you've been looking tor new adven¬ 

tures with the RPGA, you won't want to 

miss Origins or Gen Con Indy. 

First up is die Underma unLain 

Adventures campaign, which utilizes 

material from the new locked if ion. to 

Wmkrmountain super adventure. Start 

a character at Origins and play the first 

part of this four-part series, then finish 

the LLoj^lL three parts at Gen Con Indy. 

What's more, if you. play at the "big two” 

conventions this summer, you'll earn 

exclusive rewards that can be applied to 

one of your existing Living Gueyttawtc 

or Xen'drik Expeditions characters! 

16 

Spring Dawning 
DEVIL'S DUE FANTASY 

Devil's Due Publishing (devilsdue.net) 

expands their already sizable collec¬ 

tion of fantasy comic adaptations this 

month with the trade paperback edi¬ 

tion of Margaret Weis and Tracy Hick¬ 

man’s Dragonlance Chronicles Volume 2: 

Dragons of Winter Night. Also debuting 

is the fourth installment (of twelve) of 

the 'Dragons of Spring panning monthly 

limited series. Meanwhile, fans of the 

Forgotten Realms should keep an 

eye out for the third and final issue of 

R.A, Salvatore's Streams of Silver; which 

also releases this month, with the trade 

paperback edition of the collected 

comics scheduled for release in August. 

The trade paperback edition of the first 

book in Salvatore's Demonwats SugOj The 

Demon Aujaltcns, releases in July. 

Also at Gen Con Indy, the Dungeons 

Dragons Open has been expanded 

to include a separate competition for 

high school Leams! If you or someone 

you know is between the ages of 13 and 

i&, get together yonr team to represent 

your gaining group at the big show* 

Winners of the first High School Open 

wall receive special trophies and lots of 

great DS[D gaming nr a Leri at 

Gen Con Indy also sees the return of 

Stah Wars! Blast off ’to the start of the 

Dawn of Defiance campaign with the 

first adventure, “Prelude to Defiance" 

The campaign utilizes the new Saga 

FREE RPG DAY 

Who says you cant get something for 

nothing? Saturday, June 23rd marks the 

first annual Free PPG Day, a celebra¬ 

tion of gaining being held across the 

United States in more than 90 partici¬ 

pating hobby stores* “The goal is to get 

consumers inspired to play a new RPG,” 

said Aldo Gbiozri, owner of Impressions 

Advertising Marketing, the organizers 

of the new holiday. All Free RPG Day 

giveaways will he of new material, such 

as RPG Quick start Rules and Adventure 

Modiiles—no overstock, retail-priced, 

or “dead” product. Participating pub¬ 

lishers include Goodman Games, Green 

Renin, Paizo Publishing, Troll Lord 

Games, White Wolf and more. 

To see if your local gaming store is 

participating, visit freerpgday.com. 

rules system, and is set Ln the tnrrmhn- 

ous time between Episodes 1 [ I and IV. 

Be the first to try this sneak peek of the 

new campaign that begins this fall. In 

addition, test your mettle as you race 

against the dock in Star Wars: Rebel 

Run, Try to escape the dutches of the 

Empire before it's too late! 

Gen Con Indy is also Lire place to 

learn what's in store for the RPGA in 

20oS, so you won't want to miss Sat¬ 

urday’s members' meeting fbr news 

on our next big project. Keep an eye 

on rpga.com for InformaLion and see 

you this summer! 
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Known Aliases; The Blue Dragon in the Moathouse. 

Notable Characteristics; Young blue dragon, 

smells like a moat. 

Known Lairs: The Moathouse outside the village 

of Hommlet 

Known Associates: Rats, frogs, and gray oozes. 

Wanted For: Massive number ofTFKs, loitering near 

Hommlet, and being a dragon in a low-level adventure* 

Reported Sightings: Return to the Tenipk of Elemental Evil 

Eyewitness Accounts: “There's a dragon in there! 

D on Jt wanna he going th ere,M —ol. • D el 

jf * ty Tim Hitchcock and M colas Eogm * special tfoanb to artists Brom, Elyde, Cal dwell, Jeff Easley, Phil Fgglto, Todd Loditu 

j 1 _ 
f all thp Hrafirrme PP« of the dragon. god.8 OH high, TiSffiftf ' 

(whose deadliness staggeringly outweighed a 

the following earned their infamous place bv 

infamous to the ten most feared, most dangerous* shocking, freezing, poisoning, and coir 

and most wanted* Aside from the obvious choices memories into the hearts ofgai&eSjs^ 

f all the dragons that ha,ye terrorized PCs 

throughout D£(D!s history, it is difficult 

to narrow down the memorable and the 

► via 

10 BORYS OF EBE 
Known Aliases: The 13th Champion of Raajat, Butcher 

of Dwarves, the Dauk Sun Dragon. 

Notable Characteristics: The first dragon of Athas, a 

tyrannical sorcerer-king who transformed himself into 

a dragon. 

Known Lairs: City State of Tyr, Founder of Ur Draxa* 

Wanted Ton Qvemhehning power, slaying the last 

dwarven king of Kemalok, beheading Rajaat loyalists,- 

demanding 1,000 slave sacrifices annually, and practicing 

defiling magic* 

Reported Sightings: Dajhc Sun Campaign Setting, The 

Cerulean Storm. 

J n - , w 
(>: BRf£ 

V J. u HT* 

^ershi, 
as the 

Son of At 

9 UTRESHIMON 
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8 GROW! 
Known Aliases: A Sure-Fire Snow Remover, Organic 

Marshmallow Toaster, Cuddly Bar-B-Q Starter, Art 

NouVeau Road Flare, or Friendly Mame Thrower* 

Notable Characteristics: Little, purple, goes ugrowf3n 

Known Associates: Phil and Dixie* 

Wanted For: Numerous counts of arson and 

general combustion mayhem! 

Reported Sightings: Whafs New With Phil and Dixiet 

Dragon from igSo to 1983, and 2000 to 2003* 

o “flame breath, and a Warning!: Armed with blast' 

wiimingly purple personality. Do Not Add Waterl 

7 CHRONEPSIS 
Known Aliases: The Silent, The Watcher* 

Notable Characteristics: Colorless form, unblinking 

dragon’s eye holy symbol. 

the Gutlands, 

Known Associates: His fellow dragon deities. 

Wanted For: Being the draconic god of fate and 

judging the spirits of all dragonldnd in death* 

Reported Sightings: Dmconomicon, Momter Mythology, 

A Player's Primer to the Qutlands. 

Warning!: Blessed with the Death, Dragon, and 

Knowledge domains. Godhoo 

6 ASHARDALON 
Known Aliases: None. 

Notable Characteristics: Great wyrm red dragon, scar 
over heart. 

Known Lairs: The Bastion of Broken Souls, 

Known Associates: Ammet the advanced half¬ 

dragon baloi* 

Wanted For: Being a CR 27 dragon in an adventure 

for 18th-level PCs and related TPKs, replacing h 

heart with a demon, and ascending to godhood 

without a license. 

Reported Sightings: Bastion of Broken Souls• 

Warning!: Do not approach unless you are 

epic level. REWARD 
200,000 

= GP 
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Top 10 Most 'Wanted Dragons in D&fD TIM HITCHCOCK AND NICOLAS LOCUE 

5 KLAUTH 
Known Aliases: Old Snarl, Guardian of the Words 

of Power. 

Notable Characteristics: Great wyrm Ted dTagori, 

extremely paranoid of other dragons. 

Known Lairs: Klauthen Vale along the Sword Coast, 

Wanted For: Attacking the Tower of Twilight, egg- 

knapping, unremitting cannibalism, dabbling in 

Nefherese magic, and moonlighting in video games. 

Reported Sightings: Deacon #244, Toe gotten 

He ax ms Campaign Setting, and Newentf infer Nights, 

Eyewitness Accounts:“Don't go neai him early of 

mornings; he's apt to be a right Klauth until he's had a 

mug or two." —Ed Greenwood, Deacon #244 

lREWA 
I 400,0 

4 CALCRVX 
Known Aliases: That little white dragon! 

Notable Cbaraeteristics: Wyrmling white dragon, as 

adorable as he is deadly. 

Known Lair: Formerly room 15 of the Sunless 

Citadel, now room 37, 

Known Associates: Meepo the Dragon Keeper. 

Wanted For Proving small dragons can still pack a 

wallop, claw/claw/biting istdevel PCs, and being the first 

third-edition dragon encounter. 

Reported Sightings: The Sim/css Citadel. 

Eyewitness Accounts: “The cat-sized white dragon 

that was jList too cute to want to kill, but dished out so 

much damage, you had to think about it ” 

—Gwendolyn RM. Kestrel 

200 

GP 

3 FLAME 
Known Aliases: The Dungeon Dragon. 

Notable Cbaraeteristics: Avaricious, bloodthirsty, 

death-defying tenacity. 

Known Lairs: Crystal citadel in the Western Mountains, 

Known Associates: Gitliyanki wizards. 

Wanted For: Hoarding gold, the ruthless slaying of 

dozens of adventurersr and terrorizing the pages of 

Dungeon for decades. 

Reported Sightings: "Into the Fire," Dungeon 

#1; “Up from the Ashes" Dungeon #17; and “Old 

Embers Never Die," Dungeon #100, REWARD 
600,000 
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2 CYAN BLOODBANE 

REWARD 

( 800,000 

p reward 
?"1*000,000 

i andjhoarrl 

fill i page 

Known Aliases: The Rest Dracolich 

Notable Characteristics: Red dragon dracolich, 

tattered wings, and fearsome (paralyzingly so) gaze. 

Known lain Avernns (formerly), Tabernacle ofWorms 

Known Associates: Tiaraat (former lover, harsh 

breakup),. Lashonna, Mahuudril, Vcnk, and Kyuss, 

Wanted For: Draco lichdom, rnoie TPKs than any 

other encounter in the Age of Worms Adventure Path, 

usurpation of the Writhing Sanctum, war (worm?) 

crimes, pushing the CR limit to the extreme in a non¬ 

epic D™g£on adventure, aiding and abetting an 

evil god in a conspiracy to bring about a worm-filled 

apocalypse, and Unholy Ibughness. 

Reported Sightings: White Piume xMounfaira; 'Trends 

Si Lords,” Deacon #134; and the Age of Worms Adventure 

Path, finally appearing in "Into the Wormcrawl Fissure/' 

Dungeon #134, 

Warning: Armed with quickened, dinging 22dm- 

point fire damage breath; death wind breath; and 

devastating dam age-dealing feat combos like Power 

Attack married to xArcane Strike (with Sth-level sorcerer 

spell slots at his talon-tips). 

1 DRAGOTHA 

Known Aliases: Khshinthintl, Steed to the Master 

of Past and Present, Glaucous: Regent to the Speaker 
of S tars, 

Notable Characteristics: Gteat wyrm green dragon 

(now a dxacolich), vehement hatred for Silvanesti elves. 

Known Lairs: Tower of Shalost, Neraka, 

Known Associates: Side, Khisanth, Pyros, and dozens 

of other Dkagqnlance dragons. 

Wanted For: Service to the Dark Queen, attempted 

elven genocide, conspiracy, impersonating a mortal, 

and dracolichdom. 

Reported Sightings: DL10: Dragons of Dreams, 

Dragonlance Chronicles, and Dragons of a Fallen Sun. 
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THE RMPP O’F 
heawoteTal— 
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try J<ei7m Baase and Eric jdtmng • illustrated hy James Zhar$ 

j ot all that glitters fe golden. When it comes to (precious metals mclude adamantine, copper* gold, 

I ^^*1 dragons, metallic does not necessarily mean fnithral, platinum, andsilver) within a distance of 30 

jL. 1 good and righteous* While most adventur- feet x the dragon’s age category. This makes It nearly 

ers have heard of the chromatic and metallic dragons, impossible to sneak up on a ferrous dragon when 

few have encountered ferrous dragons* These dragons wearing armor or wielding weapons made from 

constitute the lawful branch of dragonkind* Although iron or other nonprecious metals* Like bhridsense, 

their influence has diminished in the past millenium, opponents the dragon can't actually see still have 

they are proud and determined to regain their former total concealment against the dragon* 

glory; This article presents five such rarities: die chro¬ 

mium, cobalt, iron, nickel, and tungsten dragons, each Ecology 
one ready to mystify and terrify your players. Ferrous dragons were once a dominant force in the 

w orld,/but genocide led to their near-extmetiom As 

Ferrous Dragon Qualities such, most ferrous dragons seek to redfen their 

Ferrous dragons possess all of the abilities of true place of prestige* Some see this path through domi- 

dragons, plus the following ability* Bating the lesser races and other dragons, while oth- 

Metal sense (Ex): All ferrous dragons can sense ers believe in allying mthgooddragdiis to eradicate 

the location and amount of any non-precious metal the chromatics* 



subsist entirely on it 

Society 
All ferrous dragons axe lawful, and they follow a strict hier¬ 

archy. Each dragon is part of a family, with two or three fam¬ 

ilies grouped together in a single dan. Each dan is led by 

its most powerful member, and a sovereign great wyrm of 

each species leads all of the dans of a given kind of ferrous 

dragon. These sovereigns report directly to Gmaghiothor, 

the Supreme Dragon (see sidebar). Additionally, Giuaghlo- 

thor has assigned a hierarchy between the spedes, from 

highest to lowest: iron, chromium, cobalt, tungsten, nickel 

Although a member of one spedes has no daim to leader¬ 

ship over one of another, dragons lower on the hierarchy 

defer to the wisdom and judgment of those of higher rank 

and equal or greater age. 

Although the tungsten dragons and the three spedes 

of evil dragons loathe each other, they abide by Gruaghlo- 

thor's wishes and avoid lighting one another in most cases. 

The survival of the spedes as a whole is his main focus, so 

in-fighting is not tolerated. 

Evil ferrous dragons see the metallic dragons as abomi¬ 

nations that must be destroyed, while good ferrous drag¬ 

ons see them as metal at its purest. Neutral ferrous drag¬ 

ons consider the good dragons metallic only in name, and 

therefore have no use for them, ferrous dragons, regard¬ 

less of alignment, nearly universally revile the chromatic 

dragons. They generally get along with gem dragons, 

particularly amethysts and emeralds. 

Most ferrous dragons do not serve 

deities. None have innate access to 

domain spells like some of their 

metallic and chromatic counterparts. 

Those who do worslnp deities tend to 

venerate Astilibor, Chronepsis, lo, or 

Lendys. Tungstens sometimes follow 

Tamara, and a few follow Bahamut. 

No ferrous dragon ever openly serves 

Tiamat, and only the bravest do so in 

private for fear of drawing die wrath 

Advanced Ferrous Dragons 
Like all true dragon^ ferrous dragons advance by age cate¬ 

gory, Those who take class levels.usually become sorcerers. 

Ferrous dragons have the following level adjustments. 

Chromium, tungsten; wyrmling+2; very young +3; young 

+4; juvenile +4; others —, 

Cofatff; wyrmling +4: very young +4; young +6; others —. 

Iron; wyrmling +4; very young +5; young +.6; others — 

Nicfcri; wyrmling +3: very young +3; young +3: juvenile 

+4: others —. 

CHROMIUM DRAGON 
Always LE dragon (cold) 

The dragon's face is smooth and rejhdiye* A frill lined uhffi 

long spines runs from its snout to the tip of the tail It has a 

mane of shiny horns and wings that are wide and sleeh Its 

scales gleam like, liquid metal, catching the reflection of the 

nearby terrain. 

Breath Weapon (Su): A chromium dragon has two types 

of breath weapon, a line of solid ice (cold) and a cone 

of freezing crystals. Creatures within a cone of freezing 

crystals take 1 point of Dexterity damage per age category 

of the dragon (Fortitude half). 

Flesh to Crystal (Sp): A great wyrm chromium dragon can 

use this ability once per day. It is similar to a jfeh to stone 

spell, except that the victim is turned into a crystalline 

statue rather than stone (DC 17 + the 

dragon's Cha modi tier). As a crystal¬ 

line object, it is especially vulnerable 

to effects that damage crystal, such as 

a shatter spell. This is the equivalent 

of 2 yth-level spell. 

Spell-Like Abilities: 3/d ay—§0M 

wiihOttt trace (ice and snow only, 

young or older); z/day-— ice shape (as 

stone shape, but applies to ice instead 

of stone; adult or older), wall of ice 

Ferrops dragons have ahigherconcentration of iron in of the omniscient Gruaglothgon See Draeortomfcdn, page 

then- blood than most creatures. They arc consequently 30, for details on the draconic deities, 
drawn to metal, able to innately sense it, and many can 

Ferrous? 
Although some of the dragons pre¬ 

sented 3n this article are not named 

after ferrous metals, they are still 

collectively known by this title. Fer¬ 

rous dragons first appeared in “The 

Dragon's Bestiary: Give your campaign 

some heavy metal—dragons, that is," 

Dragon #170, by Jason M, Walker. 

FERROUS HALF-DRAGONS 
Ferrous half-dragons can be created using the half-dragon template presented in the Monster Manual. They possess 

different breath weapons and immunities as described on the following table. 

m 

Dragon Variety Breath Weapon Immunity 
Chromium Line of solid ice (cold) Cold 
Cobalt Line of pulsing magnetic energy (force) Electricity 
Iron Cone of superheated sparks (electricity) Fire 
Nickel Cone of corrosive gas (acid) Acid 
Tungsten Cone of blasting sand (fire) Fire 
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FERROUS DRAGONS KEVIN BAA5E AND ERIC JAN5ING 

u 

a 

vl 

U 1 

(old or older); i/day—gefrd blood* (ancient or older, Fmst- 

buTTif g6), 

*If yon are not using Frostbum in your campaignf 

replace this spell with eyebite. 

Shills: Appraise, Bluff, and Jump are considered class 

skills for chromium dragons. 

Chromium dragons, also occasionally referred to as 

chrome dragons, axe greedy beasts matched only by red 

dragons hi their obsession with acquiring treasure. 

Strategies and Tactics 
Chromium dragons enjoy toying with their prey, much 

like a cat with a mouse. They are cruel and merciless, 

trying to inflict as much pain as possible. A chromium 

dragon prefers to attack from the air, employing its 

breath of Breezing crystals to slow its opponents’ reflexes, 

followed by a deadly barrage of melee attacks once the 

opponents appear weakened. It uses its spell-like abili¬ 

ties to cut itself off from Lough opponents. 

Ecology 
Chromium dragons often have territorial disputes 

with both white dragons and silver dragons. A chro¬ 

mium dragon can almost always dominate a white 

dragon, but the silver dragon is the chromium's dead¬ 

liest adversary. The similar appearance of chromium 

.and silver dragons has led to the death of many an 

unprepared adventurer. 

Although they prefer meat, chromium dragons can 

eat anything, even surviving on nothing more than ice 

and snow. 

Environment: Chromium dragons live in subterra¬ 

nean or mountainous arctic climes, often creating caves 

for lairs. A chromium dragon s favorite defense is a pit 

filled with sharp icicles covered by a thin layer of ice 

designed to break with the smallest amount of pressure. 

Chromium dragons sometimes settle in more idyllic 

settings such as hills or plains, provided there is enough 

snow around to mask their presence. 

Typical Physical Characteristics: A wynnling chro¬ 

mium dragon's scales resemble tarnished silver. Upon 

reaching adulthood, the scales brighten to take on the 

appearance of polished silver. As a chromium dragon 

reaches old age, its scales become shiny like chrome. 

Sample Chromium Dragon 

VIRICHROTUULAAR CR19 

Female old chromium dragon 

LE Huge dragon (cold) 

Inrt +0; Senses blindsense 60 ft., darkvtsion 120 ft., keen senses, 

low-light vision, metaisense 240 ft.; Listen +35, Spot +35 

Aura Frightful presence (240 ft., DC 23) 

Languages Common, Draconic, Dwarven, Giant, Infernal, 

Undercommon 

AC 34, touch 8, flat-footed 34 

(-2 size , +26 natural) 

hp 337 (27 HD); DR 10/magic 

Immune cold, paralysis, sleep 

SR 25 

Fort +21, Ref +15, Will +20 

Weakness vulnerability tb fire 

Spd 40 ft., fly 150 ft, (poor), swim 60 ft,; Hover, Wingover 

Mdee bite +36 (2d8+ll/19-2Q/x2j and 

2 daws +34 each (2d 6+5) and 

2 wings +34 each (ldS+5) and 

tail slap +34 (2d6+16) 

Space 1.5 ft. Reach 10 ft, (15 ft, with bite) 

Base Atk +27; Grp +46 

Atk Options Heighten Spell, Maximize Spell, Power Attack, 

Snatch 

Special Actions breath weapon, crush (2dS+16, Reflex DC 29) 

u 

Chromium Dragons by Age 
Breath Frightful 

Base Attack/ Fort Ref Will Weapon Presence 

Age Size Hit Dice (hp) Str Dex Con Int Wis Cha Grapple , Attack Save Save Save (DC) DC 

Wyrmling S 6di2+6 (45) *5 16 13 12 13 12 +6/+4 +9 +6 +5 +6 2d 8 (14) — 

Very young M gd12+18 (76) 17 10 15 12 13 12 +9/+12 +12 +8 +6 +7 4d8 (16) — 

Young M 12 d 12+24 (102) 19 10 15 14 15 14 +12/+16 +16 +10 +8 +10 6d8 (18) — 

juvenile L i5dii+45 (142) 21 10 17 16 27 16 +15/+24 +19 +12 +9 +12 7dS (20) — 

Young adult L iSd 12+72 (189) 25 10 16 17 16 +18/+29 +24 +15 +11 +14 9dS (23) 22 

Adult H 2ldl2+lC>5 (241) 29 10 21 18. 19 18 +21/+38 +28' +17 +12 +16 nd8 (25) 

Mature adult H 24612+120 (276) 3i 10 21 18 19 18 +24/+42 +32 +19 +14. +18 nd8 (27) 26 

m H 2yd 12+162 (337) 33 10 73 20 21 20 -M7/+46 +36 +21 +15 +20 i4dS (29) 28 

Very old H 3 od 12+180 (375) 35 10 23 20 21 20 +30/+50 +40 +23 +17 +22 i6d8 (31) 30 

Ancient G 33 d 12+231 (445) 37 IQ 25 22 23:: 22 +33/+58 +42 +25 +18 +24 ^dS (33) 3* 2 * * * 

Wyrm G 36 d 12+288 {522) 39 10 27 24 25 24 +36/+6i +46 +28 +20 +27 Dd8 <36) 35 

Great wyrm 6 3^12+312(565) 41 Xo 27 H 25 H +39/+66 +50 +29 +21 +28 2f|S 36 

DRAGON 
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drac 3N Abilities be /V y 
1 VLiL 

Age Speed Init AC Special Abilities CL SR CR 
Wyrmling 40 ft, fly 100 ft. (average), +0 16 (+1 size, +5 natural), Immunity to cold, — 3 

Very young 

swim 6q ft. touch 11, flat-footed 16 vulnerability to fire 
40 ft-, fly 150 ft- (poor), +0 iS (+8 natural), __ —_ 5 
swim 60 ft- touch io, flat-footed 18 

Young 40 ft-, fly 150 ft. (poor), +0 21 (+n natural), Pass uz/thouft trace 1st _„ 7 
swi m 60 ftT touch io, flat-footed 21 

Juvenile 40 ft., fly 150 ft. (poor), +0 23 (-1 size, +14 natural), 3rd —_ 9 
swim 60 ft. touch y, flat-footed 23 

Young adult 40 ft., fly 150 ft (poor), +0 26 (-1 size, +17 natural), DR 5/magic 5th 20 12 
swim 60 ft. touch 9, flat-footed 26 

Adult 40 ft, fly 150 ft- (poor), +0 28 (-2 size, +20 natural), ice shape 7th 22 15 
swim 60 ft touch 8, flat-footed 28 

Mature adult 40 ft,, fly 150 ft- (poor), +0 31 (-2 size, +23 natural), DR 10/magic 9th 23 m 
swim 60 ft. touch S, flat-footed 31 

Old 40 ft., fly 150 ft, (poor), +0 34 (-2 size, +26 natural). WaH of ice 11th ^5 Pi 
swim 60 ft. touch 8, flat-footed 34 

Very old 40 ft,, fly 150 ft, (poor), +0 37 (-2 size, +29 natural), DR 15/magic 13th 26 20 
swim 60 ft. touch 8, flat-footed 37 

Ancient 40 ft., fly 200 ft. (clumsy), +0 38 (-4 size, +32 natural). Ge//d blood 15th 28 22 
swim 60 ft. touch 6, flat-footed 38 

Wyrm 40 ft., fly 200 ft. (clumsy), +0 41 (“4 size, +35 natural), DR 20/magic 17th 29 23 
swim 60 ft. touch 6, flat-footed 41 

Great wyrm 40 ft., fly 200 ft. (clumsy), +0 44 (-4 size, +38 natural), flesh to oystoJ 19th P 25 
swim 60 ft. touch 6, flat-footed 44 

Mi In 1 1 IT 1 1 J AtT, i?-«!r3-;y 

5th (5/day)—'hold monster (DC 20), of force 

4th (7/day)—dimension door, greater minsi&i% solid fog 

3rd (7/day)—disphcement,frebai/ (DC 19), heroism, lightning 
Mt(DC 19) 

2nd (7/day)— bear's endurance, gust of wind (DC IS), resist 

energy, scorching rqy(+25 ranged touch), touch of idiocy 

(+36 melee touch) 

1st (8/ctay)—mage armor, magic mis$ik, protection from good, 

ray of cnfeeblement (+25 ranged touch), sh/eid 

0 (6/d ay)—add splash, detect magic,fare (DC 16), light, mage 

hand, open/close, ray of frost (+25 ranged touch), read 

magic, touch offatigue (+36 melee touch) 

Spell-Like Abilities (CL 11th) 

3/d ay—p ass without trace (ice and snow only) 

2/d ay—ice shape (as stone shape, but applies to ice instead of 

stone), luoii of ice (DC 19) 

Abilities Str 33, Dex 10, Con 23, fnt 20r Wis 21, Cha 20 

Feats Flyby Attack, Heighten Spell, Hover, I mproved Critical 

(bite), Maximize Spell, Multiattack, Power Attack, Snatch, 

Spell Focus (evocation), Wingover 

Skills Appraise -4-35, Bluff+35, Concentration +26, Diplomacy 

+1:1, Disguise +5 (+9 acting). Intimidate +39, Jump +4S, 

Knowledge (arcana) +35, Listen +35, Search +35f Sense 

Motive +25, Spellcraft+39 (+41 scrolls), Spot+35, Survival +5 

(+9 following, tracks), Swim +19, Use-Magic'Device+25 

Possessions hoard valued at 183,000 gp 

damage 14d8 cold (solid ice); or 50-foot cone, damage 8 

points of Dexterity damage; Reflex DC 29 half 

Crush (£x) Area 15 ft. by 15 ft.; Small or smaller opponents take 

2d8+16 points of bludgeoning damage, and must succeed 

on a DC 29 Reflex save or be pinned. 

Skills A chromium dragon has a +3 racial bonus on any Swim 

check to perform some special action or avoid a hazard, ft can 

always, choose to take 10 on a Swim check, even if distracted 

or endangered. It can use the run action while swimming, 

provided it swims in a straight line- 

COBALT DRAGON 
Always LE dragon (air) 

This dragon’s face bean a large muzde, its Ups curling in 

a sneer and displaying pronounced canines. Two small 

horns jut from its head, just above its gluing red eyes. Its tail 

is hng and thin, ail must raflifce in appearance. If is covered m 

midnight Hue scales of varying brightness. 

Breath Weapon (Su): A cobalt dragon has one type of 

breath weapon, a line of puking magnetic energy, Crea¬ 

tures within the area Lake force damage (Reflex half). 

Additionally, creatures within the area are considered 

bull rushed by the dragon (with a check result equal to 

: mgw 1XXM 
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the damage dealt). A cobalt dragon has immunity to the 

breath weapons of other cobalt dragons, 

Spefl-Iike Abilities: 3/day—entangle (juvenile or older), minor 

irmge (adult or older), mare (old or older) zjday—plant growth 

(ancient or older); i/day—summon monster V (great wyrtn). 

Water Breathing (Ex): A cobalt dragon can breathe 

underwater indefinitely and can freely 

use its breath weapon, spells, and other 

abilities while submerged* 

Skills: Craft (tiapraaking), Hide, 

and Jump are considered class skills 

for cobalt dragons* 

Cobalt dragons attempt to dominate 

every creature they encounter These crea¬ 

tures are so diabolical that other ferrous 

dragons avoid them. Cobalt dragons only 

gather together to mate or when called 

to meetings by their clan leaders or the 

cobalt sovereign. 

Strategies and Tactics 
A cobalt dragon generally avoids direct combat 

until it has an opportunity to alter the battlefield 

to its advantage. It prepares cunning traps, using 

its spell-like abilities to accentuate them. It then 

w aits in ambush, using magic or minions to bait 

the trap. Once it joins a battle, it uses its breath 

weapon as often as possible, trying to keep 

powerful melee combatants at bay 

Ecology 
Although normally solitary, 

cobalt dragons sometimes 

mate for life* These cruel 

tyrants make surprisingly 

good parents* A cobalt 

dragon takes excellent care of its young until forcing 

them out of the lair when they become juveniles* 

A cobalt dragon spends its time preparing traps to 

catch intruders or hunting within its territory* It utilizes 

falling trees, deadfalls, rock slides> and pits, relying on 

illusions to mask them before they are sprung* 

Cobalt Dragoms by Age 
Breath Frightful 

Base Attack/ Fort Ref Will Weapon Presence 

\ Age Size Hit Dice (hp) Str Dex Con Int Wis Cha Grapple Attack Save Save Save (DC) DC 

Wyrmling T 5<Ji2+5 (37) *5 10 13 12 13 12 +5/-1 +9 +6 +4 +5 2d4 (13) — 

Very young S 8 d 12+8 (60) *7 10 13 12 13 12 +S/+7 +12 +7 +6 +7 4^4 (15) — 

Young M 11 d 12+22 (93) 19 10 15 14 15 14 +U/+15 +15 +9 +7 +9 6d4 (17) — 

Juvenile M i4di2+2B (119) 21 10 15 14 15 14 +14/+3.9 +19 +11 +9 +11 7d4 (19} — 

Young adult L r/d 12+51 (161) 23 10 27 16 17 l6 +17/+27 +22 +13 +10 +13 9d4 (21) 21 

Adult L 2 od 12+80 {210) 27 io 19 16 17 l6 +20/+32 +27 +16 +12, +15 nd4 (24) ?3 
Mature adultH 23d 12+115 (264) 3* 10 21 18 19 18 +23/+41 +31 +18 +13 +17 izd4 (26) 25 

Old H 26di2+i3o {299) 33 10 21 18 i9 l8 +2S/+45 +35 +20 +15 +19 i4d4 (28) 27 

Very old H 29d 12+174 (362) 35 .10 ^3 20 21 20 +2g/+49 +39 +22 +16 +21 i6d4 (30) 29 

Ancient H j2d 12+192 (400) 37 10 23 20 21 20 +I++53 +43 +24 +18 +23 i?d4 (32) 32 
If! Wyrm G 33d 12+245 (472) 39 10 75 22 23 22 +35/+61 +45 +26 +19 +25 i9d4 (34) 33 

, j- Great wyrrh G 38c! 12+304 (551) 41 10 §1 22 23 22 *38/1-65 +49 +29 +21 +27 21+ (37) 35 
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Cobalt Dragon Abilities by Age 
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Age Speed Init AC Special Abilities CL SR CR 

Wyrmling 4oft+1flyiooft, (average) +0 18 (+2 size, +6 natural), 

touch 12, flat-footed 18 

Immunity to electricity, 

water breathing 

— — 3 

Very young 40 ft,t fly 100 ft, (average) +0 19 (+1 size, +8 natural)* 

touch n, flat-footed 19 

— — 5 

Young 40 ft., fly 150 ft. (poor) +b 22 (+12 natural), 

touch 10, flat-footed 2.2 

— — 7 

Juvenile 40 ft., fly 150 ft. (poor) +0 25(415 natural), 

touch io? flat-footed 25 

Entangle 1st -— 9 

Young adult 40 ft., fly 150 ft. (poof) +0 27 (-1 size, +18 natural), 

touch 9, flat-footed 27 

DR 5/magic 3rd 19 11 

Adult 40 ft., fly 150 ft. (poor) +0 30 (-1 size, +21 natural), 

touch 9, flat-footed 30 

Minor image 5th 21 14 

Mature adult 40 ft., fly 150 ft. (poor) 40 32 (-2 size, +24 natural), 

touch 8, fiat-footed 32 

DR 10/magic 7th 23 16 

Old 40 ft., fly 150 ft. (poor) +0 35 {-2 size, +27 natural), 

touch 8, fiat-footed 35 

Snare 9th 25 19 

Very old 40 ft., fly 150 ft. (poor) +0 38 (-2 size, 430 natural), 

touch 8, flat-footed 38 

DR 15/magic nth 26 20 

Ancient 40 ft., fly 150 ft. (poor) +0 41 (-2 size, +33 natural), 

touch 8, flat-footed 41 

Plant growth 13th 28 22 

Wyrm 40 ft, fly 200 ft. (clumsy) 4b 42 (-4 size, 436 natural), 

touch 6, flat-footed 42 

DR zo/magic 15th 29 23 

Great wyrm 40 ft., fly 200 ft. (clumsy) +0 45 (“4 size, 439 natural), 

touch 6, flat-footed 45 

Summon monster V 17th 31 25 

Cobalt dragons are believed by some to be the mam 

progenitors of the kobolds. Indeed, the two creatures 

bear much in common, including their love of taps, 

their sadistic tendencies, and their choice of habitat. A 

cobalt dragon often dominates a large tribe of kobolds to 

help defend its territory. 

A cobalt dragon feeds on its territory's abundant wild¬ 

life, but it can eat anything just as other dragons. 

Environment: Cobalt dragons like dwelling among 

the trees of deep, dark forests or thick jungles. Although 

cobalt dragons sometimes dwell underground, the 

entrances to their caves are always within wooded areas. 

Green dragons often share the same environment as 

cobalt dragons, and the two dragon kinds view* one 

another as intruders and enemies. 

Typical Physical Characteristics: A wyrmling cobalt 

dragon has midnight blue scales with small patches 

of varying brightness interspersed throughout. Its 

scales remain the same color its entire life, although 

the patches of the different hue grow in size as the 

dragon ages. 

Sample Cobalt Dragon 

CR 14 AZUCOMITHIUS 

Male adult cobalt dragon 

L£ Large dragon (air) 

» Init +4;..Senses blindsense 60 ft; darkvision 120 ft., keen senses, 

low-light vision, metalsense 180 ft.; Listen +28, Spot +28 

Aura frightful presence(180 ft., DC 23) 

Languages Common, Draconic, Sylvan, Undercommon 

AC 30, touch 9, flat-footed 30 

(-l.size , +21 natural) 

hp 210 (20 HD); DR 5/magrc 

Immune electricity, paralysis, sleep 

SR 21 

Fort+16, Ref+12, Will +15_ 

Spd 40 ft., fly 150 ft, (poor) 

Metee bite+27 (2d6+S/I9-2Q/x2) and 

2 daws +25 each (ldS+4) and 

2 wings +25 each (Id.6+4) and 

tail slap +25 (Id3+12) 

Space 10 ft. Reach 5 ft. (10 ft. with bite) 

Base Atk +20; Grp +32 

Atk Options Combat Expertise, Improved Trip 

Special Actions breath weapon 

Sorcerer Spells Known (CL 5th) 

2nd (5/day)—mobility, misdirection (DC 15) 

1st (7/.day)—expeditious retreat grease, obscuring mist, 

ventriloquism (DC 14) 

0 (6/day)—dancing detect magic, ghost sound(DC 13), 

mage hand, prestidigitation 

Spell-Like Abilities (CL 6th) 

3/d ay—enter ritj/e (DC 14), minor image {DC IS) 

Abilities Str 27, Dex 10, Con 19, Int 16, Wis 17, Cha 16 

SQ water breathing 
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Feats Alertness, Blind-Fight* Combat Expertise, Improved 

Critical (bite). Improved Initiative, I m proved Trip, Multi attack 

Skills Appraise +3 (traps +5), Concentration +17, Craft 

(trapmaking)+23, Diplomacy+5, Escape Artist+18, Hide 

+19, Intimidate +26, Jump +30, Listen +28, Sense Motive 

+26,, Spot+28, Use Magic Device +26, Use Rope +0 (+2 

bindings) 

Possessions hoard valued at 51,000 gp 

Breath Weapon (Sti) 80-foot line, once every Id4+1 rounds, 

damage lld4 force (magnetic energy, bull rushed by 

dragon). Reflex DC 24 half. 

Water Breathing (Ex) A cobalt dragon can breathe underwater 

indefinitely and can freely use its breath weapon, spells, and 

other abilities while submerged* 

IRON DRAGON 
Always LN dragon (fire) 

The dragon’s head is almost shovd-shaped, with a pointed 

0m ft* scales are metallic Hack with flashes of silver. Large 

plates, which look like shark Jins* run down ito neck and back. 

Alternate Form (Su): An iron dragon can assume any 

animal or humanoid form of Medium size or smaller as 

a standard action three times per day, The dragon can 

remain in its animal or humanoid form until it chooses 

to assume a new one or return to its natural form. 

Breath Weapon (Sn): An iron dragon has two types of 

breath weapon, a cone of superheated sparks (dealing 

half electricity’ and half fire damage), and a cone of 

sleep gas. Creatures within a cone of sleep gas must 

succeed on a Will save or fall asleep* regardless of HD, 

for id6 rounds plus i round per age category 

of the dragon. 

Flesh to Iron (Sp); A great 

dragon can use this ability once 

It is similar to a flesh to stone spell, 

except that the victim is turned 

into an iron statue rather than 

stone. As an iron object, it is 

vulnerable to rust attacks* such 

as that of a rust monster or a 

rustimj cjrasp spell. This condi¬ 

tion can be reversed by stone 

to flesh and similar effects. 

This is the equivalent of a 

Ttb-level spell* 

Spell-Like 

day—heat me 

older); -a/day 

(juvenile dr older), detect 

fhci^hbr(adult dr older)* trans¬ 

mute rock to mud (ancient or 

w), i&riH of iron, (old or older). 

Skills: Disguise* Gather Information* and Jump are con¬ 

sidered class skills tor iron dragons. 

The most powerful of the ferrous dragons, iron drag¬ 

ons desire to make dragonkind the rightful rulers of the 

world. As such, iron dragons travel in assumed forms to 

learn what goes on in the world around them. 

Strategies and Tactics 
Iron dragons generally avoid combat, preferring to use diplo 

macy or intimidation to gain the information they seek. If 

drawn into battle* an iron dragon prefers to use its sleep gas 

breath weapon* It supplements this with spells and spell-like 

abilities that incapacitate or subdue foes. An iron dragon is 

not without mercy, but it expects payment in return for such 

kindness, usually in the form of information. 

Ecology 
Iron dragons hoard raw iron ore greedily, as it is needed 

for thdr reproductive cycle as well as for food* Although 

this leads to disputes with dwarves and other races that 

mine iron ore, such conflicts are nothing compared to 

the vicious contests between iron dragons and red drag¬ 

ons. These two breeds of dragon are bitter enemies and 

unyielding in their hatred of one another. The red dragon 

considers the iron a pathetic interloper* while the iron 

dragon feels the red has mined dragonkind’s reputation. 

Intruders into an non dragon’s lair are usually quickly 

subdued but rarely killed outright* Iron dragons prefer 

to extract as much information as possible from such 

interlopers before making meals of them* 
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Iron Dragons by Age 

U 

Base Attack/ Fort Ref Will 

Breath Frightful 

Weapon Presence 

Age Size Hit Dice (hp) Str Dex Con Int Wfs Cha Grapple Attack Save Save Save (DC) DC 

Wyrmling M 7612+14 (59) 19 10 *5 H 15 U +7/+11 +11 +7 +5 +7 zdio (15) — 

Very young L 10612+30 (95) 23 10 17 14 15 14 +10/+20 +15 +10 +7 +9 4610 (18} — 

Young L 13d 12+39 (123) 27 10 n 16 17 16 +13/+25 +20 +11 +8 +11 6dio (19) 

Juvenile * L 16 d 12+64 (16 8) 31 20 19 iS 19 iS +16/+30 +25 +14 +10 +14 8610 {22) — 

Young adult H 19612+95 (218) 33 IO 21 18 19 iS +19/+38 +28 +16 +11 +15 lodio (24) 23 

Adult H 22d 12+110 (253) 35 10 21 20 21 20 +22/+42 +32 +18 +13 +18 izdio (26) 26 

Mature adult H 25612+150 (312) 35 20' 20 21 20 +25+45 +35 +20 +14 +19 14610 (28) 27 

Old G 28di2+i96 (378) 37 10 25 22 22 +2S/+53 +37 +23 +16 +22 16610 (31) 30 

Very old G 31612+248 {449) 39 10 27 *5 24 +31+57 +41 +25 +17 +24 18610 (33) 32 

Ancient G 34d 12+306 (527) 41 10 29 26 27 26 +34/+6i +45 +28 +19 +27 20dlO {36) 35 

Wyrm G 37Ctl2+370 (6lO) 43 10 31 28 29 28 +37+65 +49 +30 +20 +29 22610 {38) 37 

Great wyrm C 40612+400 (660) 47 IO 32 30 3i 30 +40/+74 +50 +32 +22 +32 24610 (40) 40 

4 ■ ■ ■-■—■ 
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Iron Dragon Abilities by Age 
Age Speed Init AC Special Abilities CL SR CR 

u 1 

Wyrmling 40 ft., burrow 40 ft., 

fly 150 ft. (poor) 

+0 16 (+6 natural), 

touch io, flat-footed 16 

Alternate form, 

immunity to fire, 

vulnerability to cold 

4 

Very young 40 ft., bu rrow 40 ft., 

fly 150 ft, (poor) 

+0 18 (-1 size* +9 natural)* 

touch 9* ftat-footed 18 

— — 5 

Young 40 ft., burrow 40 ft., 

fly 150 ft. (poor) 

40 21 (“i size, +12 natural), 

touch 9. flat-footed 21 

Heat metaf 1st ■—1 7 

Juvenile 40 ft.* burrow 40 ft., 

fly 150 ft, (poor) 

+0 24 (-1 size* 415 natu ral), 

touch 9, flat-footed 24 

Stone shape 3rd ~ 1 10 

3 Young adult 40 ft., burrow 40 ft., 
fly 150 ft, (poor) 

+0 26 (-2 size, 418 natural), 

touch 8, flat-footed 26 

DR 5/magic 5th £? *3 

1 

Adult 40 ft., burrow 40 ft., 

fly 150 ft. (poor) 

+0 29 (—2 size, +21 natural), 

touch 8* flat-footed 29 

Detect thoughts 7th 21 15 

0 Mature adult 40 ft,, burrow 40 ft., 
fly 150 ft. (poor) 

+0 32(—2 size* +24 natural), 

touch 8, flat-footed 32 

DR 10/magic 9th *3 18 

old 40 ft.f burrow 40 ft, 

fly 200 ft. (clumsy) 

+6 33 (-4 size, +27 natural), 

touch 6, Rat-footed 33 

Waff of iron 11th 24 20 

Very old 40 ft., burrow 40 ft., 
fly 200 ft. (clumsy) 

+0 36 (-4 size, +30 natural)* 

touch 6, flat-footed 36 

DR 15/magic 13th 26 21 

Ancient 40 ft., burrow 40 ft., 

fly 200 ft. (clumsy) 

+0 39 (-4 size, +33 natural), 

touch 6, flat-footed 39 

Transmute rock to mud 15th 28 *3 

Wyrm 40 ft., burrow 40 ft., 
fly 200 ft. (clumsy) 

40 42 (-4 size, +36 natural), 

touch 6* Rat-footed 42 

DR 20/magic 17th |f 

Great wyrm 

u 
40 ft.* burrow 40 ft.* 
fly 200 ft. (clumsy) 

40 41 .(-8 size* 439 natural), 

touch 2* Rat Tooted 41 

Ffesh to iron 19th 

• 

32 26 

Environment: An iron dragon prefers to build its lair 

deep beneath a great h ill or high mountain near a deposit 

of iron ore. It most often lairs in temperate regions but 

can tolerate much warmer dimes- An iron dragon's 

territory often overlaps with that of a red dragon's, fre¬ 

quently resulting in deadly conflicts. 

Typical Physical Characteristics: A wyrmling iron 

dragon has flat black scales that take on a glossy tex- 

metallic black scales, which continue to take on sil¬ 

very highlights as it ages. Great wyrms are said to 

have scales that look like moonlight reflecting on a 

rippling pool. 

Sample Iron Dragon 

ture as it matures. As an. -adult, an iron dragon has 
■jfeiftip m m 
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Female very old iron dragon 

CR 21 



LN Gargantuan dragon (fi re) 

lnit+4; Senses blindsense 60 ft., da revision 120 fby keen sensed 

low-light vision, rnetalsense 240 ft; Listen +41, Spot +41 

Aura frightful presence (240 ft,, DC 3,2) 

Languages Celestial, Common, Draconic, Pwarven Jgnan, 

Infernal,Terran, Underoomm.o.n 

AC 36, touch 6. flat-footed 36 

(-4' size, +30 natural) 

bp 449 (31 HD); DR I S/magic 

Immune fire, paralysis, sleep 

SR 26 

Fort+25, Ref+17, Will +24 

Weakness vulnerability to cold 

Spd 40 ft,, burrow 40 ft., fly 200 ft, (clumsy); Hover 

Melee bite +41 (4d6+14/19-20) and 

2 claws +39 each (2d8+7) and 

2 wi ngs +39 each'(2d6+7) and 

tail slap + 39 (2d8+21) 

Space 20 ft. Reach 15 ft, (20 ft, with bite) 

Base Atk +31; Grp +57 

Atk Options Combat Expertise, Heighten Spell, Maximize Spell, 

Power Attack, Snatch, crush, tail sweep 

Special Actions breath weapon 

Sorcerer Spells Known (CL 13th) 

6th (5/day)—chain lightning (DC 22), greater dispel magic 

5th (7/day)—cone of cold (DC 21), hofd monster (DC 21), mind 

f°9< DC 21) 

4th (7/day)—- charm monster (DC 20), dimensional anchor, 

enervation, ke storm 

3rd (8/day)—hold person (DC 19), lightning bolt (DC 19), 

protection from energy, slow (DC 19) 

2nd (S/d^y)—eagle's splendor, giitterdust (DC 18), Tosha's 

hideous laughter (DC IS), pyrotechnics (DC 18), resist energy 

1st (8/day)—charm person (DC IS), hypnotism (DC 18), mage 

armor, magic missile, ray of enfieblement 

0 (6/d ay}—dancing lights* date (DC 17), detect magic, fare (DC 

17), light, mage hand, message, prestidigitation, read magic 

Spell-Like Abilities (CL 13th) 

3/day—heat metoi (DC 19) 

2/day—detect thoughts(DC 19), stone shape, wall of Iron 

Abilities Str 39, Dex 10, Con 27, I nt 24, Wis 25, Cha 24 

SQ alternate form 

Feats Combat Expertise, Heighten Spell, Hover, improved 

Critical (bft'e), Improved Initiative, Maximize Spd], 

Multiattaek, Power Attack, Quicken Spell-Like Ability (heat 

metal), Snatch, Spell Penetration 

Skills Concentration +28, Diplomacy+43, Disguise +41, Gather 

Information +43, Intimidate +41, jump +50, Knowledge 

(arcana)+37 j Know!edge (dungeonearing) +20, Knowledge 

(history)+37, Knowledge (local) +20, Listen +4L Search+41, 

Sense Motive +41* Spot +41, Survival +7 (-hi! underground 

or following tracks), Use Magic'Device +41 

Possessions hoard valued at 261,000 gp 

Alternate Form (Su) An iron dragon 

can assume any animal or 

humanoid form of Medium size or smaller as a standa rd 

action three times per day. The dragon can remain in Its 

animal or humanoid form until it chooses to assume a new 

one or return to its natural form. 

Breath Weapon (5u) Once every ld4 rounds, either a 60-foot 

cone, damage ISdlO (half electricity and half ftre damage), ^ 

Reflex DC 33 half; or a 60-fooUcone,fall asleep for ld&+8 

rounds, Will DC 33 negates. 

Crush (Ex) Area 20 ft. by 20 ft.; Medium or smaller opponents 

take 4d6+21 points of bludgeoning damage, and must 

succeed on a DC 33 Reflex save or be pinned. . 

Tail Sweep (Ex) Half-circle 30ft, in diameter; Small or smaller 

opponents take 2d6+21 points of bludgeoning damage 

(Reflex DC 33 half). 

NICKEL DRAGON 
Always LE dragon (water) 

This dragon is squat and muscular. Its crocodilianface has raised 

eyes and a long, toothy snout. Two smooth horns sweep back and 

down from its head. Its scales are metallic gray, with patches of 

white. The smeU of stagnant water is strong in its presence. 
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Nickel Dragons by Age 
Breath Frightful 

Base Attack/ Fort Ref Will Weapon Presence 

Age Size Hit Dice (hp) Str Dex Con Int Wis Cha Grapple Attack Save Save Save (DC) DC 

Wyrmiing T 4diz+4 (30) 13 10 13 7 11 7 +4/-B +7 +5 +4 +4 2d4 (13) — 

Very young S 7 d 12+7 (52) 10 13 7 11 7 +7+5 +10 +6 +5 +5 464 (14) — 

Young M rod 12+20 (85) *7 10 15 9 11 9 +10/+13 +X3 +9 +7 +7 6d4 (17) — 

juvenile M 13 d 12+26 (no) 19 10 iS 9 n 9 +D/+17 +17 +10 +8 +8 764 (lS) — 

Young adult L i6d 12+48 (152) *3 10 17 n 13 IX +16+26 +21 +X3 +10 +11 964 (21) 18 

Adult L igd 12+76 (199) 27 16 19 11 13 XI +19/+31 +26 +15 +11 +12 iid4 (23) 19 

Mature adult H 2 2d 12+110 (253) 29 10 21 13 15 x3 +21/+39 +29 +18 +X3 +15 nd4 (26) 22 

Old H 23d 12+125 (287) 10 21 x3 t5 X3 +25+43 +33 +x9 +14 +16 Md4 (27) 23 

Very old H 28d12+168 (350) 33 10 23 15 is +28+47 +37 +22 +16 +19 1664(30) 26 

Ancient H 31 d 12+18 6 (387) 35 10 23 15 m 15 +31/+51 +41 +23 +17 +20 1764 (31) 27 

Wynn G 34612+238 (459} 37 id 25 1? *7 +34+59 +48 +26 +19 +23 i9d4(34) 30 

Great wyrm G 37612+296 {536) 39 10 27 19 21 x'9 +37+63 +47 +28 +20 +25 2164 (36) 32 

Nickel Dragon Abilities by Age 
Age Speed Init AC Special Abilities CL SR CR 

Wyrmiing 60 ft., fly 100 ft, (average), 

swim 60 ft. 

+0 15 (+2 size, +3 natural), 

touch 12, flat-footed 15 

Immunity to acid, 

water breathing 

— i +■+■" 3 

Very young 60 ft, fly 100 ft. (average), 

swim 60 ft. 

+0 17 (+1 size,+6 natural), 

touchii, flat-footed 17 

— — 4 

Young 60 ft., fly 150 ft. (poor), 

swim 60 ft. 

+0 19 (+9 natural)* 

touch id, flat-footed 19 

—- 5 

juvenile 60 ft., fly 150 ft. (poor), 

swim 60 ft. 

+0 22 {+12 natural), 

touch 10, flat-footed 22 

Resist energy 1st ■—-■ 7 

Young adult 60 ft., fly 150 ft. (poor), 

swim 60 ft. 

+0 24 (-1 size,+15 natural), 

touch 9, flat-footed 24 

DR 5/magic 3rd x7 9 

Ad u It 60 ft., fly 150 ft, (poor), 

swim 60 ft. 

+0 27 (“i size,+18 natural), 

touch 9, flat-footed 27 

Mass irrftutlon 5th iS 11 

Mature adult 60 ft., fly 150 ft. (poor), 

swim 60 ft. 

+0 29 (-2 s.ize,+2i natural), 

touch 8, flat-footed 29 

DR 10/magic ?th 21 H 

Old 60 ft,, fly 150 ft- (poor), 

swim 60 ft. 

+Q 32 (—2 size,+24 natural), 

touch 8, flat-footed 32 

Entangle 9th 22 16 

Very old 60 ft., fly 150 ft, (poor), 

swim 60 ft. 

+0 3 5 (-2 s ize ,+27 natural), 

touch 8, flat-footed 35 

DR 15/magjc nth *3 18 

Ancient 60 ft., fly 150 ft. (poor), 

swim 60 ft. 

+0 38 (-2 size,+30 natural), 

touch 8, flat-footed 38 

Gaseous form 13th 25 19 

Wyrm 60 ft., fly 200 ft. (clumsy), 

swim 60 ft. 

+0 39 (-4 size,+33 natural), 

touch 6, flat-footed 39 

DR zo/maglc 15th 26 20 

Great wyrm 60 ft,, fly 200 ft. (clumsy), 

swim 60 ft. 

+0 42 (-4 size,+36 natural), 

touch 6, flat-footed 42 

Confusion 17th 28 22 

Breath Weapon (Su): A nickel dragon has one type of 

breath weapon, a cone of corrosive (acid) gas. 

Mass Jrrifah'Gn (Sp); An old or older nickel dragon 

can use this ability twice per day to irritate the skin 

of living opponents hy creating a field of corrosion. 

Some creatures, such: as elemental^ have no skin and 

are immune to this effect. Others, such as most oozes 

and plants, are not affected "by irritation to their skim 

This is the .equivalent of a yrd-level spell. Targeted 

rren'.tires mu.st |§ w i: h i n 30 feet per age .category and 
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must succeed on a Fortitude save or suffer the listed 

effects. The nickel dragon can choose from one of the 

following effects. 

Itching: The nickel dragon can affect a number of crea¬ 

tures equal to its age category with an intense itching 

sensation. This itching imposes a -4 penalty on Armor 

Class and a -2 penalty on attack rolls and Dexterity- 

based. checks for id4 rounds. Additionally, an affected 

creature must, succeed on a Concentration check (DC 

20 + spell level) to cast a spell. An affected creature 



tan spend a full-round action to scratch itself, thereby 

ending the effect- 

Rtfih; The nickel dragon can cause a number of crea¬ 

tures equal to half its age category to break out in red welts 

that cause severe itching. These welts impose a -i penalty 

on Charisma-based checks and a-1 penalty on Dexter¬ 

ity-based checks. Each day* the rash spreads, imposing 

an additional ~i penalty on Charisma-based checks (to 

a maximum penalty of -10). The effect is permanent but 

can be dispelled or removed with a remove disease spell or 

similar effect 

Spell-Like Abilities; 3/day— entangle (old or older), 

gaseous form (ancient or older), resist energy (juvenile or 

older)? l/day—coit/wsion (great wyrm or older). 

Water Breathing (Ex): A nickel dragon can breathe 

underwater indefinitely and can freely use its breath 

weapon, spells, and other abilities while submerged. 

Skills: Bluff Hide, and Swim are considered class skills 

for nickel dragons. 

Nickel dragons are deceptive, tenacious, and vicious enough 

to make up for their relative weakness. Although the weak¬ 

est of the ferrous dragons, they are more than a match for 

most creatures that share their territory. 

Strategies and Tactics 
A nickel dragon generally strikes from ambush, first 

unleashing its breath weapon to catch as many foes as 

possible. It employs its spell-like abilities to distract and 

slow opponents. Known for employing hit-and-run tac¬ 

tics, nickel dragons use their water breathing and swim 

speed to great effect. 

Ecology 
Nickel dragons prey mostly on swamp creatures such as 

giant lizards but have been known to travel to humanoid 

settlements to raid them for treasure or simply frighten 

the local populace. As nickel dragons frequently share 

the same habitat as black dragons, the two creatures 

often have bloody battles, as neither dragon's breath 

weapon can harm the other. 

The lair of a nickel dragon is a perfect match for 

its person a lit)1'—swampy terrain with numerous dead 

ends and switchbacks. A cave is more often a place 

for treasure and laying eggs. The dragon itself dwells 

somewhere nearby, hoping to trap would-be treasure 

hunters inside. 

Environment; Nickel dragons dwell in swamp and 

marshland, usually in shallow caves near water. 

Typical Physical Characteristics: A wy-rniiing nickel 

dragon's scales are charcoal gray m color. The scales 

lighten as the dragon grows, becoming a more metal¬ 

lic gray upon reaching adulthood. By the time a nickel 

dragon reaches the great wyrm stage, its scales shine a 

bright metallic white. 

SAMPLE NICKEL DRAGON 

FIVNIKAMA CR5 

Female young nickel dragon 

LE Medium dragon (water) 

Imt +4; Senses blindsense 60 ft., darkvision 120 ft*, keen 

senses, tow-light vision, metalsense 90 ft,; Listen *13, 

Spot +13 

Languages Draconic 

AC 19, touch 10, flat-footed 19 

(+9 natural) 

hp 85 (10 HD) 

Immune acid, paralysis, sleep 

Fort+9j Ref +7, Will +7 

Spd 60 fttfly 150 ft. (poor), swim 60 ft 

Melee bite +14 (id8+3) and 

2 claws +11 each (ld6+l) and 

2 wings +11 each (ld4+l) 

Base Atk +10; Grp +13 

Atk Options Flyby Attack, Power Attack 

Special Actions breath weapon 

Abilities Str 17, Dex 10, Con 15, lnt9,Wis 11, Cha 9 

5Q water breathing 

Feats Flyby Attack, Improved Initiative, Power Attack, Weapon 

Focus (bite) 

Skills Bluff+8, Diplomacy+1, Disguise-1 (+1 acting), Hide+9, 

Intimidate +1, Jump+15, Listen +13, Search +12, Spot+13, 

Survival +0 (+2 following-tracks), Swim +19 

Possessions hoard valued at 8,000 gp 

Breath Weapon ($u) 30-foot cone, once every ld4 rounds, 

damage 6d4 acid (corrosive gas), Reflex DC 17 half. 

Water Breathing (Ex) A nickel dragon can breathe underwater 

indefinitely and can freely use its breath weapon, spells, and 

other abilities while submerged. 

Skills A nickel dragon has a +8 racial bonus on any Swim check 

to perform some special action or avoid a hazard. It can 

always choose to take 10 on a Swim check, even if distracted 

or endangered. It can use the run action while swimming, 

provided it swims in a straight line. 

TUNGSTEN DRAGON 
Always LG dragon (fixe) 

The dragon's head is oimori inscctile, luith numerous small 

horns dotting its face. Its wings look nearly identical to the large, 

sail that rises from its hack. Its scales are. a dullrJlat green. 

Breath Weapon (Su): A tungsten dragon has One type 

of breath weapon, a cone of blasting sand that deals half 

bludgeoning damage and half hre damage. 

Immolation (Su): Once per day a great wyrm tung¬ 

sten dragon can target up to three creatures within 30 

feet per age category with an immolatipn attack. 

The targets immediately burst into Carnes, taking 6d6 
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points of fire damage. Addition ally, targets catch fire, tak¬ 

ing an additional 2d 6 points of fire damage each round 

until the flames are esdinguished. A successful fortitude 

save halves the damage and prevents the target from 

catching on fixe. The save DC is Charisma-based. 

Sand Chud (Sp); This ability is similar to a fog cloud 

spell but with swirling sand instead of fog. These fine 

grains of sand smother unprotected flames and can even 

choke protected flames (50% chance). The swirling sand 

also makes it difficult to cast spells. Casters within a 

sand cloud must succeed at a Concentration check or the 

spell is lost (DC ig + spell level). An old or older tungsten 

dragon can use this ability twice per day. This ability is 

the equivalent of a 3rd-levei spell. 

Spell-Like Abilities: 2/day—pfo (ancient or older); 

i/day—discern lies (young or older), dispel evil (old or older). 

Skills: Gather Information, Spettcraft, and Survival are 

considered class skills for tungsten dragons. 

Tungsten dragons dedicate themselves to the cause of 

goodness, but they occupy most of their attention with 

the defense and development of their own domains. 

They deal harshly with intruders, unless the trespassers 

can convince them that they are acting in the inter¬ 

ests of good. 

Strategies and Tactics 
Tungsten dragons are relentless in 

the pursuit of good. Although they oper¬ 

ate within the bounds of law and good, they 

use whatever means are available to defeat evil 

opponents. They believe that good must use any 

resources and methods available to stop evil from tri¬ 

umphing, as long as no innocents are harmed in the pro¬ 

cess, They favor magic and breath weapons over melee 

attacks, preferring to employ spells such as banis}tmml or 

baleful polymorph to quickly dispatch foes. 

Ecology 
Tungsten dragons spend most of their time in search of 

evil intruders to punish and wrongs to set right. They 

band together when needed to mercilessly destroy the 

blue dragons that share their habitat. The arrogant tung¬ 

sten dragons are not fond of neighboring brass dragons, 

which they consider careless and ill-mannered. 

Just as any other dragon, a tungsten dragon can eat 

almost any tiling, but has a fondness for desert plants, 

take great care to maintain the balance 

ecology, though. 

Tungsten dragons are very family-oriented,, providing 

great care for their young. Upon reaching the juvenile age 

category, their children can choose to remain with tire 

family or start one of their own. 

Environment: Tungsten dragons live in arid 

deserts and steppes, and occasionally lair in 

plains intemperate or warmer regions. 
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Typical Physical Characteristics: A wyrmling tungsten 

dragon’s scales are deep forest green with brown flecks. 

As an adult, the Hecks disappear and the scales take on 

a metallic sheen that gleams as the dragon grows. As a 

tungsten dragon grows into an adult, the scales begin to 

lose their shine until they become a dull, fiat green. 

SAMPLE TUNGSTEN DRAGON 

VOLFRAMILGN CRH 

Male juveniie tungsten dragon 

LG Med rum dragon (fire) 

Init+0; Senses blindsense 60 ft,, darkvi-sion 120 ft., keen senses, 

low-fight vision, metalsense 120 ft,; Listen +6, Spot +6 

Languages Draconic 

AC 22, touch 10, flat-footed 22 

(-(-12 natural) 

hp 110(13 HD) 

Immune fire, paralysis, sleep 

Fort+10, Ref+8, Will +9 

Weakness vulnerability to cold 

Spd 60 ft, burrow 40 ft., fly 200 ft. (poor); Hover, Wlngover 
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Breath Fright 
Base Attack/ Fort Ref Will Weapon Preser 

Age Size Hit Dice (hp) Str Dex Con Int Wis Cha Grapple Attack Save Save Save (DC) DC 
Wyrmfing I 4di2+4 (30) 13 10 gs 9 n 10 +4/-3 +7 +5 +4 +4 2d6 (13) __ 
Very young 5 yd 12+7 (52) 15 10 n 9 li 10 +7+5 +10 +6 +5 +5 #d6 (14) ___ 
Young M xodiz+20 (8s) .17 10 ^5 11 i| 12 +10+13 +13 +9 +7 +8 6d6 (17) - 
Juvenile M 13 d 12+26 (no) 19 10 iS 11 13 12 •1-13/+17 +17 +10 +8 +9 ?d6 (18) ^_ 
Young adult L 16 d 12+48 {152} 21 10 17 13 14 +16+25 +20 +13 +10 +12 9d6 (21) 2Q 
Adult L xpd12+76 (199) 25 10 19 13 ■15 14 +29/+30 +25 +11 +13 nd 6 {23) 21 
Mature adult H 22d 12+110 (253) 29 10 21 15 16 +2i/+39 +29 +18 +13 +l6 i2d6 (26) 24 
Old H 2sdl2+125 (287) 31 10 21 15 17 16 +25+43 +33 +19 +14 +17 Hd6 (27) 25 
Very old H 28di2+i68 (350) 33 10 23 17 19 18 +28+47 +37 +22 +16 +20 i6d6 (30) 28 
Ancient H 3^12+186.(387) 35 ip. 23 i? 19 iS +31/+51 +41 +23 +17 +21 I7d6 (31) 29 
Wyrm G 34d 12+238 {459) 37 10 25 19 21 20 +34/+59 +43 +26 +19 +24 i9d6 (34) 3 s 
Great wyrm G 37 d 12+296 (536) 39 10 27 20 21 20 +37+63 +47 +28 +20 +25 2id6 (36) 33 

Melee bite +17 (Id8+4) and 

2 claws +15 each (ld6+2),and. 

2 wings +15 each (Id4+2) 

Base Atk +13; Grp +17 

Special Actions breath weapon 

Sorcerer Spells Known (CL 3rd) 

1st (6/ctayy^magic missile, protection from evil, true strife 

.0 (6/day)—detect magic, light, mage hand, mtnffig] 

prestidigitation 

Spell-Like Abilities (CL 4th) 

I/day—discern Iks (DC IS) 

Abilities Str 19, Dex 10, Con 15, Inf lltWis 13, Cha 12 

Feats Ability Focus (breath-weapon), Blind-Fight, Hover, 

Mu Ilia Itack,- Wf n gever 

Skills Concentration +18, Diplomacy +11, Gather Information 

+17 Jump +16, Listen +.6., Search +5, Sense Motive +6, 

Spdlcraft +13/Spot +11, Survival +14 (+16 following tracks) 

Possessions hoard valued at 2.7,20.0 gp 

Breath Weapon (So) 30-foot cone, once every ld4 raunds,.damage 

,7d6 (half bludgeoning and half ■fire), Reflex DC 2Q half w 

V 

Tungsten Dragon Abilities by Age 
Age Speed Init AC Special Abilities CL SR CR 
Wyrmllng 60 ft;, burrow 40 ft, 

fly 150 ft. (average) 

+0 15 (+2 size, +3 natural), 

touch 12, flat-footed 15 
Immunity to fire, 

vulnerability to cold 

— —■ 3 

Very young Go ft., burrow 40 ft., 

fly 150 ft. (average) 

40 17 (+1 size, +6 natural), 

touch 11, flat-footed 17 
— — 4 V 

Young 60 ft* burrow 40 ft, 

fly 200 ft. (poor) 

+0 19 (+9 natural), 

touch io, flat-footed 19 
1st — 6 

Juvenile 60 ft, burrow40 ft, 

fly 200 ft. (poor) 

+0 22 (+12 natural), 

touch io, flat-footed 22 

Discern lies 3rd — 8 - 

f u Young adult 60 ft., burrow 40 ft., 

fly 200 ft. (poor) 

+0 24 (-1 size, +15 natural), 

touch 9, flat-footed 24 
DR 5/magic 5th 18 10 

Adult 60 ft., burrow 40ft,, 

fly 200 ft. (poor) 

+0 27 (-1 size, +18 natural), 

touch 9. flat-footed 27 
Scmd c/oud 7th 20 12 

Mature adult 6.0 ft,, burrow40 ft, 

fly 200 ft. (poor) 

+0 29 (-2 size, +21 natural), 

touch 8, flat-footed 29 
DR 10/magic 9th 22 *5 m 

f V 

p 

Old 60 ft., burrow 40 ft, 

fly 200 ft. (poor) 

+0 32 (-2 size, +24 natural), 

touch 8, flat-footed 32 

DfspeJ euii 11th 24 

Very old 60 ft., burrow 40 ft., 

fly 200 ft. (poor) 

+0 35 (-2 size, +27 natural), 

touch 8, flat-footed 35 
DR 15/magic 13th *5 19 

Ancient 60 ft., burrow 40 ft., 

fly 200 ft. (poor) 

+0 38 (-2 size, +30 natu ral), 

touch 8, flat-footed 3S 

Plant growth i5th 27 20 

V 
Wyrm 60 ft., burrow40 ft., 

fly 250 ft. (clumsy) 

+0 39 (-4 size, +33 natural), 

touch 6, flat-footed 39 
DR 20/magic 17th 28 21 

Great wyrm 60 ft., burrow 40 ft, 

fly 250 ft. (clumsy) 

+0 42 (-4 size,+36 natural), 

■touch 6, flat-footed 42 
Immolation 19th 30 23 
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Hextor is the patron of war—war for power, territory, conquest, 

bloodshed, or simply for its own sake. The Lords of Evil granted 

him six arms so be could best bis balf-brotber Heironeous and 

all other opponents. Not an indiscriminate killer like Erytbnul 

or obsessed with death like Nerull, Hextor uses war to chew 

up the weak and unfit, salvaging the strong and worthy so they 

mi ght serve him and expand his reach. Amoral soldiers, evil 

mercenaries, and those who seek profit m conflict serve him, 

as does anyone willing to lift a blade for evil. 
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SEAN K REYNOLDS 

CORE BELIEFS: HEXTOR 

Hextor (HECKS tor) is a bru¬ 

tal and effective warmonger, 

seeking to bring all lands 

under Ms dominion and destroy bis 

half-brother, Heironeous. Mighty, 

yet unfavorably compared to his sib¬ 

ling, he willingly chose to serve evil 

as a means to greater power. Served 

by many blackguards (particularly 

fallen paladins who 

once served Hei- 

roneous) and 

assassins. Hex- 

tor gathers fol¬ 

lowers to himself 

like a charismatic 

and corrupt king. Not 

without honor, he is 

thoroughly evil and 

does not let morals or 

etMcs stand in the way 

of a potential vic¬ 

tory'—he is above 

the law, and all 

others must 

obey him. In 

the lands that 

were once 

part of the old 

Great Kingdom 

Ms religion controls 

numerous layfolk and 

politicians, but Ms influ¬ 

ence is much less outside 

those corrupt countries. Unlike 

Ms brother, his cult is not wide¬ 

spread or favored by many nonhu¬ 

mans other than militaristic tribes 

in the Great Kingdom. 

Hextor is proud and sure, never 

succumbing to rash action or 

attempting risky strategies unless 

the only other option is failure. The 

only real limit to his success is his 

unwillingness to acknowledge other 

deities as his equals or betters, even 

in small ways that would let him uti¬ 

lize their strengths to complement 

Ms own. TMs arrogance explains 

why Ms reach among mortals has 

not expanded much beyond the bor¬ 

ders of the Great Kingdom except in 

isolated pockets, as Ms own follow¬ 

ers are reluctant to trust or value 

members of other religions. 

THE BASICS 
Hextor is a lawful evil deity. Most of his faithfuI are lawful evil, with abouL 

one-tenth neutral evil and less than a hundredth lawful neutral. These num¬ 

bers do not count those worshipers forced to pray to him as part of a public 

religion, which includes many oppressed peasants and common folk in Hex- 

tor-controlled lands, nor does it include lay soldiers who pray to him but have 

no spellcasting abilities. Formal attire is a black robe with white skulls or gray 

visages over chain or scale mail'—as a war god, even his ceremonial attire 

is battle-functional Adventuring clerics and holy warriors prefer 

%. chainmail or scale mail with a spiked buckler, although any.sort 

of metal armor is acceptable. They prefer wielding bows, cross¬ 

bows, Hails, morningstars, or scimitars and they carry spiked 

shields of any size. His symbol is the Symbol of Hate and 

h* : Discord, six red arrows facing downward, sometimes bound 

Y- by a chain or held in an iron gauntlet (only worshipers of 

gih-level and higher may use red arrows in their symbol: all 

} others use gray). He is called the Champion of Evil. Herald 

of Hell, and Scourge of Battle. His realm is the Champion's 

Fortress in Acheron, although he travels the planes searching 

. for his brother. His portfolio is war, discord, massacre, con- 

flict, fitness, and tyranny. His favored weapon is the flail, 

although he also wields a scimitar, military fork, and 

morningstar as well as two spiked shields. Most of 

his devout worshipers are clerics, fighters, Llack- 
.r 

guards, or assassins. His domains are Destruction, 

Evil, Law, and War. 

Hextor is usually 

shown as a hand¬ 

some fair-skinned 

man bearing a strong 

resemblance to Heirone¬ 

ous, with jet-black hair and 

eyes—Ms original form before 

he gained the blessings of the 

Lords of Evil He may hide or 

manifest four additional human 

arms from Ms torso whenever he 

desires. His true form has gray skin, 

lank hair, red-rimmed eyes, and a 

Mdeous face, and his extra arms are 

always present (usually holding two 

bucklers, a military fork, scimitar, 

flail, and morning star). In Ms hand¬ 

some form he is articulate and intelli¬ 

gent, wearing armor or fine clothing, 

but in Ms monstrous form he is 

always armored and his only desire 

is to fight and slay. Church depic¬ 

tions of him show whichever form 

is appropriate—if ruling over peas¬ 

ants or inspiring the faithful to great 

acts he is usually shown handsome, 

but in battle or when intimidating 

Ms opponents his terrifying form is 

most common, 

Hextor is a war god and is single- 

mmdedly devoted to that cause. 

Everything he does is related to vio¬ 

lent conflict, and some believe he 

won’t he satisfied until his faith has 

conquered all of Oerth, Unlike Hei¬ 

roneous, he has no protector aspect, 

and although rogues and assassins 

worship Mm he does not promote 

stealth or thievery except as it per¬ 

tains to armed conflict. Officers and 

strategists pray to him for advice 

when creating battle plans. He dis¬ 

likes needlessly wasting the lives 

of liis warriors (they are a resource 

that might he used elsewhere at 

another time) but is willing to allow 

the deaths of hundreds or even 

thousands of his own troops if it is 

the only means of securing victory. 

Daring and valor are of no use for 

him unless they turn the tide of a 

battle or cement a victory. He prefers 
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HOLY TEXTS 
' rie h a:: y tex is or H exto r sre-ca rdu ] [ y mcni to red and coni roi led bv th £ fa i th, 

-^05? derics- and blackguards are expected to study these book5: and 

knov, them Intimately many of bis other fgghful pride themselves on their 

knowledge of them. 

The Book of Hextor: “his is the- key book of the faith, idling the story 

■a" Hotted voufh and his decision to toil Heironeons the Unworthy, As 

required reading.rot at! clerics; they most be able to quote entire chap¬ 

ters by memory before being ordained. I: is a very old manuscript, with ail 

original copies written in O'd Oendian and. am translations into, other lan¬ 

guages iincluding Common! dating back no more than two hundred years. 

Obssss've ^trOrts by the chriirch nave ekmuistod all known copies with dif- 

" erertt wo ro - n g, p-rpci a mi rig :he m th e w o rk o: am at e u r sen b es- 0 r he reti cs, 

although tragments appear every rew decades hinting at lost chapters or 

ta bf!es w r t h d i ffiiieft t ou ico m ss. 

The Celestial Grindwheel: “his-eollecfion cf scrolls was declared a heresy 

5 century ago wnen a Hex*oran monk penned it alter weeks of rog'ctita- 

tfefU Onw a ccoies a; e known- to exist, some of them passed on orally 

and vvr-tten mom memory, “be scrolls cover the bask priginspf Heirone- 

des and Hdytor. armqtatiog 'lh- StWV with revolutionary ideas about the 

nature of this m .be verse and what rote the cor flier between the brothers 

c avs, m short, me monk believed the war helps sort out tHeiSp^rii-rnat-- 

of the mortal world into positive and negative sides, keeping balance 

between the two and preventing rbe destruction of the world by the accrual 

of too much good or eviL The part that outraged the church >s 

me idea that Helrpneput and' Hextor are two aspects of the 

s#me being or perhaps a singlyentity split Into mcompieie 

halves, and tbdi? battles are a cycle 0" rising 

power between them, The xeepers of this belief are 

a strange group o1 tewfu neutral monks who 

worship both brothers equal!v. By 

sir; :-ey seep their true km hidden 

from all outs-decs. 

enemy from retreating is to burn a 

civilian village to the ground, so be it. 

Hextor believes that those unwilling 

to fight axe unworthy of power, and 

while he accepts that inherited titles 

(including the nobility) are neces¬ 

sary to preserve order in the eyes of 

the common people, he is pleased 

when powerful mortals vie for these 

titles with sword, scheme, and forked 

tongue. Many dismiss him as a sim¬ 

ple war god, but he is the patron of 

all conflicts, even if the participants 

never draw a blade—or do so only 

hi the dark of nighL. He laughs at 

the “convenient idea" of pacifism, 

pointing out that it is the sheep who 

bleat peacefully but huddle near the 

shepherd when the wolves approach. 

Because of this harsh code, an enemy 

who surrenders to a Hextoran might be 

spared and taken prisoner (if it is con¬ 

venient and useful to do so), enslaved 

for Labor or war, or simply killed despite 

a cautious and certain approach 

to a risky endeavor with the pos¬ 

sibility of disaster. 

His faith is most popular in the 

fractured states of the Great King¬ 

dom, and is the official religion there, 

with many government officials 

being part of the church. In these 

lands, they force the commonfolk to 

worship him despite any inclination 

toward another faith. His clergy hates 

all other religions and gives them no 

respect. Most of his worshipers are 

human, with the rest consisting of 

various humanoid tribes drawn to his 

strength or enslaved as battle troops, 

Hextor teaches that the world is 

a dark and bloody place where the 

strong rule the weak because they are 

the only ones fit to rule. Pouter is its 

own reward, and you must endure 

hardships to prevail. It is often neces¬ 

sary to be cruel and merciless in the 

pursuit of your goals, and achieving 

them can have harsh consequences. It 

is die duty of the faith to forge order 

out of chaos and law out of anarchy. 

You must obey die forces of tyranny 

and oppress or destroy those who 

dissent. In Hextorfs eyes, the ends do 

justify the means, and might makes 

right—if file only way to prevent the 

the request for mercy; it depends on the 

needs and goals of the Hextoran at the 

time. The Scourge of Balde is a lawful 

god, however, and he keeps liis word 

when it is given and expects the same 

from his followers. They must keep the 

oaths they make and not try to escape 

them, with sly words or other trickery, 

although not to a suicidal extent For 

example, if a blackguard promises 

she won't kill a prisoner, she can't get 

around that promise by having some- 
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THE GREAT KINGDOM 
'On Qerth ‘the origin si world of H extort faith/, more than yoo years ago 

the armies of the country of Aerdy defeated those of the Iand of Myrond, 

su rieessfb 11 y adding the tatter to the former’s territory. This eventually 

become known sc the Great Kingdom, which covered much of the Civi¬ 

lized world, in the intervening cetliurles, the Great Kingdom’s power has 

waned and its territories cleaved to form independent countries. About 

a'66 years ago, agents of Ivid of House Mae fa? assassinated Over Hog Mae- 

I if of House Ray, and Ivid proclaimed htmsdf Overkingf which resulted in 

a nine-year civil war called the Turmoil Between Crowds. In league with 

fiends and touched by madness* the victorious Ivid was a worshiper of 

Hextor and appointed a Hextoran priest to be his high deric. establishing 

the church's role as the major player in Aerdy theopoltics. Ivid’s Mala¬ 

chite Throne was carved from a single gemstone and ■: a symbol of the 

country's wealth and power. 

In recent years, unknown agents assassinated the current OverBhg !no 

V)r but H otto ran clerics revived him as sn animus, a hchfike undead creature 

■'see Dragon #339;, sit hough his transformation wss flawed and left him in 3 

diseased state, weakened arid unable to heal. Unwilling to serve an undead 

madman, the nobles seceded and formed daughter states to the north and 

south of the capital Soon after, a Rcxtoran patriarch dedared Ivid to no longer 

be the Overking and an unknown magical attack ruined much of the capital, 

leaving ivid the Undying ruler of a cursed no-man’s land* The church of Hextor 

remains strong In both daughter crates 

--=■ ; T of the Great Ki ngdom fb® h claim mg 

^ to be its true successor.. Many 

0** ^ folk believe it is Hextors influ- 

h - * v M cnee that keeps the two from 

attacking each other miltaniy, 

' 3S the god does not want to see 

own folio we rs d yi ng p n bat h 

’ S sides of a battle. 

SEAN K REYNOLDS 

CORE BELIEFS: HEXTQR 

one else Mil the prisoner, but if the 

prisoner later attacks hei she can 

def end hers elf and loll the prisoner if’ 

she feds it is necessary. 

Services to Hextor include 

chanting* iron instruments and 

weapons used sls percussion (shields 

especially), shouts, and screams. The 

faithful give offerings in the form of 

their enemies' broken weapons and 

armor to an idol of the god* and in 

rare cases they might sacrifice valu¬ 

able prisoners in his name, A paladin 

or paladin's special mount is a rare 

and valued offering (especially given 

the difficulty in capturing a pala- 

din's mount). Small-scale sacrifices 

involve bloodletting with an arrow 

or holy symbol {representing the 

person’s willingness to shed blood 

or die in Hextor's name), loyalty 

oaths, or promising acts of cruelty or 

killing before an upcoming battle. 

Armor and weapons Line the walls 

of his temples, sometimes enspelled 

to attack intruders. These items are 

fully functional (one typical acolyte 

of an overall hierarchy and a clear 

chain of command for his follow¬ 

ers. Promotions in the church are 

based on experience, skill, and mill- 

tary achievements (and occasionally 

assassinations). Due to this struc- 

ture, It is possible (although uncom¬ 

mon) for a higher-level person to be 

subordinate to a lower-level one. 

One mitigating factor in promotions 

are the Feats of Strength—-tests of 

might the faithful must pass to earn 

a new rank for which they qualify. 

Failure to pass the test means the 

applicant must wait a year before 

trying again, although completing 

a new qualifying achievement gives 

the follower the opportunity to test 

for the tank he missed earlier and 

for the new rank. For example, a 

task is to clean and polish them) 

and are often donated from the gear 

of heroes and martyrs. The church 

awards these items to promising 

young champions of Hextor, a sign 

of great status if the previous bearer 

was famous or had a high rank. 

Because of this omnipresent gear, a 

temple usually doesn't have a sepa¬ 

rate armory unless a magical or leg¬ 

endary item is present and needs 

to be kept extraordinarily secure. 

The hanging items also make it diffi¬ 

cult to climb or creep along the walls 

without making noise. Most temples 

are built on the sites of great 

battles, particularly where the 

HexLorans killed numerous ene¬ 

mies, especially Herroneans. 

Hextor's role as the god of dis¬ 

cord only refers to war, not to music, 

noise, or lack of agreement between 

individuals. Hextor has no interest 

in music except as a means to keep 

marchers in time and other sim¬ 

ple military uses such as boosting 

morale. As a lawful evil tyrant he 

oppresses those who oppose him, so 

supporting any sort of social discord 

is anathema to him—he expects 

absolute loyalty to him self (although 

conflict between others as they He 

for power is acceptable). 

Hextor’s church is organized 

like an army, with each temple part 
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APHORISMS 
The everyday sayings and adages of Hextor's faithful are used as chants.and 

battlecries. These three are among the most common. 

DopFft .to the Archpahdin,This cheer is normally used when fighting the 

armies or agents of Hdroneoits. ft is also used when a member of the church 

realizes an opponent is of the rival faith, the,shout serving as a warning and 

a rally to bring down a hated enemy. 

Might Makes Right Although cliche, this is a firm belief of the faith. If you 

are more powerful than someone else. that is evidence you have the favor of 

Hextor and the other does not All who do not serve the Scourge of Battle 

must be subjugated, and their weakness proves their lack of worth. This is 

generally used as an answer to question's about motives or methods rather 

than a battle cry. 

By Brood and Blades f .Swear ft This is one of the greatest oaths a person 

of the church eamswear. for it not only links his own blood and Hextors 

blood, but also the weapons' his god wields in battle. This version is actually 

a shortening of the full oath used in important religious ceremonies, such 

as gaining a rank in the church or the knighting of 3 new blackguard: ”May 

my banes ahd blood turn to dustf may my blades break, and may the doors 

to hell shatter ere I turn from service to my lord Hextor, Scourge ^ 

of Battle, May his strength fill me so that E become like him in 

all things, mortal and eternal/' . 

the heritage of the Oeridian people 

and opposing Hcixoneous (particu¬ 

larly monks serving Heironeous). 

A CLERIC’S ROLE 
Hextor’s priesthood functions like 

a military organization and cler¬ 

ics must obey orders from superior 

ranks. Clerics, study military tactics 

and historical warfare as part of their 

basic training. Given the many weap¬ 

ons Hextor uses in battle it is unrea¬ 

sonable to expect a cleric to learn 

them all, but many try to become 

familiar with at least one martial 

weapon. Fitness and combat prowess 

blackguard captain in Hextor's 

army causes a rout in a battle that 

saves the day but fails his 

duel against a clerk to 

gain the promotion and 

must wait a year before dueling 

again. If the blackguard assassi¬ 

nates a ranking member of a Hei- 

Tonean temple he can ask to duel 

again before the year’s end and 

if be wins be can move on to the 

next test, possibly rising two ranks 

in a short period of time. Most 

tests involve combat against other 

experienced members of the faith, 

although low-ranking tests might 

be simple duels against slaves, 

gladiators, or monsters. 

A character’s class has little to do 

with his rank in the church. Several 

senior officials are fighters rather than 

clerics* although in most cases these 

non-spellcasting church officers are 

not involved in derisions requiring 

knowledge of magic. A minor branch 

of the church deals with assassination 

and is primarily led by rogue/fighters 

and assassins. Senior members of 

the church demand obedience from 

lower-ranked members. Failure to 

comply is grounds for a 

lashing, branding, or other 

punishment (including death* 

although it is a rare punishment 

unless the transgression is major). 

Temples usually have a small supply 

of magic arrows, scrolls to enhance 

weapons, or means to summon devil 

messengers or reinforcements. 

The church sponsors several mili¬ 

tary orders, most of them named 

after a particular sacred battle relic 

(such as something worn by a divine 

minion or an item owned by a mar¬ 

tyr of the church). These orders 

have high morale, are well* trained, 

and make extensive use of magical 

support {whether from clerics or 

blackguards). Example orders are 

the Company of the Twin Shields, 

the Order of the Six Severed Hands, 

the Gray Knights of the Great Skull, 

and the Legion of the Unholy Blood- 

shield. Hextor also has an order of 

monks, called the Brotherhood of 

the Gray Hand, devoted to preserving 

is a requirement for 

all clerics* There are 

no cloistered priests 

in his clergy and 

those growing infirm with age 

either rely on magic to bolster their 

strength or request field duty so they 

can "die with their boots on.” Some 

turn to necromancy or pacts with, 

devils to extend their lives further 

and prolong their usefulness in the 

mortal world* 

Some clerks work in temples or 

offsite as teachers to younger stu¬ 

dents, orphans, and children of other 

clerics, educating them in practi¬ 

cal, historical, and spiritual matters. 

Despite the general evil nature of the 

teachers, this schooling tends to have 

a very positive long-term effect on the 

prosperity of these children, winch 

enhances the church's reputation 

and status in the community. In the 

Great Kingdom, some churches sup¬ 

port themselves with stipends from 

wealthy nobles who want their chil¬ 

dren to be taught by some of die most 

ruthless and brilliant military minds 

among hit-mankind. 
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Experienced clerics of Hex- 

tor serve as military officers or as 

advisors to them. Likewise, they often 

take positions in government, where 

their skills are most useful. Novice 

assignments include outpost duty 

(maintaining order in unruly fron¬ 

tier settlements), military held duty 

(as combatants or healers), or as wan¬ 

dering "enforcers” backed by soldiers 

(investigating crimes, rebellious activ¬ 

ity, or rumors of dangerous monsters). 

In war they take leadership roles and 

the senior priests expect all clerics to 

show courage and skill in battle as an 

example for the common troops. All 

are expected to wage war, suppress 

those who would rebel, and serve wor¬ 

thy ’tyrants or rule as one themselves. 

Clerics should not take unnec¬ 

essary risks in battle. A planned, 

orderly assault is more effective 

than a mad rush, and to act 

otherwise implies Hextor’s 

adherence to law and control 

is somehow flawed. When 

outnumbered or facing a 

superior force clerics should 

not throw away their lives use¬ 

lessly, although if ordered to as 

part of a larger strategy (such as a 

diversion) they must obey. Hex- 

tor's faith has several prominent 

martyrs whose deaths allowed 

their allies to turn the tide of bat¬ 

tle, and some of them are active 

as supernatural messengers of the 

faith (such as answering commune 

spells on the god's behalf). 

Clerics might play any role 

in an ongoing battle—healer, 

melee combatant, or aggres¬ 

sive spdicaster. This is primarily 

because Hextor's dislike of other 

deities means they are usually the 

only kind of cleric on their side of the 

battle—they cannot afford to spe¬ 

cialize in one area and neglect other 

aspects of their traditional roles. 

Because of this, any particular cleric 

usually lias a mix of prepared attack, 

defense, self-enhancing, and healing 

spells (as most of his clerics axe evil 

and cannot spontaneously convert 

prepared spells to cure spells). 

A typical day for a cleric involves 

waking for prayer, breakfast, a 

period of study, battle practice (some¬ 

times as short as a few sparring 

matches against a similarly skilled 

opponent), then whatever daily 

assignments his superiors require. 

Simple board games recreating past 

battles are a favorite pastime 

among the church, as they 

allow clerics to practice 

large-scale combat strat¬ 

egy. Some temples spon¬ 

sor tournaments for these 

games, although they are 

always careful to ensure 

that de votion to the games 

does not surpass martial 

or spiritual interests. 
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BLOOD GOLEMS OF 
HEXTOR 
For clerics of Hextor, [here are few greater 

prides that being gifted with the ability to create 

a blood golem of Hextor. These machines of war 

are little more than an animated mass of blood 

encased in a hulking metal shell with six morn- 

ingstar or flail ' arms/' Blood golems of Hextor 

first appeared in Lhe 'Tnchlndon of the Fiend 

Sage" in Dragon #292 and were reprinted in 

the Fiend Folio on page 84. They were also made 

into a miniature in the Unhallowed set of Dun¬ 

geons Dragons Miniatures- 

SEAN K REYNOLDS 
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The church's crusading efforts 

are ongoing. Just as with good 

churches, it is in their best interest 

to kill or Tout thieves or monsters. 

In some cases, news of such things 

turns into a competition between 

the church and its rivals to see who 

can reach and eradicate the prob¬ 

lem first it is not unheard of for 

Hextorans to deal with the matter, 

then lie hi wait to ambush and kill 

their rival faith's agents. 

Clerics pray at dawn, either alone 

or as part of a larger service led by 

a ranking church, official. Unlike 

many evil churches, spell prepa¬ 

ration takes place after morning 

prayers-—the better to serve the 

needs of the coming battles, which 

normally take place during the day. 

Low-ranked clerics might have 

assignments at many different 

posts and tend to develop a reason¬ 

able familiarity with the areas they 

serve. TheyTe open with this knowl¬ 

edge to other members of the faith, 

recommending good restaurants 

or other leisure activities, things 

to avoid, local customs, and so on. 

While most truly good folk dis¬ 

like Hextoran clerics because their 

god is evil, many commoners can’t 

help but feel thankful for his stern 

but effective priests who arrive, 

deal with a threat and then leave— 

allowing them to get back to their 

normal lives. 

Church ranks arc (in ascending 

order) scourge of the third rank, 

scouTge of the second rank, scourge 

of the first rank, champion of tyr¬ 

anny, knight terrible, knight hor¬ 

rible, lenight malevolent, and knight 

tyrant. Senior clerics gain the title 

patriarch (or matriarch for females), 

and those in charge of church 

armies are called patriarch-gener¬ 

als. Knights and patriarchs of the 

church may grant the title of "bat¬ 

tle scourge’' to a member of the faith 

(in the same way royalty are respon¬ 

sible for knighting soldiers worthy 

of recognition), although this is 

traditionally only done for persons 

with levels in the cleric, fighter, or 

blackguard classes. 

Clerics should have children so 

the ranks of the faithful grow. Curi¬ 

ously, there is no provision against 

having children you cannot support 

yourself—the church has facilities 

for dealing with orphans, and part of 

Hextofs devotion to fitness implies 

that weak or unfit children fail and 

strong ones find a way to survive. 

RELATIONS WITH 
OTHERCORE 
RELIGIONS 
Hextor is dismissive of all other dei¬ 

ties, even those in his own pantheon. 

He believes he is superior to them 

and will eventually rise to lead them 

all. He knows better than to be openly 

antagonistic, as this might encourage 

AN ASSASSIN'S 
ROLE 
Hextor has no objection to the use of 

assassination, even in wartime, espe¬ 

cially if it can eliminate key oppo¬ 

nents and help secure an overall vic¬ 

tory. Therefore, the church welcomes 

assassins and other stealthy charac¬ 

ters who do not actually have levels in 

the assassin prestige class. They don't 

normally serve as spies or double- 

agents, as they are most useful when 

murdering opposition leaders, poi¬ 

soning an army's food and water sup¬ 

ply, or other activities requiring quiet 

footsteps and a willingness to kill. 

Hextoran assassins are usually cool- 

headed intense people, although they 

might adopt other, more rambunc¬ 

tious personas to throw people off 

their trail (nobody expects the friendly 

man buying drinks for everyone to be 

a cold-blooded killer). Many assassins 

do mercenary work in addition to 

killing for the church, some creating 

a separate identity so their employers 

don't know their religious affiliation. 

A few multiclass as clerics for healing 

ot the ability to use wands. 

his enemies to band together and 

attack him, but he does not go out 

of his way to' interact with other dei¬ 

ties (although if approached with an 

interesting plan he would not turn 

away automatically). His attitude 

is slightly softer tow'ard Ms 

mother, the demigoddess 

Stem Alia, although she 

has little Influence on 

him. He sees Erythnul 

as a humbled thug 

trying to main lain 

status among those 

he once terrorized, 

but is ultimately 

worth talking about. 

Heir one ous is wor¬ 

thy of Hex tor's attention and 

the one at whom he focuses all of 

his anger. He has alliances with a 

few axchdevils, greater devils, and 

at least one of th e Lords of the Nine, 

as he appreciates their we 11-disci¬ 

plined armies. 
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A BLACKGUARD’S 
ROLE 
Blackguards arc to Hextor's church 

what paladins are to Heironeous*— 

exemplars of the faith, a perfect meld 

of martial prowess and holy power. 

They have essentially the same duties 

as clerics* only with a stronger empha¬ 

sis on combat. Blackguard officers are 

a matter of prestige for a temple or 

army, and a famous black guard joining 

a temple or unit lends status in the eyes 

of others. Soldiers serving a blackguard, 

easily fall into hero worship* 

While most blackguards belong to 

one of Hextor's military orders, they 

consider themselves part of an infor¬ 

mal elite that transcends these mun¬ 

dane organisations, and in rare limes 

when the rivalries between orders 

become heated it is usually the black¬ 

guards who step into defuse tensions, 

often with a joust or duel (preferably 

not to the death, as Hextor considers 

losing a champion in this manneT 

wasteful), Nonlethal competitions 

between blackguards are fairly com¬ 

mon* as they work to establish a hier* 

archy of power* Likewise, brawls and 

duels with common or elite troops 

are a regular occurrence used to keep 

the blackguards fit, test the strength 

of the other faithful, and keep morale 

high (even when a common soldier 

loses, he is happy he got to duel a 

local hero, especially if he managed to 

get in a lucky hit)* 

Just like paladins, blackguards quest 

for the glory of the church and lead 

its troops into battle. Although their 

personal magic is tailored Fot the bat¬ 

tlefield, some blackguards are skilled 

strategists or orators and engage in 

planning attacks, the machinations of 

warfare* and recruitment of others to 

the faith. They are especially suited to 

be the sword-arms of the church* but 

can just as easily be its mind, voice* 

or heart* In most cases, they are con¬ 

tent to be in the thick of warr talcing 

point in great charges or single-hand¬ 

edly defending a fortification against 

wTaves of enemies. Although they have 

a sense of honor* their hearts are just 

as cold as their god, and if the situa¬ 

tion requires massacring innocents to 

ensure victory, the blackguard is the 

first to volunteer for the privilege* 

Like cterics, blackguards pray for 

spells in the morning, followed by 

a meal. The rest of the day is spent 

training, dueling, questing, drilling 

with troops, or traveling Lo then next 

assignment* Exemplars ofwarfare, they 

live and work hard, sleeping soundly 

despite committing murder or what 

others would call atrocities. Guilt and 

regret are for the wTeak in body and 

spirit. The blackguards know their 

deeds are in the name of Hextor and 

are therefore beyond reproach. They 

are prone to dreams of tyranny, just 

like clerics, and many have become 

famous as cruel yet effective stewards 

of frontier settlements, 

HOLIDAYS 
The church has about one major hol¬ 

iday each month* usually a feast cel¬ 

ebrating heroes of past battles. Indi¬ 

vidual temples might have additional 

minor holidays for local heroes. 

Blooding: This event takes place 

in the week of Growfest (a spring 
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technology meets the basest 
human desires. New Yorkers 

have finally decided that 
nobody is going to save them 
and they're learning to save 

themselves. 
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holiday) and originates in an old 

practice of blood sacrifice before 

wax begins in the spring and 

summer months. The faithful hold 

exhibitions of strength, fitness, and 

martial prowess, including arena 

battles, Some zealots cut themselves 

and offer their own blood to the 

god, but most temples prefer to sac¬ 

rifice war prisoners held over from 

the last campaign, usually by simul¬ 

taneously hanging and impalement 

through the chest. 

The Eist of Eternal Malachite: 

This takes place on Midwinter's Day 

and symbolizes the battles fought by 

Hextorans to gain ascendancy in the 

Great Kingdom during the Turmoil 

Between Crowns, which resulted 

in Ivid (a member of the church) 

claiming the Malachite Throne. 

Olfidally, this celebrates the rise of 

Hextor in the Great Kingdom over 

all other faiths; in other lands tills 

holiday is a remembrance of bailies 

fought in the name of a local ruler. 

With the division of the Great King¬ 

dom and the destruction of the old 

capital, this holiday is shifting more 

toward these regional aspects than 

the unified Aerdy tradition, 

THREE MYTHS 
The myths perpetuated by Hextofis 

clergy always cast their deity in 

a superior role. While this is not 

uncommon among many faiths, it 

is especially tme for Hextor's. 

The Lords of Evil: The legends 

state that when Heironeous chose 

to serve good, Hextor opted to 

serve evil. Because the powers of 

good gave his brother gifts, the 

Lords of Evil blessed Hextor with 

two addidona! pairs of arms so he 

could best Heironeous and all other 

opponents. These Lords of Evil are 

unnamed and are rarely mentioned 

in any other literature, but Hextor is 

obedient (although not subservient) 

to them. Priests rarely use this myth 

For teaching, although a few point to 

it as an example that every creature 

has a superior that must he obeyed 

(reinforcing church doctrine that 

the strong should rule the weak). 

The Battling Brothers: The pre¬ 

cise origin of the tw o brother-gods 

is lost to history (sages know Stern 

Alia is their mother, but who their 

fathers are is unclear), hut even the 

fragmentary stories of their early 

lives shows them competing with 

each other in all things. At first this 

rivalry was friendly, but over time 

Hextor realized that while he worked 
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CUSTOMIZED SUMMON LIST 
Hextor's clerics and blackguards often use their spells to summon multiple 

creatures at once so they can practice their tactical skills in the heat of battle. 

They can use summon monster spells to summon the hollowing creatures in 

addition to the normal creatures listed in the spells. 

Summon Monster III 
Vargouille (LE) 

Summon Monster VI 
Achaierai 

Nightmare (LE) 

Summon Monster VIII 
Young blue dragon* 

Young green dragon* 

*This creature has the extraplanar subtype but otherwise has the normal 

statistics for a creature of its kind. 

hard at every task, Heironeous was 

victorious almost without effort 

(due to innate skill and assistance 

from the powers of good) and there¬ 

fore did not appreciate what he 

had. When the powers chose Hei- 

roneous as their champion, Hextor 

realized if he also chose good he 

would forever be playing second to 

his own brother. The thought of an 

eternity in that bright shadow was 

too much, so he chose evil in order 

to oppose and foil his brother for 

all time. As Heironeous's primary 

rival, Hextor would finally get the 

recognition and appreciation he 

deserved, Heironeous would taste 

the bitter ashes of defeat, and the 

few victories he might accomplish 

would be hard won at great cost; 

Refusing to let others choose his 

place for him at his brother's side, 

HextOT chose his own place as his 

brother's enemy and humbler. The 

church uses this myth to teach 

that one must recognize and seize 

one's own destiny from a position 

of strength. Only the weak submit 

meekly to the rule of others and in 

so doing prove their unfitness to 

rule. Furthermore, this myth coun¬ 

ters the commonly-believed story 

that Hextor fell in with evil because 

he was unworthy ot inadequate to 

serve good—he chose evil from a 

position of strength. 

The Scourge and the Many: Hex- 

tor has a long-standing rivalry with 

Erythnul, god of hate and slaughter. 

In more primitive days, Erythnul 

was the wrar god of the Oeridian 

pantheon, representing all kinds 

of large-scale battles. When Hextor 

became a god and began to estab¬ 

lish himself Erythnul rightly saw 

the young champion as a threat and 

potential rival for the portfolio of 

war. Time and again Hextor bat¬ 

tled the senior deity to a stalemate 

using superior tactics. In time, as 

EiythnuTs gTasp on the powers of 

war began to slip, Hextpfs tight¬ 

ened, and eventually the young god. 

wrested the mantle of war god from 

the elder. Neither god has forgotten 

this, and despite Erythnul's vows to 

reclaim what was stolen from him 

he has declined in power so they 

are now approximately equal. To 

the faithful, this proves Hextor?s 

supremacy over all other gods— 

even as a new deity he claimed the 

domain of a much stronger god and 

held it in an iron grip. Furthermore, 

the myth teaches that even a seem¬ 

ingly weak opponent can become a 
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of lector (Sword and Fist, i8), and fiend- 

binder (Toratf of Miotic, 220). Those with 

an affinity for dragons might become 

dragon lords (Dragon Magic, 38). 

RELICS OF THE 
FAITH 
Thetelics of Hextor are few but pow¬ 

erful and many have been seen on 

some of Lhe most important battle¬ 

fields in recent history. 

Norenfs Helm: This polished 

steel bascinet helm has a moveable 

dull gray steel visor resembling a 

stylized hideous face. It is named 

for the Hextoran champion who 

wore it as part of a complete suit 

of armor, leading many battles in 

the god's name before being dis¬ 

integrated by a Heironean deva- 

sorcerer's well-placed spell, leaving 

behind only his armor. The helm 

provides a +5 profane bonus to AC 

to anyone who wears it, fiiUy pro¬ 

tects Lhe wearer against decapita¬ 

tion, and has all the powers of a 

Helm of telepathy. If the wearer is a 

worshiper of Hextor he also gains 

a +3 insight bonus to AC. An espe¬ 

cially devout wearer can commit- 

' 1 the lingering spirit of 

Norem once per day 

for tactical advice or 

historical knowledge 

as commune, but 

only when asking 

knowledge about 

battle or 

history). 

The remain¬ 

ing pieces of 

the armor are 

lost, but church 

elders believe they 

retain magic and 

have greater powers 

when recombined with 

others in the set. 

Trumpet of Acheron: This item 

sometimes appears as an ivory 

horn and sometimes as a brass 

trumpet, but it is always decorated 

with arrow symbols and a simple 

grid pattern on part of its outer 

surface. This item is another gift 

from the Lords of Evil and normally 

carried by Hextor himself but he 

sometimes awards it to worthy cham¬ 

pions or places it in the mortal world 

to confound the forces of good. Once 

every six days, its bearer can blow the 

bom to call 6dio human skeletons to 

serve him for 1 hour (they crumble 

if destroyed or if this time elapses). 

Every six years it can instead be used 

serious rival if tile circumstances axe 

right, so you should never underes¬ 

timate an enemy. 

PRESTIGE CLASS 
SUGGESTIONS 
Most followers of Hextor who choose 

an elite path become blackguards 

(Dungeon MaskTs Guide, 181) regardless 

of their standard classes. Other popular 

choices are cavalier (Complete Warrior, 

19), dragonrider (Dfiaconomicon, 154), fist 

to summon 6di 00 human skeletons 

and 3dmo zombies, which serve for 

24 hours. Hextor normally sends the 

horn to the mortal world when this 

greater power is available, usually to 

some aspiring warlord. If the person 

blowing the horn has a good align¬ 

ment, the conjured undead attack 

him rather than serve him. 

Unholy Bloodshield: This +4 mithral 

spiked buckler drips blood and trails 

gray energy whenever the wielder is 

angry or severely wounded. Its spikes 

are actually six iron arrows projecting 

through the metal of the shield (par¬ 

alleling the design of Hextor's holy 

symbol). On command it changes to 

a +4 mithral spiked ttgKf skidd and the 

spikes gain the wrounding property 

(the spikes are not useable unless in 

light shield form). For many years, 

this item, was stored hi the Battle- 

hall of the Unholy Bloodshield in the 

palace at Rauxes (which was also the 

headquarters of the legion sharing the 

item's name), but it vanished around 

the time of the mysterious attack that 

ruined the capital. It has been missing 

ever since, with no signs or even any 

substantiated rumors placing it in 

the hands of anyone else. The shield 

(in either form) counts as a holy sym¬ 

bol of Hextor for anyone who casts 

divine spells. 

NEW DIVINE 
SPELLS 
The spells ot Hcxtor's faithful are 

almost entirely designed to aid in 

battle or the subjugation of those 

who oppose his will, 

Battlearms 
Evocation 

Level: Cleric 4, Blackguard 4 

Components: V, S, DF 

Casting Time: 1 standard action 

Range: Personal 

Target: You 

Duration: 1 round/level 

Calling upon the power of Hextor, 

you imbue yourself' with skill in 

combat and create extra arms. Your 

base attack bonus becomes equal to 
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your character level (which might 

give you additional attacks), you 

gain i temporary hit point per caster 

level, and you grow a pair of extra 

arms from your torso. You may use 

Lhese extra arms to make unarmed 

strikes or wield weapons. If you use 

these extra limbs to attack, attacks 

with your primary hand are at -6, 

the three other hands are at -10. If" 

you have the Two-Weapon Fighting 

feat, the penalty on attacks with all of 

your hands drops to -4. At 12th level, 

you grow an additional pair of arms. 

These extra arms cannot cast spells. 

You cannot cast a spell and make an 

attack with these arms in the same 

round. On the round you cast this spell, 

each new arm may draw one of your 

weapons as a free action. On any latcT 

round yon must use a move action to 

equip weapons in one or more of your 

extra hands. The arms are a neutral 

gray color aad barely human. They can¬ 

not hold any items other than weapons, 

help climb or swim or engage in any 

activity other than combat 

Maxtor's Fiery Eyes 

Enchantment (Compulsion) [Evil, Lan¬ 

guage-Dependent, Mind-Affecting] 

Level: Cleric 5, Blackguard 4 

Components: V, DF 

Targets: One creature each round 

Duration: 1 round/level 

This spell functions like command? 

except you may affect one creature per 

round as a swift action and the activi¬ 

ties continue beyond 1 round. At the 

start of each commanded creatures 

turn after the first, it gets another Will 

save to attempt to break free from the 

spell. You do not have to give each crea¬ 

ture the same command (on the first 

round you can command a creature to 

approach, on the second Tound force 

a creature to fail prone, yet another to 

flee on the third round, and so on). 

The duration of the effect of 

this spell is limited by the overall 

spell duration, not when an indi¬ 

vidual was affected. For example, 

if the spell has a 9-round duration 

and you affect a target on round 8, 

it only obeys for 1 round, at which 

point the spell ends and the com¬ 

pulsion no longer affects them. 

When you cast this spell your face 

distorts into a hideons gray visage 

with bulging red-rimmed eyes. 

NPC CONTACTS 
FOR CLERICS OF 
HEXTOR 
Not all of Hcxtor's faithful are ene¬ 

mies to be fought. As a lawful god, 

many of the Scourge of Battle's fol¬ 

lowers can be quite helpful to those 

prepared to deal with them. 

Dali go s the Hammer (LB male 

human wizard 3/expert 2) is an 

eccentric craftsman whose main 

duty is maintaining the armored 

metal shells of the blood golems 

(see Blood Golem sidebar). Only 

marginally skilled in magic, he 

has an intuitive sense for diag¬ 

nosing and repairing the golems. 

He gels his name from the metal 

hammer always hanging from his 

belt. He is poorly socialized from 

spending most of his time with 

barely-sentient silent monsters and 

often latches on to anyone who 

shows him actual interest or treats 

him particularly well. With his 

specialized skills and few other 

talents he is frequently sent out to 

far-flung temples to check on the 

golem guardians. 

Dal is skinny, average height, with 

fair skin and black hair. He wears 

simple brown robes but usually ties 

a butcher's apron over them to pre¬ 

vent excess spillage from the messy 

golems (which leak blood every 

time they move). He carries a bag of 

sophisticated tools and bits of scrap 

metal to work on his charges. Part of 

his j ob is to test the golems' workings, 

so he knows their commands to start 

and stop attacking. Like most people 

who work alone, he often talks to 

himself or to the golems as if they 

can answer him. 

Dal is a good contact for low- 

level parties. He is low-ran icing but 

important enough that he has a few 

privileges, and thus is a good per¬ 

son to have on your side when yon 

need information or a friendly face. 

Characters who know him might 

end up on escort duty as he goes to 

another city. He would also make a 

good cohort for a PC interested in 

item crafting. 

Scourge of the First Rank Vorlin 

(LB male human cleric 10 of Hextor) 

is a tragic figure. Formerly a cleric of 

Heir one ous but captured and tor¬ 

tured as part of a cruel experiment 

by the church of Hextor, he now ven¬ 

erates the Scourge of Battle. Part of 

this torture was physical pain he had 

to suffer, but much of it was horrible 

evil acts he was forced to do under 

mind control and possession. Even¬ 

tually this wore down Ms will and 

caused a mental collapse, at which 

time the clerks built him back up 

and indoctrinated him as a cleric 

of Hextor. He remembers his for¬ 

mer life but considers all of that tire 

misguided actions of a foolish hoy 

who could not see the cruelties of 

the world for what they are. He now 

embraces Hextor's faith willingly and 

zealously, thanking his superiors for 

letting Mm see the truth ofthe world. 

As a former cleric of Heironeons he 

understands that faith's traditional 

tactics and “foolish" world view and 

is often consulted on basic matters 

or called to teach acolytes about their 

rival faith. 

Tall and thin, Vorlin is gaunt - 

faced with limp black hair and 

cool blue eyes. Scars from whips 

and brands mark Ms chest, back, 

and the forward parts of his legs 

and arms. He normally dresses to 

cover these when among layfolk (as 

he knows they are disturbing) but 

doesn’t care if someone ofthe faith 

sees them, for he is proud of his 

“trial by fire.” He wears battle-hard¬ 

ened full plate in combat, other¬ 

wise preferring simple traditional 

church robes, 

Vorlin Is a good contact fox mid- 

or high-level PCs. For a equal-level 

party he can provide healing, bat¬ 

tle magic, or simply advice, even 

joining the group if under orders 
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from a temple, For a higher-level 

party he makes a good cohort to a 

Hextoran fighter, blackguard, or 

other character without strong 

spellcasting. As it is possible that 

long-term peaceful exposure to 

followers of Heironeous might 

erode his brainwashing, he should 

avoid neutral PCs that have regular 

interactions with good churches 

unless the players can handle 

a redemption-oriented storyline 

concerning him. 

PLANAR ALLY 
Hrinnom is a stubborn and atypi- 

cahy courageous, nightmare stal¬ 

lion, easily distinguished by a dully 

glowing blaze on his forehead in the 

shape of a cluster of six arrows. Law¬ 

ful evil rather than neutral evil, he is 

utterly loyal to Hextor or any of the 

god's supernatural minions, some¬ 

times ferrying them through the 

planes or carrying messages across 

infernal battlefields. Young for his 

kind but bold and willful, he never 

allows himself to be saddled 

or bridled and considers 

himself the equal of 

any rider rather than 

a subservient mount 

He can speak Com¬ 

mon, Ignan, and 

Infernal but 

rarely does so 

unless relay¬ 

ing a message. To 

intimidate lesser 

creatures he some¬ 

times stamps sparks 

from his feet and 

breathes bursts of sulfu- 

rous smoke. 

Other than his alignment he is typ¬ 

ical of his land, He considers himself 

a light warhorse and hopes to even¬ 

tually gain enough power to enhance 

his body and spirit to become a cau- 

cheman When in battle with a rider 

he usually lets the rider dictate where 

to go, but if he spots an old enemy or 

an opponent wounds him he might 

seek out and kill that creature despite 

orders to Ihe contrary. 

serve him on his native plane or 

directly add to his power and sta¬ 

tus. He doesn't mind serving as a 

mount (especially if the mortal 

is very charismatic and powerful) 

as long as the rider understands 

their relationship is a partner¬ 

ship. He has been known to dump 

such a partner deep in the Astral 

or Ethereal Plane if he feels he is 

unappreciated, 

Hrinnom has little use for mate¬ 

rial things as he lacks the hands 

to use them, but when summoned 

by mortals he accepts payments 

of magical horseshoes (which 

he inadvertently melts over time), 

ioun stones, enhancing tomes, and 

other ite ms that d onr t re quii e 

humanlike hands. He also enjoys 

the sacrifice of especially fine mares 

or stallions in his name, which 
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by Paul S. Kemp * illustrated by Kamon Perez 

From the First Epistle ofMalkiir Zhorne, the twentieth 

day ofXJrkctn, the Year of Flames: L 

We sloshed through shit up to our ankles, A soup of water, urine, feces, 

and rubbish immersed the walkways on either side of the sewer's chan- 

nek 1 held the 1 an L em high an d kept my ey e s from the si udge. 

Ahead, my brother Kazmarek limped forward, unperturbed by Ills twisted 

leg, the stink of the sewers, or the immorality of what he planned to do. We 

might have waited a day before venturing beneath Deeiiiris streets. After all, 

the overflow would have drained into the bay and the evening's high tide would 

have scoured the tunnels clean. BuL Kazmarek would not hear of delay—not of 

a day, not of an hour, even if it meant coating hi niself in the city's shiL 

What an arrogant ass he was. 

TCaz, we must stop for a moment A 

Kaz did not so much as turn ardund. He answered my words with a grunt 

and a contemptuous wave of his easting eliigy—the inanimate .■ constructs 

eye gtitiered at me in the lantern light, i hate drib at eihdyfT 'thought it a-little 
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devil who whispered depravity in my 

brother's ear. 

I can admit now that my brother 

was mad. Madness had led him to 

take the Tiiaumaturgic Oaths and 

craft the casting effigy of a thauma¬ 

turge; madness had led him into 

the sewers to find a demon. For my 

partr I could never have made the 

sacrifices required by the Oaths, i 

remained only a minor practitio- 

ner—a hedge wizard* my brother 

called me. In truth, I often thonght 

myself little more than my brother's 

familiar, a filial imp, as much a fetish 

as the effigy he carried. In my more 

generous moments, I thought of 

myself as my brother's conscience, 

“Kaz..." 

He turned to face me. His one 

good eye burned red in the lantern 

Kaz had seen the possibilities 

immediately—a bound demon 

brought power. He'd shared his find 

with another thaumaturge of his 

order, but the colleague had scoffed 

at Kaz's claims. So Kaz had turned 

to me. When he had told me of the 

map, 1 tried to dissuade him by 

repeating wThat he must have already 

known—consorting with demons 

led to insanity, Kaz, of course, had 

dismissed my caution as cowardly. 

How wiong he had been. 

At length we found a corn dor that 

opened off the main sewer channel. 

He started down and I followed, the 

thickening essence of evil slicking 

my skin like sweat. The corridor 

narrowed and sloped upward. 

The walls smoothed. Ahead, an 

archway loomed. 

The arcane characters crawled over the 

surface of the floor and collected around the 

altar like expectant penitents. 

light. The other socket was an 

empty hole. 

“We're near. I can feel it" 

I felt it, too: a heaviness in the air, 

an oiliness on my skin—evil given 

corporeality. It had been hours since 

we had passed beneath a street sewrer 

grate, hours since we had seen any 

light other than that of the lantern. 

We were in a part of the sewers 

beneath Old Town, an area the city's 

channel-sweeps had long ago sur¬ 

rendered to the rats. 

And to the demon. 

Kaz had learned of the bend by 

accident. He had been researching 

a ritual in a Plague Era tome he'd 

found on a dusty, forgotten shelf in 

Deenin’s High Library, He'd turned a 

page and a yellowed piece of parch¬ 

ment had fallen from the tome and 

fluttered to the boor. Inked in blood, 

it described a demonic cult and 

showed the location of an unholy 

shrine in the city's sewers. 

Kaz burned forward, giggling the 

while. "Here. This is it." 

An open archway stood before us, 

a black maw exhaling the breath of 

evil. The elaborate jambs seemed the 

embodiment of madness, with faces 

of demons carved in relief from the 

stone, leering, snarling, promising. 

The lantern light did not reach 

beyond the doorway guarded by those 

diabolical visages. An impenetrable 

curtain of darkness blocked it 

"Warded," Kaz said, as though I 

couldn't see that for myself 

Kaz held forth Ms effigy while he 

hissed the words to a counterward. 

His brow furrowed as power gathered. 

"There [" 

Tire ward gave way with an audible 

pop. The magical darkness obscuring 

the doorway dissipated and the 

demonic faces built into the jambs 

took flesh. Long necks stretched as 

the creatures lunged pari way from 

the stone. Fanged maws snapped 

at Kaz, He bounded backward but 

one nipped his forearm. Hissing with 

pain, he shouted a binding spell. 

As suddenly as they had formed, 

the demons retracted into the jambs, 

stone once more. 

"Burn me” I oathed, and tried to 

control my hammering heart. 

C'I am all right,” Kaz said, danbing 

at the Wound on his foie arm. 

We stepped through the door and 

into the round chamber that lay 

beyond. Runes of power scored the 

otherwise smooth stone of the floor. 

The runes faced this way and that, 

with no discernable order to their 

placement, the inscrutable scrawl of 

a mad demonologist Kaz knelt over 

each in turn, running his fingers 

over the power-laden lines the way 

another man might lightly brush the 

skin of a lover. 

A featureless block of obsidian sat 

in the center of the room: a bindin g 

altar. The demon was bound within 

it. Atop the altar sat two wrist-thick 

candles, their gray wax no doubt 

made from melted human flesh. 

Kaz stepped to the altar and spoke 

.a word of command. The candles 

sputtered to life and spat rancid 

black smoke, 

"This is where it sleeps/' Kaz 

said. My brother's eye had that dis¬ 

tant look that I knew well. Kaz was 

planning what he would do with the 

power granted him by the demon. 

I tried to demand that he not do 

it, but I swear that my mouth, dotted 

with the very essence of evil, could 

not form words. 

May Lathan forgive my weakness. 

Kaz took his casting effigy in hand 

and began the ritual. 

The spellchant rang off the walls. 

1 struggled to draw breath as the 

power gathered. 1 backed away from 

the altar as far as I could. When I felt 

the cold wall against my back, 1 slid 

to the floor. My vision blurred. 

"Do not do it” I finally managed, 

but I knew it was already too late. 

Kaz's voice grew in volume. The 

runes in the floor began, to glow, 

then to move. To move! 
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The arcane characters crawled 

over the surface of the floor and 

collected around the altar like 

expectant penitents. Darkness 

congealed over the obsidian block. 

Gradually, horrifyingly, it took 

shape—smooth red skin lined 

with black veins, sinewy muscles, 

membranous wings, and unfor¬ 

giving coal-black eyes. 

I cradled my knees to my chin and 

began to rock, as helpless as a babe. 

“Don't, Kaz, don't/" I repeated, my 

own incantation an ineffective coun¬ 

ter to my brother's spell chant. 

KazTs voice rose in ecstasy as the 

demon manifested fully. The crea¬ 

ture issued a challenge in a tongue 

so vile it struck me like a blow. 

When my brother answered in the 

same tongue, 1 vomited down the 

front of my robe. 

How could my brother speak such 

things? What had he become? 

Then something unexpected 

happened. 

The demon laughed. 

Kaz answered with a shouted 

command. 

More laughter from the demon. 

My bowels turned soft. 

The demon mouthed more vile- 

ness, its tone commanding. Kaz, his 

arrogance effaced, began to plead, then 

to whimper. I covered my ears; I had 

never before heard my brother make 

such sounds. It pleased me (Lathan for¬ 

give me} and terrified me all at once. 1 

glanced up to see Kaz slumped on the 

floor before the demon, gibbering non¬ 

sense. His effigy lay on the floor beside 

him, staring accusations at me. 

The events that follow are a blur. 

I next recall running out of the 

summoning chamber and down the 

sewer tunnel, screaming. 

Abbadon stared at the wTall of tire 

meditation cell and choked down dis¬ 

appointment. He had failed—again. 

Once more, his entreaties had 

not reached his god; once more he 

had failed to achieve the soulbond* 

He remained only an aspirant, sepa¬ 

rated from the grace of Lathan. 

“Forgive me," he whispered, 

and meant it, but Lathan provided 

no answer. 

Other aspirants of the Order spoke 

of sometimes hearing Lathan's soft 

voice in their ears; it was known that 

senior priests routinely heard the 

guiding voice of their god. Abbadon 

feared he never would. 

A flash of anger rose in Iriin and 

he quickly rebuked himself for it. He 

knew it was that very anger—a rem¬ 

nant of the man he once had been— 

I also write these 

words as cautionary 

tale to others, or to 

myself 

that prevented the soulbond. Lathan 

was a god of peace; Abbadon was a 

man of wax, Qt had been, once. That 

fact was the divide that separated man 

from god. 

A soft knock on the door inter¬ 

rupted his thoughts, 

“Enter." 

The door opened, hooding the cell 

with the light of the setting sun and 

framing the thin, stooped body of 

Prior Nis. As always, the elderly Pri or 

wore his blue robes, his gray beard, 

and his soft smile. 

“Forgive me for intruding, 

Abbadon, I heard speaking and 

assumed you must have completed 

your meditations." 

ET have," Abbadon answered, and 

offered nothing more. 

The Prior regarded him with 

knowing eyes. The silence stretched. 

At last the Prior said, “i presume 

the soulbond eludes you still?" 

The words were barely a question. 

Abbad on's j aw ti gh ten ed. 

“It does, I hear no voice. Lathan 

does not speak to me." 

The Prior put a fatherly hand on 

his shoulder, 

“Your past and your guilt are a wfall, 

Abbadon. Before Lathan can offer you 

forgiveness, you first must forgive 

yourself Break down the wall/' 

Abbadon felt his cheeks flush, nod¬ 

ded. The Prior had said such things 

to him before. 

“I am guilty of things, Prion Ter¬ 

rible things. You know what T was." 

The Prior nodded but his eyes 

held no judgment, “1 know what 

you told me when you arrived. You 

were a dreamleaf addict and a one¬ 

time soldier. You killed, sometimes 

without justification. But all men 

are guilty, Abbadon. Soldiers and 

cobblers and even priests. You must 

release your guilt and approach 

Lathan with nothing hidden/1 

Abbadon nodded to please the 

Prior, although he feared he could 

never break through the walls 

of his guilt His past was a beast 

within him, squirming, creeping 

up his throat to try and get out 

from behind his teeth. Only the 

wall in Ms soul held it at bay and 

kept it hidden. He w anted his god 

to absolve him sight unseen, 

"I do not know if I can do it. Prior/' 

Abbadon said, and Iris eyes welled 

“You will do it” The Prior took 

him by the shoulders and looked 

at him gently. “One has come 

seeking, Abbadon." 

It took Abbadon a moment for the 

import of the ritual words to: reg¬ 

ister. When it did, Abbadon felt his 

legs grow weak* 

Abbadon looked up into the Pri¬ 

or's gentle eyes. “A Trial? But I am 

only an aspirant, Prior* I—n 

“One has come seeking, Abbadon/’ 

the Prior repeated, more force frilly. 

Abbadon blinked, pronounced the 

ritual answer. 

“And in seeking one has found. 

How may I be of service?" 

The Prior smiled. 

“You are different from any of 

our other aspirants, Abbadon. More 

burdened. 1 think a Trial may free 

you to let go of what is within you. 
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It is unusual for an aspirant to take 

a Trial, true, but... Follow me. A man 

has come, He asked fbi you." 

That stopped Abba don. "Asked foT 

me? By name?'7 

The Prior nodded. "He says he 

knew you before... before you came 

to the Priory." 

Abbadon's heart thumped. He 

imagined a brother of some forgot¬ 

ten man be had killed, some terrified 

woman he had violated. 

'Trior, I cannot—" 

"It will be all right/1 the Prior said. 

"You must face your past. It is the 

only way/1 

The two men stared at each other. 

Finally Abbadon nodded and dared ask, 

"Has Lathan spoken this course to 

you, Prior?" 

The Prior looked away. uCome, 

Abbadon/' 

They walked to the small wait¬ 

ing room of7 the main wots hip ball. 

With each step, Abbadon's body grew 

heavier. By the time they reached the 

door of the waiting room, he felt as if 

he were made of lead 

The Prior opened the door. 

From the First Epistle ofMaJkiirZhotm, the 

twentieth day of Urban, the Year of Flames; 

I ran until I stumbled, then stum¬ 

bled until 1 crawled. By the time Td 

exited the sewers, sweat and stink 

covered me. 

When 1 once more stood in the 

sun, a peculiar exhilaration came over 

me. Kazmarek was dead, presumably 

consumed by the demon. 1 was alive. 

Kazmarek had failed and I was alive. 

You consider me horrible for 

thinking such tilings, no doubt. 

But you must understand that I bad 

stood in the shadow of my brother 

for a lifetime. To exult in his failure 

was human. Or so I told myself 

Free of my twin's domineering pres¬ 

ence, I found I had an appetite for all 

manner of pleasures. like a man once 

starved, I now feasted on life. My tastes 

moved from peculiar to debauched, 

from debauched to depraved. Even¬ 

tually I sought stimulation not in sex 

and narcotics hut in violence. I joined 

a mercenary unit—me, a hedge wiz¬ 

ard!—and tried to find satisfaction 

in war and pillage. But even war did 

not satisfy me. I will not write here of 

the bloody deeds I committed while 

1 wore the uniform of a soldier. I will 

write only that my puissance in the 

violent arts surprised both myself and 

my fellows. 1 soon learned the reasons, 

and my surprise tinned to dismay 

A bald man in the ochre robes of a 

thaumaturge waited at the polished 

wooden table. His dark eyes scoured 

Abbadon's face. Abbadon did not 

recognize the man but that meant 

nothing. He had spent years in a 

dreamleafhaze. 

Abbadon cleared his throat, 

"Greetings, Seeker, You are to be my 

Trial. 1, your servant." 

The Prior excused himself from 

the room and closed the door. Abba¬ 

don stepped to the table. The seeker's 

eyes never left his face. 

"Abbadon?" the thaumaturge 

said, as Abbadon sat at the table. 

"Is it you? I have sought you a 

long while." 

Abbadon's stomach churned, 

“ Yon know m e b ut 1 d o n ot re mem¬ 

ber you..." He fell back on ritual to 

hide his nervousness. "Tell me what 

you seek, I am here to serve.” 

“You would not remember me. 

We have never met You knew 

my brother. And that was a fewT 

winters ago. Do you remember now? 

In Dineen?” 

Abbadon shook his head. The scar 

on his forearm ached. 

The thaumaturge nodded. "You 

are far gone. As for what T seek, I 

have found it.” He leaned forward. "1 

know what you are/' 

Abbadon's skin went gooseflesh. 

He knew what he was too and the 

guilt within him, the thing he kept 

hidden behind the wall of his wall, 

began to pound against the bars of 

its prison. 

The seeker took something out 

from under his robes and laid it on 

die table. When Abbadon saw it, the 

world fell in on him. 

*»* —— 

From the Second Ejb rifle of Malkiir 

Zhome, the fifteenth day of Coram, the 

Tear of Flames: 

1 already had begun to suspect that 

much of what T thought I remem¬ 

bered was false. My First Epistle 

might be a lie. Be warned, reader. 

My memory began to fade within 

days after I exited the sewers. New 

knowledge filled my mind, fearful 

knowledge. The process was grad¬ 

ual'—-unnotic cable at first, but inex¬ 

orable. I began to know things that 

I should not have known-how to 

wield a blade, advanced necromantic 

arts, the art of torture. I feared T was 

going mad. The truth was worse. 

On the streets of Dineen in the 

early evening hours of the fifteenth 

day ofThuIsd in the Year of Plagues, 

1 learned all of it. 

Someone was following me—a 

bald thaumaturge in the ochre robes 

of Kazmarek s order. I knew' his face, 

I threw him to the ground and punched 

him, bit him, kicked him until he was 

insensate. Finally I retrieved my knife 

and cut his throat 
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but his name was lost to me. He bore 

his easting effigy on a necklace about 

his neck. 

I ducked into an alley and lay in 

wait for him. When he entered, I 

pounced, slamming him against the 

wall of a building. 

“You are following me" I said. 

1 saw fear in his eyes. He stuttered 

and I shook him to show my strength. 

"Is this about my brother 

Kazmaxek?” I demanded. 

The tear in his eyes turned to 

puzzlement. 

“Your... brother? Your brother 

Kazmarek?” He studied my face. 

“Do you... remember me? My name 

is Toorgan.” 

I did not, and shook my head. 

Bui given- my failing memory, it was 

possible that we once had known 

one another. 

He continued to stare at me and I 

sawT realization dawn in his eyes. 

“What? What is it?” I asked. 

He shook his head and looked me 

in the eye. “What is your name?” 

The question made me pause for 

some reason. “My name is Malkiir 

Zhome. Brother to Kazmarek, once 

of your Order.” 

“Malkiir "he said, testing the word. 

“Weil... Malkiir, the Arch Magister of 

the Order demands you attend him 

for questioning.” 

1 had heard stories about how 

the Order “questioned” people. I 

declined, but he insisted. Wc scuf¬ 

fled. I was the stronger and threw 

him to the ground. My bloodlust 

Tose in me, then. 1 drew my eating 

knife and advanced on him. 

He tried to dee but 1 grabbed him 

by the robes and held him down. 

“What do you really wTant of me?" I 

asked. “Speak ” 

I put the knife to his throat and 

that pried loose the truth. 

“You told me of your planned trip 

to the sewers/' he stuttered* “I fol¬ 

lowed you. I saw' the ritual. I know 

what happened. So does the Order. 

And the Arch Magister wants what 

you have." 

“What I have?” 

1 stood and stepped back from 

him; the knife fell from, my hand. 

“Yes, what you have," he said. He 

rose and stepped toward me. “Come 

with me.” 

I shook my head. “You lie. I told 

no one of our trip to the sewers* 

Kazmarek would Have taken my 

heart had 1 betrayed his secret.” 

The thaumaturge held the effigy 

about his neck up for me to see. I saw 

then that it wTas Kazmarek's effigy, 

“Your memory is a lie. You 

are Kazmarek. You summoned 

the demon.” 

I heard truth in the words and 

my world began to spin. 1 shook 

my head over and over. “No. My 

Eventually I sought 

stimulation not in 

sex and narcotics 

but in violence. 

brother summoned the demon. 1 

escaped the chamber.” 

I backed away but the thauma¬ 

turge followed, his wrords a relentless 

series of hammer blows. 

“You are athaum atu rge, Kazmarek. 

Malkiir is the name of your effigy. 

This effigy. You did not escape. You 

fled past me, screaming. The sum¬ 

moning chamber was empty* The 

demon is gone.” 

“That is not possible/’ I said. 

He pressed. “You carry it within 

you. I see him behind your eyes. You 

invented a past to wall off the truth. 

Somehow it is also walling off the 

demon. We can free him.” 

I backed up, stumbled. He lunged 

for me* Instinct—or something 

else—took control of me. 

I grabbed him by the robes and 

spat denials into his face. I threw 

him to the ground and punched him, 

bit him, kicked him until he wTas 

insensate* Finally I retrieved my 

knife and cut his throat. 

After that, 1 fled Dineen. 

A small effigy of cloth, bone and 

wood lay on the table. The chip of its 

single onyx eye stared accusingly up 

at Abbadon* One of its legs was bent 

askew* One-eyed and crookdegged. 

Like Kazmarek. 

How did Abbadon know that name? 

“Do you remember?” the thauma¬ 

turge asked, an eager gleam in his 

eye. “He is exactly as you..* remem¬ 

ber him, no? My brother was To or¬ 

gan, Do you remember that name?” 

From the Third Epistle of Malkiir 

Zhorne, the first day of Eel, the. Year 

ofElames: 

Tins is the last I will say on this matter* 

I write it down because my memory 

continues to fade and 1 cannot trust 

that I will remember it tomorrow, 1 

also cannot trust that what I remem¬ 

ber is truth. 

1 was a demoniac. That explained 

my lading memory and burgeoning 

knowledge of forbidden things* 

Strange that I had not realized it 

sooner. But that is nature of posses¬ 

sion. It is subtle. 

Eventually I learned the demon's 

name: Abbadon. 

For a reason 1 still cannot explain, 

the demon was bound within me. I 

was its prison, as much as the altar had 

been. Perhaps, back in die stinking 

sewers under Dineen, I repented of 

my course and resisted his attempt to 

possess me; instead, 1 possessed him, 

or we possessed each other. The truth 

no longer matters* 

I struggled to control the demonic 

proclivities that sometimes arose in 

me but it became increasingly difficult 

I sought help, 1 had never been a reli¬ 

gious man, but I finally found solace 

when I committed myself to a faith. 1 

hope to find forgetfulness in faith, too. 

I write these words now to capture my 

memories as they exist as of this date, 

for I expect them to fade just as have 
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all others. I also write these words as 

cautionary tale to others, ot to myself 

Abbadon could not breathe. He did 

remember; at least snippets. The 

haze that lingered over ranch of his 

past parted, revealing clear images of 

bloods sex, violence, and death. He saw 

further back, to the day he had traveled 

alone into Din ecu's sewers to summon 

Abbadon, the demon that now writhed 

within him. He was Kazmarek Zhome, 

a thaumaturge. He had no brother, 

only a dark past, a darker soul, and a 

mind full of memories—some real, 

some false, some those of a man, some 

those of a demon. 

“T found your letters in the High 

Library of Dineen,” the thaumaturge 

said. '"Your effigy I found among my 

brother's things, along with his notes. 

I wondered why you would write 

those letters and leave them in the 

High Library if you did not want to be 

found? You even described mv broth¬ 

er's attack on you. Then I realized it 

Abbadon wanted to be found. It was he 

who wrote the letters." 

Kazmarek clutched the table as his 

mind whirle d. Abaddon writhed within 

him, tried to squirm free, to squeeze 

through the cracks of KazmareVs will. 

“1 see him in your eyes " said the 

thaumaturge. "Let him out," He 

lurched to his feet. J‘Let him feed. 

Here, Kazmarek. This entire monas¬ 

tery. I can bind him to my will. To 

our will. “ 

Abbadon snaked up Kazmareks 

throat, past his tongue. 

Kazmarek thought of the Prior, Lhe 

aspirants, the clerics, the monks. He 

fought and held the demon in. 

"'Not here," he said through 

gritted teeth. 

Abbadon railed within him. 

Kazmarek calmed the demon with a 

promise. When his soul quieted, he 

said, '"We did want to be found. We can 

free him but it will take two of us to 

bind him We cannot do it here." 

.Ambition gleamed in die thauma¬ 

turge's eyes. "1 know a place of privacy." 

Men blind for power always show 

the same failings. We believe that 

others see the world the way we 

do, through the lens of our ambi¬ 

tion. So when I intimated that I 

wanted the demon out and bound to 

our service, the thaumaturge believed 

me. He could believe nothing else. 

1 Look him unawares in his home 

and there kept my promise Lo Abba¬ 

don. The demon Served me well; I 

caused the thaumaturge pain until 

he told me the location of my let¬ 

ters and those of his brother. After 

retrieving them, I burned both let¬ 

ters and man in a conflagration that 

left the house in ruins. That evil, too, 

I will bear. 

I still feel Abbadon within me, 

I still use his name rather than my 

own; it reminds me of my purpose. 

I reside still in the monastery, pray¬ 

ing, meditating, trying to forget. The 

monastery is my home, the abode of 

my guilt. I know I will never form 

a soulbond with Latfran. The dark¬ 

ness 1 wall off within me prohibits 

it. I try to convince myself that there 

is nobility in what 1 do but I know 

that is a iie. I do it because I can do 

nothing else. 

! have come to believe that my real 

intent in writing the letters was not 

Lo warn others but. to save myself 

through confession. It failed of its 

purpose, of course. Some transgres¬ 

sions cannot be absolved through 

confession, and some sins can never 

be expiated. In the end, some men 

axe meant to bear burdens. I hope 

there is salvation in that, 

I believe I burned all my letters 

but cannot be certain. The uncer¬ 

tainty troubles me and I fear ano ther 

seeker might someday arrive. 1 some¬ 

times sense that Abbadon is laughing 

within me, and his laughter reminds 

me of the words of one of my let¬ 

ters, words that haunt me still, words 

that make me w onder who controls 

wiiom: Possession is subtle. 

Be warned, reader, C 
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ECOLOGY by Jacob.Frazier • illustrated by 'Peter Beijgfirtg 

"Thor shaft to death the Midgard Serpent, and shall 

stride auray nine paces from that spot; then shall he fall 

dead fo the earth, because of the venom which the Snake 

has blown at him” 

—Snorri Sturluson, The Prose Eddu (B rod eur translation) Although many hue dragons are storied to be covet¬ 

ous, deadly creatures, there axe those who balance the 

depravity of their evil brethren, wyons who exemplify 

the virtues of honor, charity, and self-sacrifice. Yet not all 

breeds of dragonktnd possess such balancing agents. Bom of 

dark legends and apocalyptic myths, liimorms are dragons of 

ruin, covetous monstrosities that care nothing for their kinr 

the world, or the devastation they bring to all things. 

Scholars believe Hnnorms are evolutionary members of Lhe 

dragon .family-—lesser serpents evolved from a common 

ancestor of dragons. The physical anatomy and behavioral 

characteristics of a linncnn are similar enough to a dragons 

that this is widely accepted among the scholarly popula¬ 

tion. Researchers also claim Ibmorms are on the precipice 

oi extinction, and the fact that younger 11 n norm sightings 

occur infrequently adds weight to the hypothesis. 
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Some sages tell a different story, 

though, declaring these theories pure 

drivel—pretexts manufactured to keep 

the heritage of these god-defying crea¬ 

tures hidden. These sages assert that 

linn onus instead originated from the 

far side of the Corpse Gate in Nifb 

helm, the layer of the Gray Waste of 

Hades where the goddess Hel courts 

the dead. There, in the boiling spring 

of Hvergelmir, the primeval ancestors 

of linnorms bred among themselves in 

an orgy of debauchery and incest. 

Chief among them was Nidhoggr 

the Dread Biter, the vile corpse-sucker 

who gnaws one of the roots of Yggdra- 

sii, forcing the great ashen World Tree 

to know true suffering, Nidhoggr is not 

alone in Hvergelmir—other serpents 

thrive there and help the great corpse- 

tearer rot away the roots of the World 

Tree. There are the serpent broth¬ 

ers Coin and Mo in and their father 

Grafvitner the Gnawing Wolf There 

live Grabak the Gray-Back, Grafvollud 

the Field Gnawer, Ofhir the Entangler, 

Svafhix the Sleep-Bringer, and count¬ 

less others 

How the linnorms broke free of 

their vile breeding nest and into the 

realm of mortals remains a point of 

contention. The popular theory spec¬ 

ulates that the World Tree's roots have 

decayed enough so that a twig has 

fallen away, allowing the lesser ser¬ 

pents to wriggle through to the Mate¬ 

rial Plane* A more radical view claims 

that Odin’s cataclysmic imprisonment 

of Hel's older brother Jorimmgandt, 

the immense World Serpent, created a 

planar rift that allowed the linnorms 

to extend their uncle’s hatred to the 

Material Plane, hither way, what was 

thought to be locked awray by the dei¬ 

ties themselves have found a wray to 

envenom the realms of mortals. 

Whether they are draconic stepchil¬ 

dren or godly progenies, Hnnorms are 

among the most despicable of all drag¬ 

on kind* Rumors of their capacity for 

meting out destruction precede them, 

and most who encounter these dread 

wyrms dearly hope the scholars—those 

who proselytize the coming end of the 

linn oral race—are right. 

mamiumm 
Although linnorms draw frequent 

comparisons to dragons, their anato¬ 

mies are more suggestive of serpents, 

with elongated bodies that lack wings 

and rear legs, Linnorms live longer 

than dragons and never stop growing, 

reaching ages of 4,000 years, lengths of 

70 feet, and masses of 2 tons. Unlike 

dragons, however, they do not gain new 

abilities and powers as they age. 

Sporting a flexible skeleton con¬ 

taining hundreds of vertebrae, a 
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KNOWLEDGE OF THE LINNORM 
The following table sftews the results of a Knowledge (arcana) check as it relates 

to Imnorms- Dwellers of the frigid Northlands,-dragon Hunters, and worshipers, 

of the Norse panthe-on most often possess this information, Lin norms appear on 

page 140 oflbe Monsf^r /Vkirmcil 1L 

Knowledge (arcana) 

DC Result 

10 * £R fMahy different breed^pf liquor ms exist amf,you :have;enough 

• passing familiarity to identifyl.h:fsi!onfi‘s name This 

. refu.lt reveals dragon uaits and the special quidities-dfijfhnprnis, 
M5:+-CR 

2Q 

All linnorrns^fe cunning creatures with a variety .of magical abilities, the 

gray and corpse tea nr r varieties eyed cast spells as clerics db; Lin norms 

can speak Abyssal and Draconic, though some know other tongues. 

CR-^-Llnhffrhnis^‘h&.ifefcelv Writorialand tolerate no other intellipkfif 
f ':****■'■■*# ■ . 1 -- ^ 

eie^tsjres in them ddmaihsj jn^pdln^dtRer I. in norms. They defend •■ 
{hei r hajpgts usfng theit i mpost n g. size,-poweftu f physicaI attacks. : 

:;3rf3 deadly flfo result reveofe inform^on abdui 

! h ej i, rinptTTvsdredth' .vcapa n s)> 8 

•25=# CR Unnorms are cold and cak&Uffiog, never entering battle before studying 

their ffe and fbrmuIatlng a pbn. When they do strike. It is quick add 

deadly. Th is result fevealsallthe linnorm s spelMi ke abi tii tes,_ 

30 -ACR; :';Thedidesi 3 i n no rms are hi ^der;: made so by :cedtiines of solitu de 

a pd the obcdss! ye gal he fin g ofp^yer 3 H dAvea It h. They kq£p$ftcf ■ 
aggfesswely defend--treasure hoards. This result reveals all the 

lit) n&rmViu ^mentioned special attacks. 

linnorm grows large trunk muscles 

that allow for rectilinear locomotion— 

digging into the ground with the scales 

of its underbelly and pushing forward 

with its ribs. Only two front legs facili¬ 

tate movement as its hind limbs, or 

anal daws, have been lost to atrophy 

due to elongation of the body. The 

forelegs end in sharp, razorlike daws, 

A narrow skull with locked jaw¬ 

bones contains roughly three-dozen 

teeth that curve back toward the 

throat, raaldng escape difficult once 

it bites into its prey. Unusually long 

saliva glands in its upper jaw store an 

enormous amount of toxins or other 

compounds, which many linnorms 

utilize to poison their enemies or cre¬ 

ate their deadly breath weapons, 

A linnorm lias a central nervous sys¬ 

tem and a developed brain. Its inter¬ 

nal organs are compact—it is missing 

its left lung and has die ability to shift 

its three-chambered heart to one side, 

allowing it to swallow food within the 

narrow confinement of its body. During 

digestion, by-products pass to the clo¬ 

aca, where the body reabsorbs water and 

excretes the rest through an opening at 

die base of the tail near the internalized 

reproductive organs. 

Cold-blooded, a linnorm can sur¬ 

vive for a lull year without sustenance 

by allowing its body temperature to 

drop. This efficiency has proven seren¬ 

dipitous, as a linnorm often depletes 

the food supply of its surroundings. In 

warmer climates, a linnorm pants so that 

the w ater in its month evaporates, wThich 

causes a cooling effect that helps to regu¬ 

late its overall body temperature. 

A linnorm interacts with its environ¬ 

ment using superior sensory systems. 

It lacks external ears but has eardrums 

below its eyes that allow it to pick up 

low frequencies and vibrations. It 

constandy flicks its tongue to gather 

information about its surroundings, 

as it has highly developed taste buds 

that intercept airborne chemicals and 

a specialized organ in the roof of its 

mouth that processes this informa¬ 

tion. A linnomfs head hears small pits 

that contain heat-sensing cells that 

convert the infrared spectrum to nerve 

impulses that transmit to the brain, 

allowing the linnorm to detect crea¬ 

tures in even total darkness. 

Ro ugh, dry scales serve to retain body 

moisture and prevent the linnornfs 

internal organs from drying out due 

to loss of water. The underlying skin 

determines these scales' pigment and 

varies among the many different lin¬ 

norm breeds, ranging from dull grays 

to bright oranges. Once a year, a lin- 

rtorm's eyes gloss over, indicating that 

it is ready to shed—a new layer of sldn 

growing beneath the old causing the 

scales' color to become dull. Eventu¬ 

ally, the linnorm hooks its lip on a tree 

or rock and squirms out of its old, dead 

sldn. Many scholars and trophy hunt¬ 

ers prize the cast-off skins of linnorms 

and might pay up to 12,000 gp for an 

intact find. 

Out of the many different breeds of 

linnorms, the gray linnorm, dread lin¬ 

norm, and corpse tearer are the three 

most extensively documented. 

Gray Linnorm: Grays are the small¬ 

est of the linnorms, reaching lengths 

of only 20 feet They nse their trunk 

muscles exclusively for locomotion 

without the aid of their front kgs. At 

birth, their scales are jet black and fade 

to dull gray with age. Unique to gray 

linnorms axe a rear poison gland and 

curved stinger at tire tip of their tails 

that drip with deadly venom. 

Sleeker than most of its brethren, 

a gray linnorm must take care when 

swallowing its food. To this end, its 

saliva glands store a black corrosive 

fluid that it can breathe as a deadly 

weapon, allowing the gray to begin the 

digestion process before swallowing to 

lessen its chances of choking. 

Dread Linnorm: Not only are these 

linnorms unique in that they sport 

two separate heads, they are also the 

largest of their kind, reaching lengths 

of up to 70 feet. Two serpentine necks 

extend from the main trunk of their 

bodies, each ending in a massive head 

adorned with a blotchy, Tancid mane 

that hangs below the jaw. Their scales 

are pitch-black upon hatching but 

seem to rot with age, turning a vari¬ 

ety of sickly gray and brown shades. A 

dread Hnnoim reflexively flushes its 
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ORIGIN OFTHE UNNORM 
The Jindworm, or Imdwurm, has Germanic linguistic roots, meaning ,£dragonT' 

or 'wingless dragon/' Norse mythology contains numerous references to these 

serpents in the Goto ffegfus of the Poetic B$3#. The Vikings believed lind worms 

feasted upon their dead, inherent in their creation myth, VdJuspd, regard I Fig the 

corpse fearer Mid Hogg, J firm ungand, the I in norm li ke Midgard Serpent I hat encir¬ 

cles the world consuming his own tail, is one of the cenlerpifepes of Ragnarok, 

the end of the world, when he and Thor are fated lo kill one another. Another tale 

gives the account of Fafniq the giant who murdered his brother and then turned 

himseif |n. to a great serpenL to hoard his stoIen go)d. 

The introduction of lindworms into Dungeons^ Dragons came in 1991 with the 

release of the Vikings Campaign Sourcebook Although rather canciseand containing 

few ga m e me.ch a n its( the ten o rm e n try 

-set the tone for Jean Rabe's-compelling * - • 

two-part a rfidc/The Vikings' Dragons." . * /* 

that appeared in the pages of Dragon 15 

years ago rn Dragon #1S2 and Dragon . * , ** 

#133. These articles greatly expanded * dflV 

the linnorm by detailing ten different ■ / * . * 

breeds and wete the basis for all material ■ . . 

abandonment as a hatchling, centu¬ 

ries of solitary living, selfishly putting 

its own agenda before all others, and 

refusing to trust anyone—especially 

other Ihmorms. This ultimately takes 

its toll on the minds of linnorms 

and once they reach their venerable 

ages they are quite insane with ram¬ 

pant paranoia. 

A linnorm has one sole purpose 

in life, driven by instinct: to amass 

wealth and power at all costs. They are 

that was to come thereafter. 

scales depending on its mood, causing 

them to darken as its temper sours. 

Two volatile compounds are stored 

in a dread liimorm’s saliva gland s, 

which combust with explosive force 

when they make contact with air. The 

first compound bursts into flame and 

the second freezes instantly. Using 

their enormous lungs, a dread lin- 

nornfs two heads can blow forth either 

compound with sustained force. 

Corpse Tearejn Corpse teaicrs aTe 

Lke most revolting of all linnorms, 

exuding a stench of death so over¬ 

whelming it is impossible to ignore. 

Having a splotched, brownish hueT 

corpse tearers sprout patches of hair 

seemingly at random, giving them the 

appearance that they were once cov¬ 

ered in hair but large clumps of it have 

since fallen out, Moss and slime hang 

from their scales, which they use to 

camouflage themselves, making them 

resemble enormous dead trees while 

still* Their claws are broken off at the 

end s, with no tiling remaining hut soiled 

shards that are jagged and deadly. 

These horrific serpents can spit two 

deadly toxins. The first is a magic- 

infused venom that can paralyze any 

living creature and the other is an air¬ 

borne disease called linnorm fever that 

attacks the central nervous system* 

mam ap 
OF HE H 
There is no empathy or compassion 

in linnorms' spiteful hearts. They 

care nothing for the life or death of 

other intelligent taces and would not 

even lift a claw to save their own race 

if threatened. The attitude of a lin- 

norm boils down to very basic terms: 

it is the linnorm against the world. 

This single-mindedness results from 

loners, usually refusing to ally with 

any living thing* When they do, they 

turn upon their collaborator as soon 

as they achieve Iheir goals* They make 

their lairs in deep tunnels and out¬ 

fit them with elaborate traps so they 

can stash their hoards away from the 

world, A linnorm spends long, for¬ 

lorn centuries coveting and guarding 

its treasure, calculating its value and 

memorizing its contents* 
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r.fnnnrfns have no societal struct nee 

to speak of and do their best to ensure 

that their territories do not encroach 

upon one another—an unusual event 

in most regions considering these 

creatines' rarity. The only contact 

among the species occurs during 

mating. Once every decade, a female 

linnomi releases pheromones tuned 

to tiie heightened senses of a male, 

indicating that she is ready to breed. 

Potentially, the breeding of linnorms 

is a repulsive sight, as they engage in 

a “mating bah," entangling each other 

with their tong bodies until observers 

cannot determine where each begins 

or ends. More often than not, though, 

this instinctual call goes unanswered. 

Should mating occur, soon after, the 

female lays her clutch of eggs and cares 

for them until they hatch, abandoning 

the young to their fates immediately 

thereafter. The life of a hatchling is often 

short and cruel, with the weakest perish¬ 

ing fiom exposure or the predations of 

its kin. This is ultimately the cause of the 

race's scarcity and aggressive behavior. 

A linnoim doesn't hesitate to raze the 

landscape out of spite, and intruding 

upon linnomi territory is the quick¬ 

est way to draw its attention. Linnorms 

study their foes from a distance to plot 

their attacks, which are often quick and 

decisive. They exploit their strengths to 

the utmost advantage, raining destruc¬ 

tion down upon their enemies while tar¬ 

geting the strongest foes, moving in close 

when they deplete their magical and 

long-range attacks* Even then, linnorms 

only directly engage in battle when they 

have a clear and decisive advantage. A 

wounded linnorm usually retreats, as 

none are gallant enough to have pride. 

Gray Linnorm: Grays axe the most 

spiteful and hostile of all the linnorm 

breeds, reveling in deception. They 

make their lairs in elevated locations 

so they can see any fool who dares 

approach. Paranoid to an extreme, 

grays assume any intruder to be after 

their hoard and attack on sight* 

Grays love to kill with their claws and 

tail stingers, and frequently close with 

enemies after initial batteries of long- 

range attacks, preferring improvisation 

OTHER LINNORMS 
Aside from the commonly described linnorms, at least seven others a re storied to exist. 

Flame Linnorm: Radiant, fire-breathing beasts, these linnorms lair in deep cav¬ 

erns and dote over massive t reasu re hoards* 

Forest Linnorm: Like gigantic snakes, these linnorms possess no limbs, slithering 

through the wildness and tricking prey with their ability to mimic noises. 

Frost Unnorm: Incredibly territorial, these furred, blue-white linnorms employ 

strange magics and attempt to freeze any creature that ventures Into their domains. 

Land Linnorm: Greedy in the extreme, these hill-dwelling linnorms are the 

most likely to manipulate humanoids Into their service. 

Midgard Linnorm: The direct offspring of jormungandr.the Midgard Sepent, this: 

power ful,.elusive linnorm—possibly the only of Its kind—has incredible control over 

water and lairs upon the ocean floor. 

Rain Linnorm: Arrogant land and swamp-dwelling dragons, these weather-manip¬ 

ulating linnorms exhibit incredible greed, even for members of their covetous race* 

Sea Linnorms: Cold and vicious, sea linnorms terrorize the waves of the deep 

ocean, seeking to keep sentient creatures confined to their tiny continental homes: 

to planning. They often take a wounded 

foe into the deep tunnels of their lairs, 

where they play a cruel game of "escape 

the dragon” before finishing oft the 

poor soul. 

Exceptions to their species, gray 1 in- 

norm parents remain together until 

their hatchlings can fend for them¬ 

selves, pairing to mate again in another 

30 years. 

Dread Linnorm: None of the lin¬ 

norms bear more of an irrational 

hatred for humanity than dread lin¬ 

norms. These linnorms make their 

lairs as far from human settlements 

as they can, typically in dangerous and 

barren climates. Nevertheless, his¬ 

tory has recorded several incidents of 

dread linnorms completely annihi¬ 

lating towns or villages and making 

their lairs in the resulting devastation. 

Thankfully, these occurrences are few 

due to the rarity of the breed. 

A dread linnomi considers every¬ 

thing around its lair to be under its 

rule, which usually consists of laying 

everything to waste so it can plunder 

the spoils. It spends much of its time 

afterwards surveying Lhe devastation, 

scanning for intruders* If someone does 

encroach upon its domain, or worse, 

steals some of its treasure, the linnorm 

stops at nothing to locate the trespass¬ 

ers and exact horrific retribution. 

A dread linnorm accumulates 

wealth solely from instinct and does 

not fed the stir to catalog its hoard 

ot put it to use. While other linnorms 

might alter their combat strategies 

so that no harm comes to their foes' 

loot, a dread linn arm thinks nothin g 

of unleashing the full force of its fury. 

On the other hand, this lack of regard 

does not extend far—like all linnorms, 

a dread linnorm spends most of its 

days defending its hoard* 

Corpse Tearer: Thought by some 

to be direct descendants of Nidhoggr, 

corpse tcarers are the most feared of 

the linnorms, and rightly so, as few7 

other serpents or dragons are powerful 

enough to oppose them* Having devel¬ 

oped a taste for rotting flesh, these lin¬ 

norms make their lairs deep beneath 

ancient burial sites and battlefields, 

tearing the surface to the desecra¬ 

tions of other linnorms. Defending 

their underground lair are countless 

undead minions, stirred from their 

eternal sleep by corpse tearer s' excava¬ 

tions or the remains of fallen adven¬ 

turers brave or foolish enough to have 

once challenged lhe linnorms. 

Always striving to increase their 

wealth, corpse tearers send their min¬ 

ions out to raid graveyards and human 

settlements, the undead invaders 

returning with ever-increasing num¬ 

bers and more treasure* All manner 

of undead form the morbid society 

of a corpse teareris abode—-skeletons, 

wraiths, wights, banshees, vampires, 

and even the animated corpses of 

dragons and other linnorms. 
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Jong and a 20% chance to capsize 

one more than 70 feet long. 

Tail Sweep (Ex) This special attack 

allows a sea linnorm to sweep with 

its tail as a standard action. The 

sweep affects a half-circle with a 

radius of 30 feet, extending from 

an Intersection on the edge of the 

linnormJs space in any direction. 

Creatures within the swept area 

are affected if they are four or 

more size categories smaller 

than the linnorm (Small size or 

smaller for a sea [innorm). A tali 

sweep automatically deals the 

indicated damage plus 1-1/1 

times the linnorm's Strength 

bonus {round down). Affected 

creatures can attempt DC 32 

Reflex saves to take half 

damage, The save DC is 

Constitution-based. 

Skills A sea linnorm has a 

+8 racial bonus on any Swim 

check to perform some 

special action or avoid 

a hazard. It can always 

choose to take 10 on a Swim 

check, even if distracted or 

endangered, ft can use the 

run action while swimming, 

provided it swims in a 

straight line. 

*Sea linnorms have a +8 

racial bonus on Hide checks 

when submerged. 

Maritime tales speak of mighty 

sea serpents that are large enough 

to capsize galleys. These seafaring 

linnorms are exceedingly vindic¬ 

tive and seek retribution for the 

harm done to the ocean's marine 

life. The sea linnorm traverses both 

land and sea with ease, terrorizing 

shipping lanes and fishing villages. 

Accounts told from shell-shocked 

survivors tell of a whirlwind fury 

of dreadful fogs, crushing fins, and 

a haze of acid lingering behind the 

barely glimpsed form of a terrible 

serpent slithering back out to sea. 

Sea linnorms speak Aquan, Draconic, 

and Infernal, although some have been 

known to learn Common. ^ 

MW 
A massive snakerfinmd and frilled in dll the 

colors of He angry sea, /he waves in a 

spray of stinging salt water. From above a 

mouth fill of sharklikejangs, a pair ofp un¬ 

less, ruby eyes Harrow menacingly. 

SEA LINNORM CR21 

Always LE Gargantuan dragon (aquatic) 

In it +0; Senses blindsight 120 ft., keen 

senses; Listen +23, Spot +23 

Languages Aquan, Draconic, Infernal 

AC 42, touch 6, flat-footed 42 

(+36 natural, -A size) 

hp 403 (26 HD); DR 30/magic 

Immune all enchantment spells, 

paralysis, sleep 

SR 36 

Fort +24, Ref+15, Will +20 

Speed 30 ft. (6 squares), swim SO ft. 

Melee bite +36 each (4d6+14) and 

2 slams +34 (2d&+7) and 

tail slam +34 (2dS+21) 

Space 20 ft.; Reach 20 ft. 

Base Atk +26; Grp +52 

Atk Options Awesome Blow, Cleave, 

Great Cleave, Improved Bull Rush, 

Improved Sunder, Snatch; breath 

weapon, capsize, tail sweep (2d6+21) 

Spell-Like Abilities (GL 16th); 

At will'—fog cloud, [voter breathing 

3/d ay—control water, 311st 

of wind (DC 17), reverse 

gravity, sal id fog 

1/d ay—shapechan^e 

Abilities Str 38, Dex 10, 

Con 29, fnt 14,Wls 

20, Cha 21 

Feats Alertness, 

Awesome Blow, 

Cleave, Great Cleave, 

Improved Bull Rush, Improved Sunder, 

MuItiattack, Power Attack, Snatch 

Skills Appraise +11, Bluff+23, 

Diplomacy+27, Gather 

information +23, Hide +6* 

Intimidate +25, Knowledge 

(arcana)+18, Knowledge 

(geography) +20, Listen +23, 

Sense Motive +21, Speflcraft 

+22, Spot +23, Swim +51 

Advancement 27^0 H D 

(Gargantuan); 40-53 HD 

(Colossal) 

Keen Senses (Ex) A sea linnorm sees 

four times as well as a human in low 

light conditions and twice as well in 

normal light. 

Breath Weapon (Su) 60-Foot cone of 

caustic acid droplets, ortce every ld4 

rounds; damage 24d6 add, Reflex DC 

32 half; only effective above water. 

The save DC is Constitution-based, 

Capsize (Ex) A submerged sea 

linnorm that surfaces under a 

boat or ship less than 30 feet 

long capsizes the vessel 95% of 

the time.- It has a 50% chance to 

capsize a vessel from 30 to 70 feet 
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Into the ADyss 
By Robert j. Schwalb • illustrated by Ben Wootten 

As the Savage Tide sweeps into 

the Abyss, this article series 

presents you* the player, with . 

the tips, tricks, and tools you need 

to avoid drowning in its treacherous 

waters, While the pages of Dungeon 

present the DM with every cunning 

ADVENTURE TIE 
This install ment of Savage 

Tidings links to "into the Maw" 

the ninth episode of the Savage 

Tide-Adventure Path, presented 

in Dungeon #147. ^ 

plot twist and vile monster needed to nm the Savage Tide 

Adventure Path, Dracon offers details and options to bet¬ 

ter resist its deadly undertow. This months installment 

gives you information on Demogorgoii, tips for picking up 

replacement characters should the imthinkable happen * 

\ \ 1 
updates on affiliations.describing their 

interests in the planes, and a planar 

marketplace to acquire useful goods 

tor your perilous adventure into the 

Maw, 

What Do You Know; 
Demogorgon 
Of all the demon princes- said to rule in the Infinite 

Layers of the Abyss, none axe as feared or as reviled as 

the Prince of Demons himself the Sibilant Beast, the 

dreadful Demogorgon. Like his rivals, Demogorgoris 

"s| 
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history is checkered with violence 

and madness, aborted attempts at 

conquest, and despicable acts of 

such wanton cruelty that mortals 

speak his names only in whispers 

lest they attract his wretched gaze. 

Although he claims the title 

Prince of Demons, he does 

not sit easy on his self- 

declared throne and ever 

watches for the conspira¬ 

cies of his sworn enemies— 

Graz'zt and Orcus, But more 

importantly, he must be vigilant 

against those intrigues he perpe¬ 

trates against himself 

JPhe layer of the Abyss Demogor- 

gon dominates reflects his-contusing 

and belligerent nature, The 88th 

layer of the Abyss is as divided as 

Demogorgon is himself Nearly half 

of Lhe sprawling layer consists of 

turbid seas, clotted with filth and oil 

fed to it by the great Abyssian Occam 

Piercing the foul waters are nmher- 

ous islands, nearly always in pairs, 

looming over fhe crashing, waves as 

if they were long necks craning to 

examine all that passes beneath them. 

These are hot havens: They are foul 

pillars of wickedness, home to flocks 

of cruel dem ons, exiled de mon lords, 

and plotting fiends, watchful for the 

chance to increase their esteem in 

the eyes of their master. 

■in stark contrast to the vast seas, 

the rest of the layer consists of a dark 

continent, blanketed by dense jungle 

and pierced by the occasional craggy 

mountain. There, filthy humanoids 

gather in tribes to worship Demogor- 

gbm pro sri a ting themselves to the 

east where the master of the Maw is 

believed to reside. This is a place of 

near constant war, with tribes setting 

upon one another, intent on butch¬ 

ering their foes and committing 

unspeakable rites upon the corpses 

of those they slay. 

Replacement PCs 
A descent into the Infinite Layers 

of the Abyss is dangerous for even 

the hardiest of adventurers, and 

those who fall prey to the countless 

tricks, traps, and t err hying abomina¬ 

tions that call tills plane home can 

face madness, maiming, or—most 

likely-—death. There are: not many 

places in the Abyss where worthy 

heroes linger; those planar travel¬ 

ers who brave the dangers of this 

plane often have nefarious objectives 

and care little for the plight of the 

Material Plane. Still, there are a few 

opportunities for new adventurers to 

join the group and replace those who 

have fallen along the way. 

Planar Inhabitants; The Abyss 

is obviously home to the ta nariri, a 

Tace of evil outsiders bent on Litter 

destruction and spreading suffering 

and death whereveT they go. Few 

demons would be suitable long-term 

allies, but with your DM’s permission, 

you might play a fiend servicing one 

of Demogorgoifs many rivals. Both 

Graz zt and Orcus despise the Prince 

of Demons, and they might be willing 

to dispatch a servant to aid the player 

characters in thwarting his plans. 

Tieflings, half-fiends, succubi, and 

dr etch could all provide interesting 

additions to a desperate or morally 

ambiguous party. 

Planar Travelers: The mere an e 

attract powerful individuals, and to 

deal with these masterful merchants, 

good or neutral travelers might 

descend to some of the darkest cor¬ 

ners of the planes. Characters of 

nearly any clas^ and race might be 

encountered at these trader’s traveling 

planar marketplaces, overheat the PCs 

discussing their mission, and volun¬ 

teer their services as guides, cohorts^ 

or perhaps allies. 

Planar Prisoners: There's always 

the possibility of freeing a prisoner 

held by demons. It might he true 

that demons are more likely to 

kill theif captive^ than keep 

them in shackles, but power¬ 

ful prisoners could have useful 

information or might be used as 

currency in filthy bargains. Such 

prisoners might find a way to escape, 

swimming up from the depths of a 

myrmmeus's bone palace or escaping 

from some other prison in a desper-f’’ 

ate attempt to find a way out of the 

Abyss. These characters gladly pair up 

with the PCs if it means escape from 

this horrifying plane. 

Planar Marketplace 
Once you descend into the Infinite 

Layers of the Abyss, there are few 

Opportunities to re-equip spent pro¬ 

visions or acquire new or improved 

equipment. Those watchful for signs 

of commerce though, might just find 

useful tools to help in surviving the 

perils of this plane. 

The following magic items are 

just some of the wares yoii might 

encounter On yhur journey. 

Agony Saifi 
Price (Item Level): 20,642 gp (15th) 

Body Slot; ^ (held) 

Caster Level: 10th 

Aura; moderate; (DC Ip) necromancy 

Activation: — 

Weight: 2 lb. {for the pair) 

Both sais are idmtical, brint] tro/led 

so the center blade resembles a serpent 

Green leather covers tfie handle and ifre 

fines ore Jasffiqned to taofc like recoiling 

iAf>ersr/anjs bared. 
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Agony sais are always sold in pairs. 

Each one' functions as' a -+£ silver s&l. 

Whenever the wielder strikes a Jiving 

creature with both sais in the same 

round, she can leave one or both 

weapons buried in her opponent’s 

flesh, wracking the target with ter¬ 

rible pain. Such targets take id6 

points of damage per sai each round 

and function as if under the effect 

of the slow spell. Removing a sai is 

a standard action and both must be 

removed to end the slow effect. 

Prerequisites: Craft Magic Arms and 

Armor, shiv, u'raeUug touch. 

Cost to Create: 10,000 gp (642 gp 

for two masterwork alc hemic ally sil¬ 

vered sals), 800 XP. 

Arrow of Glory 
Price (Item Level): 500 gp (4th) 

Body Slot: — (held) 

Caster Level: 12th 

Aura: strong; (DC 21) conjuration 

and evocation 

Activation: — 

Weight: — 

This unusual arrow has a white shaft 

and fetching and is inscribed all along its 

length i&ifh tiny 1 rtf map, prayers to the 

goodfffils to guide the arrow to its mdrkv 

An arrow of glory is a +3 evil outsider 

hane arrow. Whenever it strikes a 

creature, it explodes in bright white 

light, dazzling all creatures within 

20 feet for id6 rounds unless they 

succeed on a DC 20 Fortitude save. 

In addition to the normal bane 

effects/should these arrows strike 

an evil outsider, the target must 

succeed on a DC 20 Fortitude save 

or be prevented from running or 

charging for id6 rounds. 

Prerequhh'es: Craft Magic Arms and 

Armor, radiance, sum moo monster I, 

creator must be good. 

Cos! to Create: 246 gp, 5 sp (plus 7 

gp for masterwork arrow), 20 XP. 

Beastfrieod Collar 
Price (Item Level): 17,500 gp (14th) 

Body Slot, throat 

Caster Level: 14th 

Aura: strong; (DC 22) conjuration 

and transmutation 

Activation: 1 imme¬ 

diate action 

Weight: 1 lb. 

This wide brown leather 

choker features crude 

images of an eagle, wolf 

cat, and toad. 

Upon placing the heasf/hend 

collar around your neck, the 

item grants a +4 competence 

bonus on Handle,Animal and 

wild empathy checks. 

If you have an animal 

companion or familiar, the 

range of your share spells 

ability extends to 5 feet per 

two character levels. 

Also, as an immediate 

action, you can exchange 

placed with your animal 

companion or famih i 

iar so long as the crea¬ 

ture is within range of 

your share spell ability. 

You must wait 5 rounds 

between each use of this 

ability. 

Prerequisites: Craft Wondroiis Item, 

beriign transposition, animal compan¬ 

ion or summon familiar ability. 

Cost to Create: 8,750 gp, 700 XP. 

BriUkst Jewel •,/ 
Price {Item level): 24,500 gp (15th) 

Body Slot: —- 

Caster Level: 16th 

Aura: strong; (DC 23) universal 

Activation: see text 

Weight; 1 lb. 

This diamond changes color before your 

eyes, drifting ftom red to green to blue 

and back, to red. 

A character wielding a brilliant 

jewel gains a +1 luck bonus on ail 

saving throws. 

The: Ml/fantj ewel can store magic al 

energy to. augment spells and spell- 

.like abilities ..cast Within the radius 

of its light: You may cast any spell 

or spell-like ability into, the jewel, 

causing it to flare with rain¬ 

bow colors. It illuminates out 

to a 30-foot radius with bright 

light and 30 feet further with 

shadowy light. The brilliant jewel 

remains illuminated for a num¬ 

ber of rounds equal to the spell 

or spell-like ability cast within 

it. Once activated, ail spells and 

spell-like abilities you cast of a 

school corresponding to the spell 

cast into the bnlliaatjnvri are cast 

at +2 caster levels. 

Prerequisites; Graft Wondrous 

Item, Heighten Spell, waited wisft, 

Cost ro Create: 9,750 gp (plus 

5,000 gp for diamond), 1,080 XP. 

Demoafoe 
Price (Item Level): 21,335 (i?th) 

Body Slot: — (held) 

Caster Level: 12th 

Aura: strong; (DG 21} conjura¬ 

tion and transmutation 

Activation: — 

Weight: 6 lb. 

This bastard siijord sits m a Hack 

leather sheath. When drawn, it sheds 

a soft green light /ram the green 

steel of the blade. Matching black 

leather winds around the handle and 

the pommel resembles a beautiful 

angelic face. 

This weapon is a +2 aft outrider bane 

bastard sword. 

As a swift action, ytiu may sup¬ 

press the evil outsider bane ability 

to gain damage reduction 5/“ for 1 

round. You can only use this ability 

three times per day. 

When used against an evil out¬ 

sider, you may make a single attack as 

a full-round actioff If the attack hits 

and deals at least 1 point of damage, 

you may immediately make a second 

attack nsing the same attack modifier 

mmn '' " 3 ' 
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as the .first Farther suecessfid strikes 

do not grant additional attacks. 

When drawn, demonfoe sheds light 

as the light spell. 

Prerequisites; Craft Magic Arms and 

Armor, haste, lujfrt, summon monster I. 

Cost to Create: 10,500 gp (plus 335 for 

masterwork bastard sword), S40 XP. 

Demonhaii Shirt 
Price (Item Level): 26,000 gp (16th) 

Body Slot: Torso 

Caster Level: 13th 

Aura: strong; (DC 21} conjuration 

and enchantment 

Activation: — 

Weight: 3 ib. 

This jilthy black garment is woven from 

coarse black hair. The knots and flecks 

of unspeakable grime make wearing lei 

alone, handling the shirt unplctiisanL 

When wearing a demohhdirlihivt you 

gain immunity to fear. 

If you have the rage- class fea¬ 

ture (or a similar ability), yon .may 

spend two of your daily uses of 

rage at once to become overcome 

with demonic fury, gaining a +6 

profan.p bonus to Strength, +2 pro¬ 

fane bonus to Armor Class, and a 

+10 profane bonus to speed. While 

under the effects of demonic firry, 

your natural weapons and weapons 

you wield count as chaotic for the 

purposes of overcoming damage, 

reduction. In exchange for these 

benefits, you trike 2 points of non- 

lethal damage each round. Once 

activated, the demonic fury lasts 

for a number of rounds equal to 

your improved Constitution bonus 

(minimum 1 nound), This benefit 

stacks with rage (and frenzy). At 

the end of this time, yon become 

fatigued for 1 hour. 

Good characters take no pen¬ 

alty for wearing this shirt unless 

they abide by a code of conduct 

Wearing this item violates codes 

of conduct for both good and 

lawful characters. 

Prerequisites: Craft Wondrous 

Item, rage,, summan monster ly; 

caster must have i.6 Tanks in 

Craft (weaving), caster 

be good. 

Cost 'to Create: 13,000 gp, 1,040 

XP. 

Figurine of the Ivory 
Champion 
Price (Item Level): 

feth) 
Body Slot: — 

Caster Level: 13th 

Aura: strong; (DC 21) transmuta¬ 

tion 

Activation: 1 standard action 

Weight: — 

The figurine k a miniature statuette 

of an armored knight adorned with 

symbols of good deities. It stands two 

inches tall. 

When the figurine .is tossed to the 

ground and the command' word -Spo¬ 

ken, it expands in size, taking the f orm 

of a Large knight carved from ivory. 

The construct obeys and serves you. 

If the figurine is broken or destroyed 

in statuette form, it is forever mined. 

If'slain in construct form, it instantly 

reverts to a- statuette and cannot be 

used again for 1 week. 

The figurine may be used once per 

day for up to i hour at a time. 

.Prerequisites; Graft Construct, Craft' 

Wondrous Item, animate objects. 

Coif to Create: 10,000 gp, Soo.XP. 

IVORY CHAMPION CR 13 

N Large construct 

Inrt h-1j Senses darkvisron 60 ft,r low- 

light vision; Listen +0, Spot +0 

Languages understands owner's 

commands 

AC 28, touch 10, flat-footed 27 

(-1 size, +1 Dex, +1S natural) 

hp 130 (20 HD); fast healing 5; DR 15/ 

adamantine 

Immune construct traits 

Fort+6, Ref+7, Will +6_ 

Speed 40 ft. (8 squares) 

g - . 

Metee +1 fopfy greatsword ±22/+17 (+12 

(3 d 6+10/19-20 pius 2d6 again st e vi I} 

Melee 2 slams +21 (Id 6+7) 

Space 10 ft.; Reach 10 ft. 

Base Atk +15; Grp +26 

Atk Options aligned strike (good), 

magic strike 

Abilities 5tr25, Dex 12, Con —, Int—, 

Wis 10, Cha 1 

SQ item bound 

Feats improved Toughness6 

Skills Jump +11 

Aligned Strike (Su)The natural weapon 

attacks of an ivory champion count 

as being good for the purposes of 

overcoming da mage reduction. 

Magic Strike (Su) The natural weapon 

attacks of an ivory champion count 

as being magic for the purposes of 

overcoming damage mention. 

Shadowste&ler’s Cloak 
Price (Item Level): 18,000 gp (14th) 

Body Slot: shoulders 

Caster Level: nth 

Aura: moderate; (DC 20) illusion 

Activation: —■ (see text) 

Weight: 2 lb. 
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This tong black cloak absorbs any light 

that falls upon if, 

A shaio^riea/er's cloak grants a +10 

competence bonus on your Hide 

checks. Creatures with the see in 

darkness ability gain no special 

benefit to perceive you, allowing you 

to make Hide checks normally. 

If you are using a magic item that 

increases your Dexterity score (such 

as gloves of dexterity), you may spend 

an immediate action to gain conceal* 

ment (20% miss chance) Tot i round. 

You must wait 5 touts ds between each 

use of this ability. 

Prerequisites: Craft Wondrous 

Item, blur. 

Cost to Create: 9,000 gp, 720 XP. 

Might Stone 
Price (Item Level): 25,800 gp (i6th) 

Body Slot: — 

Caster Level: 15th 

Aura: strong; (DC 22) transmutation 

Activation: 1 swift action (see text) 

Weight: 1 lb. 

This smooth gray stone features a round 

black depression on its surface. 

You gain a +2 luck bonus on 

saving throws against spells and 

spell-like effects, 
A spontaneous caster (bard, sor¬ 

cerer, favored soul, and so on); a 

character who uses invocations 

(dragonfiTe adept ot warlock), or 

a psionic character can invest a 

known spell, invocation, or power 

into the might stone, temporarily 

removing it from his knowledge for 

1 day. For a number of times per day 

equal to the spell level invested, you 

may, as a swift action, activate the 

might stone, gaining any one of the 

following features. 

• Increase the save DC of a spell or 

power of the same school or disci¬ 

pline by +2, 

- Add an extra id6 points of damage 

(of the same type) to an eldritch 

blast or breath weapon. 

* Gain a +2 bonus on checks made 

to overcome the spell or power 

resistance of it target creature. 

Imbuing the spell takes i minute 

of concentration. You may imbue just 

one spell into the wight stone per day* 

Prereguirites: Craft Universal Item, 

Craft Wondrous Item, bestow power, 

spell matrix* 

Cost to Create: 14,400 gp, 1,152 XP* 

Starty Score 
Price {Item Level): 17,000 gp (14th.) 

Body Slot: — (held) 

Caster Level: 17th 

Aura: strong; (DC 23) enchantment 

Activation: 1 fill round action 

Weight: 

This scroll is made from soj? ivhite i?d- 

lum* When unrolled, it ratals dense sil¬ 

ver uTridotj in an ufttoiouw language. 

The starry score is a portion of a great 

opera performed by the eladrin to 

please their mistress, the Queen of 

Stars. Agood-arignedbard who spends 

a use of bardic music cm . discern the 

words and notes recorded and pef* 

form them as a full-round action hy 

making a Perform check All evil out¬ 

siders wTho can clearly hear the bard 

perform and are within 30 feet must 

succeed on Will saves (DC equals the 

bard’s perform check result) or be 

physically pained, taking a-5 penally 

on attack rolls, damage rolls, saving 

throws, and checks. Conversely,. all 

good outsiders gain; a +5 sacred bonus 

on attack rolls, damage rolls, saving 

throws, and checks; Both effects last 

for as long as you continue to per¬ 

form and for 3 rounds thereafter, 

Prerequhites: Craft Wo ndrous Item, 

crushing despair, good hope, caster 

must have id ranks.ofPerform (sing), 

caster must he good. 

Cost to Create: 8,500 gp, 680 XP* 

Affiliation Updates 
The affiliations the PCs might have 

joined in Sasserine and elsewhere 

during the campaign continue to 

have to have a role in the events of the 

Savage Tide. The following entries 

cover those affiliations described in 

Dragon #348, offering ways for your 

characters to stay connected 

Church of Whirling Fury: Lady 

Silverymane is interested in any 

expedition into the Abyss, for those 

who brave the dangers stand to learn 

much of the demonic plot against the 

Material Plane. She suspects there 

are eladrin held somewhere in the 

Gaping Maw, and freeing those pris¬ 

oners could reveal much of the Sibi¬ 

lant Seasfk plans. Furthermore, she 

requests you to watch for any clues 

and retrieve any information you can 

about the demon prince and what he 

intends For the Material Plane. 

Releasing any celestial prisoners 

to the Material Plane earns you a 

+1 affiliation score bonus with the 

Church of Whirling Fury. Learning 

about Demogorgon’s plot and 

reporting it to Lady Silvery mane 

grants you a +2 affiliation score 

bonus with this affiliation* 

Dawn Council: Word of Lavinia 

Vanderboreifs exploits against the 

Crimson Fleet has made her an attrac¬ 

tive candidate to join the Dawn Coun¬ 

cil. Wliile some members are reluctant 

to share their powers with one such as 

she—Van thus has done much to sully 

the Vanderboren name—most believe 

that her presence on the council would 

inspire the people of Sasserine and 

help the city claim its rightful place 

as The pre-eminent port of call for all 

sorts of exotic goods* 

' Returning Lavinia to Sasserine 

grants you a +2 affiliation score bonus 

with this affiliation. 

Emerald Crest: An expedition 

into the Abyss should prove to be 

exciting, giving you many oppor¬ 

tunity to accumulate new tales of 

your exploits* You enter uncharted 

waters, .so keeping a keen eye on 

the sights you see and places you 

explore could improve your stand¬ 

ing upon returning home. Of 

course, there's also the matter of 
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this wdk^ortdl—undoubtedly your 

employers would be pleased to 

inspect such a device. 

Upon returning to the Material 

Plane, regaling Llie Emerald Crest 

with Iffies of your adventures grants 

you a +1 affiliation score bonus with 

this affiliation. Any charts of the 

Gaping Maw you provide increase 

this bonus to +2. Finally, if you give 

the ujafceponied to your affiliation, 

you gain an additional +2 bonus, 

Olman Tribes: The people of 

the Isle of Dread care little for the 

Abyss, save for the taint that infects 

their home. Members of the Olman 

Tribes should be on the lookout for 

ways to remove this influence. 

The Scarlet Brotherhood; A 

masked father approaches you while 

in Scuttlecove, having learned of 

your intent to venture into the Abyss. 

The father has heard of the prison of 

Gaping Maw and he would: be very 

grateful if you brought hack as much 

infomation as possible about it con¬ 

struction and defenses, both mun¬ 

dane and magical. 

Giving the information to this 

mysterious father in Scuttleeove 

grants you a +1 affiliation score 

bonus with this affiliation. 

The Seekers; Descending into 

the Abyss nearly guarantees coming 

across something of interest to the 

Seekers. You should do your best 

to collect such objects to donate to 

your affiliation when you return. 

Any unique or unusual magic 

items brought from the Abyss and 

donated to the Seekers upon your 

return grants you an additional 

+1 affiliation score bonus with, the 

Seekers above the normal +ifbr each 

5,000 gp donateck You. can earn no 

more than an additional +3 bonus to 

yonr affiliation score in this way. 

Wit chwar dens: A high priest of 

Wee Jas from the distant and recently 

beleaguere d city of Ca irldron s ends 

you a disturbing message via a dream 

spell. The high priest suspects that 

there is celestial activity in the Gaping 

Maw and requests a full report upon 

your return. You need not see him in 

person; you can report to any Black 

Dagger in your organisation. 

Finding and reporting evidence 

on the celestial activity in the Gaping 

Maw. grants you a +1 affiliation score 

bonus with the Witchwardens. 

ZeUtarune’s Horns: The Abyss is 

home ta> countless horrors, all of 

which are in need of killing. Such an 

adventure promises you the chance 

to prove your mettle in combat and 

gain gjory For your deeds. 

Killing a creature of CR 14 

ox higher in single combat and 

returning to the Material Plane 

with its head grants you a i-i affili¬ 

ation score bonus with Zelkarune's 

Homs. This bonus increases to 

+2 if the creature is a well-known., 

unique individual. 2 
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by Brian Cortijo, with special introduction by Ed Greenwood 

illustrated by James Zhang . 

Much, has been said in the past of the Wyrms witnessed several parties of elves observing .him from 

of the North, those two dozen ox so drag- afar—but not venturing to challenge his pres cnee 

ons made famons by the scribblings of directly, hollowing the fifth such .spying, the dragon 

Volothamp Geddarm—so much so that one might decided to turn the tables and spy on the elves himself 

thirds that all dragons of import make their lairs and Using magic to adopt the form of a young wood elf he 

focus their interest in the Sword Coast and Western called himself Caesm—the Draconic word for “forest"— 

Heartlands (see Dragon Annual #3 or the collected and and approached the band that had been spying on him. 

updated “Wyrms of the North" articles on wizards. AcualwacaeSin learned that the Liewyrr (as the elves called 

com), Not to be forgottenr though, are the dragons who themselves) were observing the strange green dragon 

lair at the other extremes of the compass rose, with great interest; although challenged by humans 

on several occasions, he had neither demanded tribute 

ACUAKVACAESIN, A from nor slain any of the foolhardy lesser creatures. This 

WYRM Of THE WEST led the elves to believe that, despite his evil nature, the 

Hidden on the isle of Gwyennath, in the Moonshaes, a dragon was at the very least disinterested in the sentient 

rather peculiar being lives among the trees on the south- inhabitants of the Moonshaes. 

eastern shore of the M\t1oc1l Walking among the creatuies After several seasons of discussion with the elves, Cae- 

of the Myrloch Vale, a wood elf known as Caesin is, of all sin learned more of their homeland and the band's leader, 

things, a peculiar green dragon named Acuakvacaesin (LN Nnmira. The elves hailed from just to the southeast, in the 

mature adult green dragon sorcerer 8), drawn to the Moon- hidden kingdom of Synnoria. Numira revealed to Caesin 

ghae Isles by the peace the lake and its environs promise. that she had long since seen through his disguise but had 

Acuakvacaesin came to the Moonshaes in search of a concealed thus from both him and the ofbet elves, to pre¬ 

quiet, forested area where he could safely abandon the vent qpnilict and to safeguard him against attack from the 

nat oral depredations of hi s race.and enjoy the beau ty of secreti ve Llewym Since that time, Caesin has heen permit- 

the natural world. After a number of near-fatal encoim- ted to walk freely among the trees and homes of Synnoria, 

ters with both the Ffolk and Northmen of the Isles, he provided that he brings no other visitors with him. 
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Caesin makes his lair in a well-hidden cave within sight 

of the shore of the Myxloeh, Keeping only a smalj mound of 

copper and silver coins as Ms hoard, he arranges ]hs home 

more like a humanoid's than a dragon's. Using the coins as 

a sort orbed, he prefers to slumber in elven form, or in 

the form of one of the many woodland animals 

he often masquerades as while 

human intruders in the vale. 

Despite his relative poverty compared 

to other dragons, Acuakvacaesin pos¬ 

sesses a number of magic items. In 

addition to a cloak and hoots of elven- 

Und, he also carries a +3 holy dra^pfi- 

btfne /on^suwd, which he keeps 

both as a guard against others 

of his kind, and as a safeguard 

should he ever fallback into the 

evil of his race. Numira and a 

fewT oflier Llewyrr have been 

hilly informed of the powers 

of the sword., in case they ever 

need use. of it 

Acuakvacaesin pays homage to neither Bahama! nor 

"Ilamat, choosing instead to venerate the Earthmother 

aspect of Chauntea, both out of Tespect for the land he 

inhabits (and her undisputed mastery of it), and in the 

hope that, in time, she might grant his heart's wish of a 

more permanent transformation to dvenkind. For years, 

lie has harbored a secret love of Nuiruia, but refuses to 

introduce any draconic blood—to say nothing of the 

abomination of adding an evil dragon's blood—into the 

waning elven population of the Llewyrr. 

In his various guises as a dragon, an elf or as one of 

many tey and animal forms, Atmakva caesin patrols the for¬ 

ests and foothills of the Myrloch Vale looking for bidden 

evils and nosey adventurers searching for a way into Syi> 

noria. While lie warns off seemingly weaker humanoids, 

any sign of drow, ores, or evil dragons sends him into an 

almost blind rage, causing him to reveal his true form 

and unleash his spells, snatching up the offending par¬ 

ties and dropping them into the lake (this has happened 

twice). When fighting to subdue rather than to slay, Acu- 

akvacaesin avoids lethal attacks as long as possible, prefer¬ 

ring spells that tire opponents or deal ability damage, like 

ray of enjeebkjncnt and imws of fatigue, if faced with more 

persistent Foes he does not wish to loll, he uses enervation 

to cripple them without risking their lives, 

RHYAEXTHADARSH. 
A WYRM Of THE EA§T 
In the northern reaches of the Sunrise Mountains, a few 

miles south of where the foothills rise up into frosted 

peaks, lairs the scarred dragon Rhyaexthadarsh (CH 

ancient white dragon). Smarter and more ipresighted 

than most of her breed, Rhyaexthadarsh spends much of 

her time rearranging her horde and preying on passing 

caravans and ch oice deliveries of foolhardy adventurers. 

Rhyaexthadarsh s enhanced intelligence comes from 

a hmdbani of intellect +6 she recovered from a wizard 

some six centuries ago. Slipping it onto one of her tal¬ 

ons as a sort of ring, the dragon slowly realized that her 

thoughts had more depth and caiisideration behind 

them and that—while still motivated by draconic 

instincts like hunger and greed—she was no longer 

dominated by baser motivations. She could plan now, 

and plot, and observe the creatures around her to better 

influence her domain. 

Beginning with the mountain peaks, Rhyaexthadarsh 

eliminated two young silver dragons who Laired nearby, 

A decade later, she claimed dominion over a small clan of 

frost giants that had taken up residence in the southern 

Sunrise Mountains. When they rebelled against her, the 

dragon slew the entire clan and began looking for lesser 

creatures to carry out her will: remorhaz, winter wolves, 

and eventually a frost worm deeper in the mountains. 

Bored with the domination of lesser creatures, Rhy¬ 

aexthadarsh began to ignore her "subjects," focus¬ 

ing her attention oti the caravans that crept past the 

northern end of the Sunrise Mountains every spring 

and summer. Picking off a few> she discovered that 

these traveling merchants carried trinkets and goods 

that she could add to her hoard. The vast collection of 

silks, exotic coffers, and books of various languages is 

testament to her love pf the materials the caravans carried; 

most of the larger mounds of coin in Rhyaexthadarshs 

lair are capped with silk or fine textiles of some sort. 
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home without resorting to violence or direct confron¬ 

tation with the syl-pasha and his agents. 

Svemvignamgix’s need for attention and conversa¬ 

tion is nearly constant, and lie goes to great lengths to 

find excuses for discussion and haggling when dealing 

with the rare adv enturer or trader who comes across his 

path. The notoriously dose-lipped nomads of the des¬ 

ert find his hospitality and good-natured story-seeking 

somewhat charming—If a hit childish—and indulge him 

insofar as time allows. 

In the Year of the Misguided Archer (1080 dr), Svemvi- 

gnamgix's patience with the Calishite practice of slavery 

and the coin-driven nature of its civilization reached an 

end. At first, he resorted to attacks on slaving caravans and 

traveling traders along die Trade Way. While the attacks 

sated a certain draconic bloodlust and relieved his frustra¬ 

tion for a short time, Svemvignamgix soon realized that 

there were surer ways to influence societies, and that his 

random attacks amounted to little more than wholesale 

slaughter and abandonment of onetime friends. 

To that end, the dragon began observing human rela¬ 

tionships to determine the means of their success and 

development. Despite the Calishite s' utter lack of com¬ 

passion, charity, and common sacrificOj he concluded 

that family—specifically, the use of offspring to achieve 

results and leave a lasting legacy—was the greatest means 

to affect lasting change. 

BRIAN CQRTUO 

At first,. Rhyaexthadarsh killed- 

'the members of these caravans fairly indis¬ 

criminately, eating their mounts and pack animals, 

torturing (and then eating) the humanoids, and 

claiming all the wealth and goods the 

wagons carried. In time, the travel 

slowed, then eventually stopped, 

as merchants determined 

that the time saved by cutting 

across the foothills was not 

worth the danger of a rampaging 

dragon. Realizing this, Rhyaexthadarsh 

stopped her killings for nearly a cen¬ 

tury, waiting for trade to begin again. 

Once the caravans resumed, the 

dragon began attacking again, but 

took a more reasoned, careful approach 

to her killings. In more recent years, 

Rhyaexthadarsh has established the fol¬ 

lowing pattern: eastbound caravans she 

attacks swiftly tree zing the humanoids and 

picking off most of the horses for her own food. 

After directing a pack of winter wolves to attack 

the remaining creatures, she returns to the site 

and picks through one or two wagons for choice 

goods. The remainder she leaves as a warning to 

other travelers: not that there are dragons present, 

but that wolf packs roam the foothills, requiring extra 

horses and defenders (extra food for dragons, that is). 

For westbound caravans, Rhyaexthadarsh’5 pattern 

changes. She kills or drives off any living thing—slaying 

whatever intelligent creatures she finds, but leaving horses 

and other unintelligent beasts for her wolves—and claims 

all nonliving material for her hoard. 

Rhyaexthadarsh responds to powerful opposition or 

unexpected resistance with evasion tactics and careful 

observation until she can determine the best means to 

eliminate the threat. Outside her caverns, Rhyaextha- 

darsh is often accompanied by a small pack (id^z) of 

winter wolves, and she unleashes her breath weapon 

and spells to confuse her prey and Inhibit action, such 

as slow and solid/og. When encountered in her lair, she 

often protects herself wTith resist energy (fire), employs 

her breath weapon, then unleashes attacks with a helm 

of brilliance she has hidden in the roof of her ice cave. 

SVTRNVIGNARNGIX, A 
WYRM OrTHE SOU fII 
An exceptionally gregarious brass dragon, even com¬ 

pared to others of Ms kind, Sv.emvignarngix (NG old 

brass dragon) makes his home in the salt flats of the 

Galim Desert. Always hungry for news about the human 

settlements of Calimshan, and often disappointed at 

what he hears, he spends much of his time seeking 

ways to influence the future of the country he calls his 
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oasis of Brass 
This small, moving camp of tents is home to the youngest 

and oldest of Sveravignamgbfs dan, as well as a stopping- 

point for many o fins'most powerfu] offspring, who come to 

seek guidance, direction, or magical aid. While the dragon 

does not receive all visitors personally, he does provide what 

assistance he can to those who seem good-hearted, if they 

are willing to work toward a better Calimslian. 

The camp itself is ruled over by Joth (NG female half- 

brass dragon janni cleric 3 of Tyr), a tall, copper-skinned 

woman of exceeding beauty, kind manners, and impeccable 

dress. Outside her own tent, Joth wears long, flowing robes 

that conceal all but her hands and face. Inside her tent, she 

removes her head covering but retains the long-sleeved 

protective outer robe she normally wears. Viewers are nor¬ 

mally struck by her long, dexterous fingers and the slited, 

brass-hued eyes they encounter on first meeting her, until 

she explains that she is the daughter of the dragon . 

In nearly all cases, Joth speaks on behalf of her father, 

offering healing, minor potions, and hints atruins or 

lost magic in the Calim Desert, Although it is 

often stumbled on by wTandering adven¬ 

turers, the first sight most have of the 

Oasis of Brass is from the inside 

of one of its tents, after being 

rescued by one of the camp's 

inhabitants from thirst 

and heal stroke. 

Bqr greater aid than mere lifesaving, Joth demands 

deeds—gold ox promises of magic do not suffice. This 

normally involves the liberation of slaves or the recov¬ 

ery of a specific item of magic from one of the ruins 

across the desert 

After accomplishing at least one assignment for the 

Oasis of Brass, adventurers are introduced to Svernvi- 

gnamgix, who usually dwells down a tunnel concealed 

by one of the camp’s many tents. There, he engages his 

visitors in conversation, offers them fresh drinks (filling 

their bottles from his decanter of endless water), and asks 

to know more of their doings than most are willing to 

share. Adventurers who offend Svemvignarngix’s clan 

or his hospitality often find themselves transformed 

(through the use of baleful polymorph) into lautum (a 

small, hamsterlike rodent found in the Calim Des¬ 

ert) and stranded in one of the dragon’s caves for a 

time—although never permanently. 

hi those rare occasions when the dragon or 

his clan come under attack, his rage is extreme 

and unrestrained After using control! ta?mds 

to Idck up sands and obscure the tents* 

he begins attacking with claw and 

flame, employing his cone of sleep 

gas only when he believes that 

information is more impor¬ 

tant than the elimination of 

the threat S 
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THE GATHERING STONE 
by Tim. Hitchcock • introduction by Keith Baker • illustrated by Tyier Wirfpole 

yfY J {(/- a/0twyaaaaa a/*/ 00// 

r ^faW/J. / ja/O 0aaa fy/atl 

yatffAt f/aff/y aa a0yaf//a farfay, 

att/jmy 0a /ttaa faa ujfsa//7y 0a/a 

fa/wfafttf. M / a/ttfa0a0> avaa /00 

ja/0///y a /aottaya &/> 0a ait/ 

f/awf? m 0aamjk (T$afa $a/aafa/0. 

0000/fa 0a'fat//0a0aftt afJ%aaa> In the lowlands of the Northern Plains of Darguun, 

about a hundred, miles north of Rhukaan Draal, rests 

the heart of the GhaaTdar nation: a massive obelisk 

worn down from a single piece of uplifted shale known 

as the Gathering Stone. A remnant of a darker, earlier 

age, the Gathering Stone remains the inveterate site for 

goblinoid tribes to congregate and trade, find spouses, 

drink, fight, and talk politics. 

Following the final collapse of the Dhakaani Empire, 

the Gathering Stone became vital to the survival of the sav¬ 

age goblin tribes. In those dark Limes, file stone marked 

a centralized gathering place for orphaned refugees and 

weaker dans to seek the safety of others. There, smaller 

Ldbes merged, adopting stragglers and absorbing them 

into their midst. Conversely, remaining too long at the 

stone became a dangerous proposition for those without 

the support of a strong tribe. The stone became a hunting 

ground for emerging warlords who relied on slave labor 

to provide food and equipment for then growing armies. 

During this time, warlords enslaved many of the weaker 

goblin tribes, although this practice slowed in later years. 

As tribes expanded, they began infringing on each 

others territories. Frequent skirmishing forced neigh¬ 

bors into crude intertribal alliances, spawning loosely 

organized hordes. Again, the stone became a pivotal 

locaLion where warlords formed and broke treaties based 

on fierce competitions and ritual displays of fortitude 

dedicated to their many deities. Eventually, the hordes 

a a/fa0/0af0aa0aya/7Atf0a //aafkt 

afKa//af. '7aff/f fa 0a ffoafatt 0a 

Cta0aa/'fu? Jfaaa. fffa/aaaa 0a tfaa/ft 

of J-faj/f fia/t/t/a of fatofy at yet/ 

f/0, 0ffzfaaa af faffaa ff ft yet/ 

/0a f/aa aa jfafaa fa/0, a/00a ffaf/j 

afiwfaf/taa /0a jaafyt/tffaa* 

-— ’770//, fxaa/fafe of,fiat/ta Jfaft 

solidified, giving rise to the stabilizing force of the 

Ghaai'dax. Still, warlords nursed bitter rivalries, sup¬ 

porting martial endeavors by continually demanding 

tribute from weaker tribes. To assuage their random pil¬ 

laging, weaker tribes made pilgrimages to the stone to 

leave the warlords tributes* Most paid in valuable metals, 

weapons, and grain, while others performed elaborate 

ceremonies that included the live sacrifices of both live¬ 

stock and slaves* Even today, the custom ofleaving trib¬ 

ute to display fealty lemains, and while Lhesh Harmic 

(tire leader of Darguun) staunchly denies that his people 

practice humanoid sacrifice, it still occurs in small covert 

ceremonies keeping wdththe ancient tradition. 

Currently, the Gathering Stone functions as a mam¬ 

moth exchange where almost mything can be purchased 

or traded. Throughout the year, thousands of goblinoids 

make Lhe pilgrimage to fire stone, frmsfonning the site 

over time into what it is today: a massive disheveled camp¬ 

ground draped in a sea of “hide tents, mud. hovels, and bon¬ 

fires. The heavy traffic lias ruined the surrounding region, 

leaving a wake of trampled ashen soil. 

Tribes territorially claim their ancestral sites, main¬ 

taining them throughout the year or returning to them 

season after season. The constant flux of congregants 

makes finding precise locations near the stone impos¬ 

sible, so the concept of an ancestral site pertains more 

to a tribe's relative proximity to its neighbors than to an 

actual place. 



Pathways marked by torches fash¬ 

ioned from pitch-filled skulls: divide 

the campsite. Refuse and filth collect 

in large piles, despite the dozens of 

upturned stumps filled with brutal 

stinging fire ants that act as garbage 

disposals. Pocking the ground, shal¬ 

low pools collect rain and waste, their 

stagnant murk croaking with bloated 

carrion-eating frogs. Him ting the frogs 

has become a, favored pastime of goblin 

children, who consider the small crea¬ 

tures a delightful snack and often trade 

them as currency. The remaining earth 

is lifeless, eerily highlighted by flecks of 

bone that glimmeT in the moonlight 

like seashells on a beach. 

Closer to die stone, the throngs 

draw tighter, devolving into a swirling 

chaos of putrid, sweat-drenched gob¬ 

lins ail pushing and clamoring their 

way toward the center. The ceaseless 

ruckus of the crowd thrums like a sour 

harp from war chants and howling 

children. Even miles away, the echoes 

of distant martial music—the low- 

pitched bellowing of horns and the 

fevered drumming on husks of felled 

trees, burnt hollow and stormed with 

hairless hides—carries on the wind. 

At the nucleus of the excitement 

stands the storied Gathering Stone. 

Blade flies swarm the slick, russet shel¬ 

lac of dried blood that Teaches halfway 

up the fin-shaped stone. Wrapped 

around its perimeter He dozens' of grisly 

piles of bones, skins, and scalps left: as 

tributes in homage to the strength of 

the hundreds of goblin tribes swearing 

fealty to Lhesh Haruuc. 

In recent decades, the Gathering 

Stone has seen a new development. In 

970 yk, House Deneith established a 

fortress near the great stone, a center for 

recruiting and training goblinoid mer¬ 

cenaries. While some dislike the pres¬ 

ence of humans so dose to this sacred 

site, Deneith brings considerable wealth 

to Darguun, and service with House 

Deneith provides good steel and a 

chance to shed the blood of outsiders. 

THEKURMAAC 
The goblinoids of Dhakaan were a 

civilized people who placed great 

value on order and discipline, yet their 
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powerful nation was shattered by the 

daelkyr and the hordes of Xoriat In 

the end, it was the ore druids—always 

considered to be superstitious sav¬ 

ages by the Dhakaani—who brought 

an end to the Xoriat incursion. As the 

crippled nation collapsed into chaos, a 

new tradition arose: the druidic path 

of the Kurmaac, Although inspired 

by the ore mystics, the Kurmaac were 

also influenced by the horrors of the 

daelkyr wax, and they adopted a darker 

path, combining the w ay of the druid 

with blood sacrifice and brutality. 

for millennia, the Gathering 

Stone remained under the capable 

guardianship of the Kurmaac tribe. 

When Lhazaar and Malleon the Reaver 

came to Khorvaire, they drove the hulk 

of the goblinoids into the mountains 

and beneath the earth. But many 

among the Ghaal'dar remained true 

to the Kurmaac traditions. Following 

the liberation of Daxguun, the descen- 

dents of the Kurmaac returned to die 

Gathering Stone and resumed their 

role as guardians. While the Kur¬ 

maac pay respect to lhesh Haruuc, 
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RUNNING A CONTEST 
The imagi nation ofthe senti nels seems limitless when devising contests. White 

contests primari ly-exist to settle disputes, they also serve as entertainment for 

the crowds- Dull contests meet with violent protests and heated rioting. 

Contests m ust also fit thei r cri mes, so to speak, so inappropriate con¬ 

tests that do not fit also provoke negative crowd response. Prior to 

a contest, all participants must state their names and tribes before 

making a ecu sati onsandgivi rig. test i mo n fes, Th ree po pu I a r chri- 

tests are listed below. j 

Darts: In this contest, the two accused stand face-to-face, | 

each, painted with a large bull$-eye:. They take turns _ 

throwing darts at each Other and the winner is-the one 

with the highest score. Overt displays of pain result in 

forfeiture. Sentinels determine what constitutes an jyy \ 

overt display by petitioning the crowd's opinion. As M/ffo ' 

a result, contestants are just as likely to aim for the jf m "l 

eyes as they are for painted targets. : vJ 

Pig in the Circle: Sentinels place the contestant 

into a large dirt circle with his leg shackled to an \ M 

angry razor boar, A contestant earns justification by 

slaying-his boar before it kills him or injures bystanders. 

The harsher the accusation the longer the chain, as 

sho rte r ten gth s p re vent the boar from cha rgi n g. I n Jjj 

a s i mi Ur fas h fo n.? th e a.ccus ait i o n 6 ete rmi n es the f 

type,of weapon allowed (if any). 

Torches: In this popular event, sentinels paint both con- 

testants with pitch and lard. Each is handed a lit torch and 

the first to set his opponent on fire wins. Oddly, this con- 4(0 

test often results in a draw. 

their Erst allegiance is to the stone 

and their ancient traditions, as inter¬ 

preted by the tribe's spiritual leader, or 

mqgrwui—a title that loosely translates 

as ''supreme sen tin elf The tribe’s cur¬ 

rent mogruut is a feral hobgoblin who 

has forsaken his former life, family, 

and name to bear the auspicious title. 

The Kuxmaac people main Lain little 

contact with other tribes beyond the 

limited exchanges that accompany 

their work at the stone. One exception 

appears to be the Kech Volaax dan, 

with whom they frequently exchange 

lore and other information. Conven¬ 

tional accounts purport the two tribes 

likely share several common ances¬ 

tors, Others speculate the Kurmaac 

form a covert sect of the Kech Volaar, 

maintaining the mse of independence 

to create the illusion that it upholds 

tribal neutrality. The dirge singers of 

the Kech Volaar say they are intrigued 

to learn about file history of die fallen 

goblins, but that the Kurmaac are 
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primitives who have abandoned the 

traditions ofthe empire for ore mys¬ 

ticism If the Kech Volaar do wish 

to spread their Dhakaani traditions 

among the modem goblins, however, 

recruiting die guardians of the Gath¬ 

ering Stone would he a vital first step. 

The Kurmaac are not bound to a 

single bloodline. They evolved bom 

remnants of many shattered tribes. 

Most secretly loath the Rhukaan Taash, 

the powerful tribe of Ihesh Haruuc, 

because of Harmies efforts to move 

away from the past, including his sup¬ 

port for the Sovereign Host. Despite 

their ties to the Kech Volaar, the Kur¬ 

maac are likewise largely hostile 

towards die emerging Dhakaani clans. 

The Kurmaac believe that the Dhakaani 

Empire was flaw ed and deserved its fate. 

The path that will truly lead the people 

of Dargnun to greatness is the way of 

tile Kurmaac, and the druidic cabal at 

the heart of the tribe intends to wrest 

power from I.Jiesh Haaruc and restore 

• r ffiltr 8 ’■ 

Daargun to its proper path. While they 

lack the necessary forces to do so, their 

influence at die Gathering Stone allows 

them to encourage the lesser tribes of 

die Ghaal'dar to return to ancestral law 

and politics. 

THE BLIND EORUM 
in order to assuage negative accu¬ 

sations that a central leadership 

encourages the degradation of dan 

tradition, Lhesh Haruuc instituted 

a policy sanctioning any individual 

accused of a crime or demanding a 

legal settlement the choice to demand 

resolution under the ancient law 

known as blind forum. Individuals 

agreeing to settle disputes through 

blind forum, forgo a civilized trial and 

instead partake in competitive skir¬ 

mishes ot brutal ordeals that settle 

petty arguments, territorial disputes, 

trade and hunting rights, and even 

marriages. Sentinels orchestrate the 

blind forums, first listening to all 



contested disputes individually and 

then arranging contests accordingly. 

Once die sentinels choose a con¬ 

test^ those involved are bound to 

complete it or face immediate execu¬ 

tion, Under the ancient tradition, a 

winning contestant isn't-perceived. as 

innocent. Instead, the victory proves 

the individual's actions justifiable, 

even those that contemporary law 

considers atrocious. Aside from the 

Rhukaan Taash elan, most goblmoids 

eschew contemporary trials, favoring 

the age-old dispute-settling contests 

used by the Kttfmaac 

Political, speech also falls under the 

jurisdiction of the blind forum. While 

Rurmaac law encourages all to 'speak 

freely within the radius of the ston'eT 

theoretically bestowing political asy¬ 

lum to those who speak against Lliesh 

Karmic or ofheT powerful tribe lead¬ 

ers, charges of treason are quickly lev¬ 

ied against such individuals as soon as 

they leave the campgrounds. To avoid 

such a fate, the individual may request 

a contest to prove his speech, justified. 

While such a ruling does little to pre¬ 

vent the assassin’s dagger, it success¬ 

fully prevents immediate and public 

execution. The only other safe option 

for those engaging in brash politiciz¬ 

ing is to remain within the jurisdiction 

of the Gathering Stone, As a result, the 

grounds host a small but permanent 

colony of political antagonists, w 

GRAFFITI 
Centuries of ancient graffiti mar the stone's soft shale 

surface. The bulk of it consists of etched names, brag¬ 

gadocio, and off-color poems easily read by anyone with 

knowledge of the Goblin tongue. In contrast, hidden 

within the crude scratches lie clues to forgotten secrets, 

locations of lost kingdoms, and the true nances of pri¬ 

mordial demons. The passing seasons have weathered 

nearly all of them beyond elucidation! but to those- 

= skilled at interpreting.such writings, the stone becomes 

an invaluable tbo!> Strict law protects the graffiti and 

Forbids additional material* Embellishment is punish¬ 

able- by the loss of hand—at the very least. 

Anyone studyi ngthe stone for at least an hour can attempt 

a DC 20 Decipher Script check to discover and interpret a 

random piece of unique and an dent graffiti. Roll. Id20 and 

consult the' table below to determine its nature. 

d20 Graffiti 

1 Scratches reveal a fragmentary map exposing the loca¬ 

tion of the ruins of a B relish billet near Marguul Pass. 

2 Scrawls examined in inverse provide a command 

word that opens one. of the seals'of a powerful bug¬ 

bear chieftain's tomb. 

3 Strange runes describe the details of establishing a pact 

with-an infernal entity, apparently a tradition embraced 

in desperation during the war against the daelkyr. 

Enigmatic pictographs reveal several covert techniques 

used by sword sages at Iron Heart (see Tome of Battle)* 

A series of seemingly unrelated symbols unlocks a 

private-jjb rary of arcane .lore deep in the subterranean 

vaults ofVolaar DraaL 

A bizarre star chart turns out to be a crude translation 

of the scriptures of Tog-Maakru, an ancient Kech Volaar 

text whose omens predict planar cycles. 

Chipped in ancient Dhakaani, a poetic saga .describes-the 

location of a great warriofstomb... a tomb hidden in the 

Dhakaani foundations of the city of Sham* 

A strange word’turnsp.utto be the true name of a bar- 

ghest whp.comes-seeking tribute from any. individual 

correctly pronouncing the name three times* 

4 

n 

12 

13 

H 

15 

16 

17 

xS 

19 

20 

Etchings name the ioc.ations.of seven passages in the 

Demon Wastes that lead to Khyber. 

Disguised in seemingly Innocuous-graffiti are' several 

harsh accusations concerning the Lhes.h Haru'uc's 

role in the mysterious deaths of several of his closest 

allies-and advisors* 

Several dues hidden in a series of prayers to the 

Mockery combine to form an ancient word of power. 

A serj.es of icons reveal themselves, as the brands of an 

ancient warlord used t.adesignate the hierarchy of hi$ 

tribe members and slaves. 

A ayptic message calls for the scattered descendants 

of a lost tribe to rally against the heirs of the Rhukaan 

Taash chieftain who perpetrated genocide upon them. 

Odd mathematical formulas reveal themselves as 

map. coordinates to a location deep in the Mourn- 

land* Near the formula, a message in Dhakaani reads 

'"Cousin Nogmuor, our forces gather at the Fhuurlani 

City-State,,r 

Cribbed script holds a detailed account of a tortuous, 

fifespitting warmachme designed by a half-mad hob¬ 

goblin sorcerer. 

A strange geometric, diagram insinuates1 that the 

Gathering Stone is only one of a series of ancient 

menhirs, scattered following the collapse of the Gob¬ 

lin Empire* If reassembled properly, the stones form 

a mammoth dolmen capable of channeling intense 

amounts of eldritch energy* 

A list of exotic reagents, including rakshasa blood, turns 

out to be a vile recipe for Inducing pregnant goblins.to 

spawn psionic blues (see Expanded Psianks Handbook). 

A violent and graphic description of cannibalistic, acts 

turns out to be a lost ritual once used by goblin priests to 

bless their strongest warriors before battle, 

A seemingly insane rant forces a list of dates into an 

elaborate calculation predicting an impending apoca¬ 

lypse-following the rise of a- powerful-goblin king. 

A series of seemingly innocuous cracks in the stone's 

surface connect to individual letters in various-names. 

When read in succession, they form a secret password 

used by Dhakaani revolutionaries. 

•T - 
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This month, the Sage tackles a variety of questions related to critical hits, damage, 
and healing. 

If a character rolls a threat for a criti¬ 

cal hit and does not desire to perform 

such a lethal attack, can he opt to not 

confirm that threat, in a way similar to 

voluntarily failing a saving throw? 

No, the rules don’t allow a character 

to voluntarily refuse to confirm a criti¬ 

cal threat, 

A character who wants to ''pull his 

punch” should choose to deal nonle¬ 

thal damage rather than lethal damage 

with the attack. 

How is the bonus damage from a pal¬ 

adin's smite evil ability calculated on a 

critical hit? Is it multiplied or added 

on at the end? 

Critical hits multiply all damage 

dealt by an attack except for extra 

dice of damage {such as sneak attack, 

the flaming weapon property, and so 

forth). Smite evil adds a flat damage 

modifier, so it would be multiplied on 

a critical hit 

Does bonus damage based on an 

ability score, such as the swash¬ 

buckler's insightful strike {Complete 

Warrior, 12) follow the same rules as 

bonus damage from Strength {1-1/2 

times ability score with two-handed 

weapon and 1/2 ability score with off¬ 

hand weapon)? 

No. 

This rale applies only to the wind¬ 

er's Strength bonus, not to any other 

ability score bonuses he is allowed to 

add to the damage roU. 

If a character fights a devil with a +1 low- 

fiiboutsider bam evil-outsider bane long- 

sword, do the two bane powers stack? 

The rules don’t come right out and 

say it, but multiple bane properties 

shouldn’t stack. The weapon either is 

or isn't bane to your target—it can't be 

"more bane than Lane.” 

Of course, the extra damage from 

bane stacks normally with any other 

extra damage—a +1 holy shock evil- 

outsider bam hngsivord would deal an 

extra jd6 damage when used against 

a barbed devil (2d6 from holy because 

it's evil, id6 electricity from shock, 

and 2dfi from bane because it's an 

evil outsider). 

Does a flaming weapon deal damage 

on a trip attempt when using a trip 

weapon (spiked chain, flails, and so 

on)? What if the trip attempt would be 

a sneak attack—can my rogue add his 

sneak attack dice to the damage dealt? 

No. 

Trip attempts don't deal damage, 

so you don't get to add any bonuses to 

damage at all 

If my natural weapon deals nonlethal 

damage, can I still make a sneak attack 

with it? 

The rules state that you can deliver 

a sneak attack for nonlethal dam¬ 

age with a sap or unarmed strike. It 

seems reasonable to extend this to 

any other natural attack that deals 

nonlethal damage. 

Is the fire damage dealt by a +1 jlaming 

sap nonlethal damage? What about the 

extra damage dealt by a +1 holy sap? 

As odd as it might seem, the Sage 

recommends that you treat all dam¬ 

age dealt by a sap (or any other attack 

normally dealing nonlethal damage) as 

nonlethal damage. You could create an 

intricate set of rules for which parts of 

the attack were lethal and which wTere 

nonlethal, but that's a headache that 

doesn’t really help the game. 

When a normally lethal-damage 

weapon is used to deal nonlethal dam¬ 

age, does its damage type change? 

If so, what is the difference between 

a mace's lethal and nonlethal bludg¬ 

eoning damage? Does this also apply 

to natural weapons? 

The rules don’t say anything about 

the damage type changing, so it should 

remain the same whether you're 

dealing lethal or nonlethal damage. 

This is equally true of manufactured 

and natural weapons. 

The ability to use any weapon to deal 

nonlethal damage is an abstraction of 

reality, so it doesn't pay to worry too 

much about exactly whafs happening 

"in the real world.” 

The Weapon Focus feat states you may 

select grapple instead of a weapon or 

unarmed strike. Does the -hi bonus on 

attack rolls apply only to the touch attack 

to initiate the grapple or to grapple 

checks (which axe akin to attack rolls)? 
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Technically it should only apply to the touch attack made to 

initiate the grapple, since a “+i bonus on attack rolls” wouldn't 

help on a grapple check (since that isn't an attack roll), 

Ifyou have Weapon Specialization (grapple), does the bonus on 

damage rolls apply on attacks made while grappling (“attack 

your opponent”) or to damage dealt as a result of a successful 

opposed grapple check (“damage your opponent”)? 

The latter* 

Weapon Specialization states that you gain 'a +2 bonus 

on all damage rolls you make using the selected weapon/' 

That clearly indicates that any damage roll made by your 

“grapple” weapon would gain the bonus. 

The “attack your opponent” option involves using a 

weapon or unarmed strike (not the grapple itself), so you 

wouldn't add any bonus from Weapon Specialization (grap¬ 

ple) to those damage rolls* 

If a rogue with Cleave drops a foe with a sneak attack, does he 

also get to sneak attack the extra attack granted by Cleave? 

No, unless that attack also qualifies as a sneak attack. 

As noted in the FAQ (wizards, com/default. asp?x=dnd/ 

er/zoo^ozzia), the extra attack granted by Cleave doesn’t get 

any of the situational bonuses on the attack roll that wouldn't 

apply. The same is true of situational bonuses on damage 

rolls—if the bonus wouldn't normally apply to the extra attack, 

you don't get to add it just because of Cleave. 

You only add sneak attack damage against a flat-tooted or 

flanked enemy. Ifyou drop a foe with a sneak attack and you 

take an extra attack against a foe who is neither flat-footed 

nor flanked, that isn’t a sneak attack. 

If a spdlcaster takes damage while casting a spell, but aD the 

damage is dealt to his temporary hit points, does he still need 

lo make a Concentration check to avoid losing the spell? If 

someone takes more than 50 points of damage to nothing 

hut temporary hit points, would he still need to make a mas¬ 

sive damage check? 

Yes and yes. 

Temporary hit points are still hit points, and damage dealt 

to them isn't treated any differently than normal damage. 

A wizard with ic temporary kp from juke lift who takes 5 

points of damage while casting a spell would still need to make 

a Concentration check as normal to avoid losing the spell. A 

fighter with 57 temporary hit points who takes 52 points of’ 

damage from an attack would still have to succeed on a DC 25 

Fortitude save to avoid being killed by massive damage. 

If a creature with fast healing has both lethal and noulc- 

thal damage, which is healed first? What if the fast healing 

comes from a spell? 

The rules are silent on this issue* The Sage recommends 

allowing the creature to choose which type of damage is 

healed first, with any excess fast healing being applied to the 

other type. 

iH 
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SAGE ADVICE 

The Pfizer’s Handbook states that when 

“a spell or magical power cures hit point 

damage, it also removes an equal amount 

of nonlethal damage." That suggests that 

fast healing derived from such a source 

would heal equal amounts of lethal and 

nonlethal damage each round. 

When do fist healing and regeneration 

occur during a creature’s turn? 

If an effect doesn't specifically state 

when it occurs (such as fit the end of 

your turn" or "'at the start of your turn"), 

you're tree to apply it at any time during 

your turn. 

in most cases, it’s easiest to apply 

fist healing and regeneration effects 

at the start of your turn. That said, if 

a monster doesn't have any damage at 

the start of its turn but takes damage 

during its turn (perhaps by provoking 

an attack of’ opportunity), it might 

choose to apply these effects at the end 

of its turn instead. 

If a creature has fast healing and regen¬ 

eration, which effect goes first? 

Unless an effect states otherwise, 

you're free to apply them in the order 

you desire. 

Does damage reduction apply against 

filling damage? 

No. As noted in the Monster Manual 

glossary damage reduction applies to 

weapons and natural attacks." A fill off 

a diff even into a pile of swords, isn’t 

a weapon attack, so damage reduction 

wouldn't apply. 

Is there a cap to the damage dealt by a 

falling object? Would a four-ton object 

falling on a character really deal 4od6 

points of damage? 

The DumjeoTi Master’s Guide doesn’t 

list a maximum damage dealt by a fallen 

object, but at a certain point the DM’s 

judgment must take precedence over 

a simple equation. If you feel that your 

group is abusing this guideline (such 

as by dropping enormous objects onto 

their enemies rather than battling them 

in a traditional fashion), fed free to cap 

the damage at 2od6, 

How much damage should you take if 

you accidentally charge head-first into a 

wall o0orce? Are there rules for this? 

The rules are (unsurprisingly) silent 

on this issue, which suggests that the 

game doesn't consider the situation 

worth worrying about. DfiD is a game 

about teams of heroes, not about trios 

of stooges, so the Sage recommends that 

most campaigns not concern themselves 

with such trivialities. 

That said, the DM determined to 

find the answer (and proficient in some 

basic physics) could extrapolate from 

the filling rules to see what a "realistic" 

house rule might be. Let's try that. 

A character who runs into an object is 

likely moving at a "hustle" speed—either 

charging or taking a move action on 

his turn in conjunction with a standard 

action or another move action. Effec¬ 

tively, his velocity during that action is 

twice his normal speed. For a character 

with speed 30, he's effectively moving at 

a velocity of 60 feet per 6 seconds, or 10 

feet per second (fps). 

Now, 10 fps sounds pietty fist, but it 

translates into just under 7 miles per 

hour, which is hardly a blistering pace, 

A character who simply blunders into a 

wall, such as someone walking down a 

hallway in a non-combat situation, would 

be moving half as fist, or a mere 5 fps, or 

about 3-1/2 mph, while a running charac¬ 

ter would be moving twice that fist (or i- 

1/2 times that fist in heavy armor). 

A falling object, on the other hand 

accelerates at 32 feet per second per sec¬ 

ond. This means that after a single sec¬ 

ond It has fallen 16 feet (see the FAQ's 

answers regarding tailing distance) and 

it’s now' moving at a velocity of 32 fps, 

or more than three times as fist as a 

bustlirig character, if that object hit the 

ground at that instant, it'd take roughly 

2d6 points of damage (assuming the DM 

rounded 16 feet of falling up to 20 feet). 

By comparison, the character moving 

one-third as fast might expect to take 

roughly one-third that amount damage, 

or a whopping 2.3 points. 

No wonder the rules ignore this situ¬ 

ation—it turns out that it's pretty trivial 

after all. ^ 
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CLASS ACTS by Amber F. Scott • illustrated by Jon Hodgson 

BARD GUIDE 

Bardic Music 

Minimum 

Bard Level 

Minimum 

Perform Ranks Save 

Countersong 1 3 Special* 

Fascinate 1 5 _ Perform check 

Inspire courage 1 3 None (harmless) 

Inspire competence 3 6 None (harmless) 

Suggest/on 6 9 10 +1/2 bard's level 

+ bard's Cba modifier 

Inspire greatness 9 12 None (harmless) 

Song of freedom 12- If None (harmless) 

inspire heroics 15 18 None (harmless) 

Moss suggestion 18 ■21 10 + 1/2 bard's level 

+ bard's Cha modifier 

*Any creature affected by a sonic or language-dependent magical attack and 

within 30 feet of the bard may use the bards Perform check result in place of its 

saving throw. 

Arcane Flourish, Battle Dancer (Play¬ 

er's Handbook II); Chant of Fortitude, 

Devoted Performer, Disguise Spell, 

Extra Music, Green Ear, Irons kin Chant, 

Lingering Song, Lyric Spell, Subsonics, 

Versatile Performer (Complete Adven¬ 

turer); Captivating Melody, Melodic 

Casting (Complete Mage); Chant of the 

Long Road, Chord of Distraction, Epic 

of the Lost King, Sound of Silence, 

Warning Shout (Complete Scoundrel), 

Prestige Classes: Fochlucan lyrist, 

virtuoso (Complete Adventurer); seeker 

of the song, sublime chord (Complete 

Arcane); evangelist {Complete Divine); 

lyric thaumaturge (Complete Mage); wax 

chanter (Complete Warrior). 

BARDIC MAGIC 
A bard spontaneously casts arcane 

spells, and most bard spells have a 

verbal component. A bard can apply 

metamagic feats to his bal’d spells, but 

doing so changes their casting time 

to 1 full-round action. For spells with 

a longer casting time, it takes an extra 

full-round action to cast the spell. This 

makes the Quicken Spell feat useless 

for bards. Finally, bard spells cannot be 

modilied wuth the Silent Spell feat. 

This guide employs charts, rules 

clarifications, suggestions, and 

rulebook references to enhance 

and ease the playability of the bard. 

BARDIC MUSIC 
A bard may use his bardic music abil¬ 

ity once per day per bard level. Each 

bardic music ability requires a mini¬ 

mum bard level and minimum ranks 

in Perform. A masterwork musical 

instrument grants a +2 circumstance 

bonus on Perform checks that involve 

its use. 

Some of a bard's abilities are mind- 

affecting, so unintelligent creatures, 

constructs, oozes, plants, and undead 

immune to them. Some bardic 

abilities are enchantment (com¬ 

pulsion) effects, against which 

elves and other creatures gain 

bonuses. Some bardic abilL 

ties are language-depen dent, 

which means only creatures 

who can hear and under¬ 

stand the hard are subject to 

the ability^ effects. 

Feats: Skill Focus (per¬ 

form) (Player's Han dh oak); 

Arcane Accompaniment, 



BARDIC MUSIC QUALIFIERS 

Bardic Music Mind-Affecting 

Enchantment 

(Compulsion) 

Language- 

Dependent 

Countersong No No No 
Fascinate Yes Yes No 
Inspire courage Yes No Ho- 
Inspire competence Yes No No 
Suggestion Yes Yes Yes 
Inspire greatness Yes No No 
Song of freedom No No no 
Inspire heroics Yes No No- 

Mass suggestion Yes Yes Yes 

PERFORM 

DC Performance 

10 Routine performance. You earn idio cpfday. 

15 Enjoyable performance. In a prosperous city, you can earn idio sp/day* 

20 Great performance* In a prosperous city, you can earn 3dio sp/day* 

25 Memorable performance. In a prosperous city, you can earn id6 gp/day. 

30 Extraordinary performance* In a prosperous city, you can earn jd6 gp/day. 

BARDIC KNOWLEDGE 
Bardic Type of 

Knowledge DC Knowledge Gained 

10 Common, known by at least a substantial minority of the 

local population* 

20 Uncommon but available, known by only a few people in the area. 

25 Obscure, known by few, hard to come by. 

30 Extremely obscure, known by very few, possibly forgotten by 

most who once knew it, possibly known only by those who don't 

understand the significance of the knowledge. 

USE MAGIC DEVICE 

Task 

Activate blindly 

Decipher a written spell 

Use a scroll 

Use a wand 

Emulate a class feature 

Emulate an ability score 

Emulate a race 

Emulate an alignment 

Use Magic Device DC 

25 + spell level 

20 + caster level 

20 

20 

Check result —15* 

25 

if# 
*The check result minus 15 becomes your ability score 3n the appropriate ability 

required to activate scrolls (Int for wizard spells, Wis for divine spells, and so on}. 

If you already have a high enough score in the appropriate ability, you don't need 

Adding more than one metamagie 

feat to a spontaneously cast spell does 

not increase its casting time further. 

See Dragon #352*5 “Sorcerer Guide” 

for a list ofmetamagic feats and their 

spell-level adjustments. 

A bard can cast hard spells while 

wearing light armor without incurring 

the normal arcane spell failure chance. 

heats; Combat Casting, Eschew Mate¬ 

rials* Greater Spell Focus, Greater Spell 

Penetration, Spell Focus, Spell Penetra¬ 

tion (Player's Handbook); Arcane Thesis, 

Arcane Toughness, Arcane Consump¬ 

tion, Vatic Gaze (Flayer's Hftftdbpofe 11); 

Extraordinary Concentration, Extraor¬ 

dinary Spell Aim, Mobile Spellcasting 

{Compete Aclpenturer); Arcane Defense, 

Arcane Mastery, Arcane Preparation, 

Battle Caster, Extra Slot, Extra Spell, 

Obtain Familiar, Ranged Spell Spe¬ 

cialization, Touch Spell Specialization 

(Complete Arcane); Arcane Disciple, Spell 

Focus (Chaos, Evil* Good, Law) (Complete 

Divine); Cloudy Conjuration, Dazzling 

Illusion, Energy Abjuration, Favored 

Magic Foe, Fearsome Necromancy, 

Insightful Divination, Metamagic 

School Focus, Piercing Evocation, 

Ranged Recall, Rapid Metamagic, 

Somatic Weaponry, Toughening Trans¬ 

mutation, Unsettling Enchantment, all 

reserve feats (Complete Mage); Arcane 

Strike (Complete Warrior)* 

Prestige Classes: Daggerspell mage, 

Fo chin can lyrist, virtuoso (Complete 

Adventurer)} alienist, blood magus, 

fates pinner, geometer, green star 

adept, mindbertder, sublime chord, 

wild mage (Complete Arcane); abjurant 

champion, lyric thaumaturge, night¬ 

mare spinner, unseen seer, wild soul 

(Complete Mage), 

SKILLS AND BARDIC 
KNOWLEDGE 
Bards possess one of the most com¬ 

prehensive skill lists, as well as a con¬ 

siderable 6 skill points per level. The 

bard is one of the few classes to have 

Use Magic Device and all Know ledge 

skills as class skills and the only one 

with Speak Language as a class skill. 

Bardic Knowledge Check: idzo + 

bard level + Tut modifier. 

to make this check. 

Feats; Aerobatic, Agile, Athletic, Dili¬ 

gent, Magical Aptitude, Negotiator, 

Skill Focus, Stealthy (Player's Hand¬ 

book); Combat Acrobat, Keen-Fared 

Scout, Leap of the Heavens, Master 

Manipulator, Tumbling Feint, Vatic 

Gaze, Wanderer's Diplomacy (Flayer's 

Handbook 17); Appraise Magic Value, 

Improved Diversion, Jack of All Trades, 

Obscure Lore, Open Minded, Versatile 

Performer (Complete Adventurer); Magic 

Device Atlunement, Melodic Casting 

(Complete Mage). 

Prestige Classes; Exemplar, Fochlucan 

lyrist, spymaster (Complete Adventurer); 

sublime chord (Complete Arcane), k? 
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CLASS ACTS by Tim Hitchcock * illustrated by Jon Hodgson 

a fragile 

conduit* Occult forces of 

spirit and energy trace its 

shadows and creep from its pores. 

Spellcasters corral these forces, fer¬ 

tilizing the corporeal form and per¬ 

fecting its flow. 

Yet like all 

things, perfec¬ 

tion is a bal¬ 

ance-one that 

flagrant abuse, 

reckless manipu¬ 

lation, or accidental 

overexposure can blight. 

Those careless with their 

craft or just plain unlucky can 

suffer arcane backlash or over¬ 

load, inducing occult muta¬ 

tions. Surges of eldritch power 

blister and transform layers of 

skin, evocations bleach pupils, 

and dark rituals painfully sculpt 

living tissue. Occult mutations 

weave power into mortal flesh, 

ultimately leaving its owner to 

determine whether the results 

are a boon or a curse. 

Occult mutations alter both 

a spellcaster’s appearance and 

physiology, allowing a player to 

add a Level of uniqueness to a char¬ 

acter* These mutations axe char¬ 

acter traits, as introduced in 

Unearthed Arcdfia. A char¬ 

acter trait offers a ben¬ 

efit but it also comes 

with a drawback, thereby 

retaining game balance. 

Character traits can 

only be taken at ist level, 

^fl/hile Unearthed Arcana 

specifies that a character can have 

two traits, a character may only have 

one occult mutation from this article. 

AMPHIBIOUS 
You unlocked the secrets of your 

craft by studying forbidden texts of 

kuo-toan magic. Unfortunately, the 

deviant who gave you the text didn't 

make you aware of its horrid side- 

effects, As you toiled over its pages, 

your hair slowly fell out and your 

skin paled, becoming saggy and 

semi-translucent Now your flesh 

hangs loosely between your joints, 

giving your digits, armpits, knees, 

and elbows a webbed appearance. 

Benefit: You gain a +1 bonus on 

Swim checks and you can hold your 

breath for a number of rounds equal 

to 3 times your Constitution. You also 

gain Kuo-Toan as a bonus language. 

Drawback: You must drench your 

body in at leasts gallons ofw'ater as part 

of the process to regain your spells. 

Roleplaying Ideas: Characters with 

this trait might constantly seek out 

water, dumping it on then heads or 

appropriate) whenever 

might also complain 

or dry days or locations, 

staying far from deserts. 

BLEACHED PUPILS 
Improper channeling of one of your 

evocation spells caused an explo¬ 

sive arcane backlash that would have 

blinded a typical mortal. Instead, the 

volatile glare bleached out your pupils, 

giving you an unnerving appearance. 

Benefit: Your pupilless eyes grant 

you a +1 bonus on Intimidate checks 

and a +3 bonus on all saves made to 

resist gaze attack effects. 

Drawback: You are light sensitive: 

bright sunlight and the daylight spell 

dazzle you. If you are already Light 

sensitive, you gain light blindness 

instead: sunlight and the daylight spell 

blind you for 1 round; thereafter you 

are dazzled for as long as you remain 

in the affected area. 

Roleplaying Ideas: Characters with 

this trait might wear large hoods or 

darkened lenses to both protect and 

conceal their eyes, or they might con¬ 

stantly fry to make uncomfortable eye 

contact with people. 



CORPSE FLESH 
Extensive use of the necromantic arts 

has left your outer layer of skin dead¬ 

ened and bloodless. It appears pallid 

and is cold and. stiff to the touch. 

Benefit: it is difficult to make your 

deadened flesh bleed, granting you 

DR 2,/slashing, 

Drawback: Your deadened flesh 

resists magical healing. Spells from 

the healing subschool and supernatu¬ 

ral abilities that cure hit point dam¬ 

age or ability damage cure or restore i 

point less per die rolled. For example, 

a cure moderate wounds spell cast by a 

5th-levd cleric would only heal you of 

2d8+i points of damage, while a lesser 

restoration would only restore id^-i 

points of ability damage. 

Roleplayiug ideas: Characters with 

this trait might fearlessly wade into 

melee battle, confident in their pro¬ 

tection, or they might avoid confron¬ 

tations, hoarding curative magic—as 

they need much more than usual. 

LIDLESS EYES 
As a child, you were haunted by terri¬ 

ble spirit visions so intense you ripped 

off your own eyelids to rid yourself of 

the images. Desperate to save your 

sight, you sought the aid of a myste¬ 

rious cleric whose strange magic cov¬ 

ered your eyes with clear membranes 

similar to those of a lizard. 

Benefit: Your unblinking lidless 

gaze grants you a +2 bonus on Search 

and Spot checks. 

Drawback: Because you cannot 

close your eyes, you take a -2 penalty 

on all saving throws made to resist 

gaze attacks and cannot close your 

eyes to avoid them. 

Roleplaying Ideas: Characters with 

this trait might stay to the shadows in 

order to shade their eyes, becoming 

mysterious watchers who see more 

than they admit. 

MIDNIGHT PUPILS 
You survived a magical mishap 

involving sun-bright blasts of light 

that distended your pupils, causing 

intense hemorrhaging that left your 

irises swollen and black. Your sight 

permanently altered, you now' see 

only reflections of colorless shades 

of gray. 

Benefit: You gain darkvision to a 

range of 60 feet. If you already have 

darkvision, the range increases by 

60 feet 

Drawback: You can only see through 

your darkvision, meaning you see 

everything in black and white and you 

take a -2 penalty on Search and Spot 

checks made in areas brighter than 

shadowy illumination. 

Roleplaying Ideas: Characters with 

this trait might squint a lot or pretend 

to be blind or extremely nearsighted. 

RUNE-SCARRED 
To attain arcane secrets, you under¬ 

went a painful ritual during your 

studies. Something went terribly 

wrong along the way, and as a result 

the unleashed magical energies 

scared your flesh and left you within 

a hairs breadth of death. Clerics even¬ 

tually roused you, but they could do 

nothing about the horrible runic scars 

covering your body, nor the ceaseless 

pain those scars cause. 

Benefit: The runes flash with 

bright magical, energy whenever you 

are struck by magical energy attacks. 

These flashes grant you cold and elec¬ 

tricity resistance 2. 

Drawback: The constant pain dulls 

your senses slightly, causing you to 

suffer a-2 penalty on Listen, Spot, and 

initiative checks. 

Role playing Ideas: Characters with 

this trait might constantly grimace in 

pain and wear long-sleeved clothing 

to cover their scarred flesh. 

TOAD WARTS 
Thick, brown, wart}'' bumps cover 

your body, giving your flesh a toad- 

like appearance. Some sages specu¬ 

late that poor bindings with toad 

familiars cause this mutation. Others 

suspect it to be a side effect of using 

slaadi magic. 

Benefit: Your thick; warty skin 

grants you a +1 natural armor bonus* 

Drawback: The same thick skin 

that protects you also slows you and 

makes you hideous to the eyes of 

others. You take a —1 penalty on 

Reflex saves and Charisma-based 

skill checks, 

Roleplayiug Ideas: Characters with 

this trait tend to cover themselves in 

loose, concealing clothing. They might 

he moody loners, constantly harassed 

for their appearance. 

UNNATURAL AURA 
You acquired your powers by infusing 

yourself with the supernatural essence 

of a magical beast. The creature had 

a scent, aura, or other emanation so 

potent that it infused your very bring. 

While most creatures barely notice 

your aura (even if they are affected by 

it), animals are extremely sensitive to it 

and find it disturbingly threatening. 

Benefit: You possess an unnatu¬ 

ral aura. You gain a +2 bonus on all 

Intimidate checks and to the DC of 

spells from the fear subschool that 

you cast. 

Drawback: Your unnatural aura 

disturbs creatures of the animal and 

vermin types, imposing a -2 penalty 

on any skill checks or wild empathy 

checks you make dealing with them. 

Roleplaying Ideas: Characters with 

this trait might be brooding loners, 

constantly walking apart from their 

comrades and cursing their solitude. ^ 

GAINING MUTATIONS 

Each mutation offers one example of 

how it might have formed, but other 

ways, might exist, 

Arcane Birth; Your mother had some 

form of occult mutation or otherwise 

contacted arcane energies when you 

were still in the womb. You might have 

the same mutation as her or not 

Exposure to Artifact; The playthings 

of deities, artifacts dan have terrible 

effects on mortals. At some point in 

your past you got too close to one, 

altering your body, mind, and soul. 

Magical Misfire: Magic is as much 

art as science, and sometimes spell 

effects can Interact in strange ways. 

You once were caught In just such an 

Interaction, changing you forever. 
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Huitzilopochtli, their divine patron. 

Once* while Coatlicue swept, a tuft 

of feathers fell down beside her. 

She picked it up and tucked it into 

her skirt. When she had finished 

sweeping, she looked for the feath¬ 

ers but couldn't find them, and after 

that she was pregnant. Coatlicue had 

uncountable children already, and 

when they found out about her 

pregnancy they were ashamed and 

angry. The eldest sister, Coyolx- 

auhquf convinced her siblings 

that they must kill their mother 

before she gave birth. As they 

approached, however, Huitzilo- 

pochtli was born in an instant, full- 

grown and dressed for war. He slew 

Coyolxauhqui quickly, and his other 

siblings he killed or routed. 

The Aztecs were relative newcom¬ 

ers to the highlands. They jour¬ 

neyed from the north at the behest 

of their patron god, Huitzilo- 

pochtli, who spoke to them through 

a wooden idol. .4 number of city- 

states already called the Valley 

of Mexico home when the Aztecs 

arrived there. These established 

tribes were dismissive of the out¬ 

siders and forced the Aztecs to live 

on swamplands considered unsuit¬ 

able for settlement. Tor a time, the 

Aztecs worked as mercenaries and 

developed a fearsome repuLation in 

the region. Yet, Huitzilopochtli felt 

they had become complacent. 

On the command of their god, the 

Aztecs approached the king of Col- 

huacan and asked for his daughter to 

be Huitzilopochtli rs wife. The greedy 

king readily agreed. Yet, when they 

brought the princess to their tem¬ 

ple, the priests sacrificed her. They 

flayed her skin and dressed a boy in 

it, as Huitzilopochtli instructed, and 

invited the king to make offerings 

to his daughter, the goddess. The 

room was dark when the king began 

In the place of spirits lived a 

woman who was constantly 

hungry. She had mouths on her 

wrists and elbows and mouths on 

her ankles and knees. The spirits 

could not feed her, so Quetzalcoati 

and Tezcatlipoca carried her down 

to the endless waters 

her hair and lakes from 

her eyes. From heT shoulders 

they made mountains, and from 

her nose they made valleys. But 

mouths were still every¬ 

where and she still cried out 

for food. When it rains 

she drinks. When 

flowers shrivel, 

trees fall, and 

people die she 

eats. But she is 

never full. 

The Cen¬ 

tral American 

highland people, 

like people 

everywhere, 

worshiped the 

earth in vari¬ 

ous guises. The Meso- 

american earth goddess, 

though, was no beneficent 

Mother Earth. Cihuacoatl, as 

the Aztecs called her, was both pro¬ 

ducer and consumer. 

She has another name as 

well: Coatlicue, the mother of 
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to make his offerings* but when 

he lit the incense he saw what the 

Aztecs had done. Infuriated, the king 

brought his army against the Aztecs* 

who fled to an island in the middle 

of Lake Texcoco. 

On the island* Huitzilopochtli 

gave them a sign: They came upon 

an eagle, perched on a cactus, eating 

a snalte. This was the sign that they 

had reached their new home. 

For more information about the 

Aztec pantheon* see the first two 

articles in this series, covering 

Quetzaleoatl and Tezcatlipoea in 

Dragon #352 and Chalchihuitlicue 

and Tlaloc in Dragon #354. 

CIHUACOATL 
Intermediate Goddess (Neutral) 

Cihuacoatl (Snake Woman; Coatli- 

eue* “Skirt of Serpents;" the Hungry 

Woman) is the earth from which all 

living things spring. She is also the 

earth which consumes the dead. As 

spirit of the fertile earth, she acts 

as the patron of mothers and farm¬ 

ers* hut she also serves as the spirit 

of barren rock and the swallowing 

cave* and in this aspect mourners 

and miners worship her. 

Most depictions of Cihuacoatl 

show her as a woman with a necklace 

of severed hands and a skirt of live 

snakes. Sometimes she has the head 

of a snake. 

According to the teachings of the 

Ciliuacoall, the earth is the womb 

which births all things, and the grave 

to which all things inevitably return. 

No one owns the land* nor can one 

use a plot of land forever; after a time 

one must let the land lie fallow. 

Portfolio: Earth, birth, death. 

Domains: Animal* Death, Earth, Plant. 

Favored Weapon: Pick. 

Cleric Training: Clerics of Cihua¬ 

coatl are taught to recognize the will 

of the earth goddess. They must be 

able to determine the best place to 

plant and hunt, as well as to know 

when a piece of land can no longer 

support crops or game. 

Quests: Typical quests include 

taking an offering to a distant 

crevasse, exploring a cave system for 

treasure, and defending a mountain 

village from lowland invaders. 

Prayers: Worshipers pray to 

dhuacoatl for abundant crops 

and healthy children or to reveal 

"buried treasures. An offering of 

food for the Hungry Woman goes a 

long way toward gaining the god¬ 

dess's attention. 

Temples: Natural caves typically 

house temples dedicated to Cihua¬ 

coatl. Otherwise, they are dark and 

claustrophobic buildings reminis¬ 

cent of caves. 

Rites: Clerics of Cihuacoatl cel¬ 

ebrate births and often act as rnid- 

wives. They also oversee ceremonies 

made at beginnings, such as when 

plowing fields, opening mines, and 

interring the dead. 

Herald and Allies: People travel¬ 

ing in the countryside at night might 

hear the frightful moan of Cihua¬ 

coatl's herald, an 18th-level human 

ghost cleric. Allies are Medium* 

Large, and Huge earth ‘ekmentals. 

HUITZILOPOCHTLI 
Lesser God (Lawful Evil) 

Huitzilopochtli (Hummingbird of 

the South) is a young god and the 

primary deity of the Aztec people. 

The god of war and conquest, he 

urges his chosen people to make 

war. The Aztecs fight not to destroy 

their rivals* but to subdue them: col¬ 

lectively (forcing defeated cities to 

pay tribute) and individually (gath¬ 

ering prisoners for sacrifice). 

Although the patron of the Aztecs* 

Huitzilopochtli's influence is mostly 

confined to the region around 

Tenochtitlan. Conquered city-states 

pay lip service to the Aztec god, 

but few worship him. That said, all 

knowr Huitzilopochtli is the impetus 

behind the Aztec warmongering and 

rightly fear him. 

The central tenet of Huitzilo- 

pochtlfs church is “might makes 

right." He teaches his followers that 

strength in battle leads to tempo¬ 

ral success. He also tells liis chosen 

people, the Aztecs* that they are des¬ 

tined to dominate the world through 

military might. 

Portfolio: War, conquest* Aztecs. 

Domains: Evil, Law* Strength, War. 

Favored Weapon: Macahuitl (stone- 

edged longsword). 

Cleric Training: All clerics of 

Huitzilopochtli are trained to fight 

and many travel with armies, pro¬ 

viding divine assistance while fight¬ 

ing alongside warriors. Others offi¬ 

ciate over the sacrifice of hearts to 

Huitzilopochtli and other gods. 

Quests: Quests for Huitzilopochtli 

involve war and conquest. Typical 

quests include inciting war between 

two nations* defeating the minions 

of other gods, and leading an army 

in conquest. 

Prayers: Blood is the central 

component of Huitzilopochtli 

worship. The war god ignores 

prayers not sanctified with blood—- 

whether from the petitioner or a 

sacrificial victim. 

Temples: Temples of Huitzilo- 

pochtli are built atop very steep zig- 

gurats (aside the temple of Tlaloc, 

the rain god). Priests force prisoners 

of war to ascend these stone steps 

to the altar: a circular stone stained 

with the blood of many sacrifices. 

The largest of these temples stands 

aL Tenochtitlan* and rumors persist 

that the original wooden idol of 

Huitzilopochtli that spoke to priests 

and led his people is housed there. 

Most Aztec garrisons include a 

small shrine to the war god. 

Rites: Huitzil op o chtli d eman ds 

the hearts of warriors as sacrifices 

to give him the strength he needs 

to fight the spiritual enemies of the 

Aztecs. His loyal worshippers cap¬ 

ture many of their foes to sacrifice 

in this way. Even when there are no 

real battles to fight, they stage mock 

battles called Flower Wars, and those 

captured by the rival team are sacri¬ 

ficed to the war god. 

Herald and Allies: Huitzilopocht- 

li’s herald is an 18th-level fiend¬ 

ish human fighter. Allies include 

bearded devils, barbed devils, and 

pit fiends. 2 
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MERCENARY 
MPANIES 

seemed 

less violent Qian the Europe of 

the Middle Ages. As advances 

in science and the arts occurred, the 

art of war changed as well, with hard- 

fighting foot soldiers upsetting the 

old w ays of "battle. The Age of Chiv¬ 

alry, dominated by mounted knights, 

encountered a Te rival of the profes¬ 

sional infantryman who challenged 

the dominance of the cavaliers until 

the knights' demise with the prolifer¬ 

ation of gunpowder weaponry* Using 

the affiliations rules from Player's 

Handbook II, the famous Scots-Irish 

and German landsknechts are 

presented below for incorporation 

into any historical or {with little need 

for adaptations) fantasy campaign. 

SCOTS-! RiSH 
GALLOGLAS 
The end of the Viking Age wit¬ 

nessed the genesis of a strong 

Anglo-Norman monarchy that 

eventually brought most of the 

British Isles under English rule. 

During this Celtic twilight, fierce 

fighters emerged who borrowed 

from a mixed heritage of Gaelic, 

Norse, and English traditions and 

tactics—fhe gtillQjJlas (^foreign 

young warrior”}. Firmly estab¬ 

lished in Ireland during the 

14th century adventures of 

Robert and Edward Bruce, 

the axe-wielding gallon 

glas continued to influ¬ 

ence internecine conflicts 

between Irish and Anglo-Irish lords for 

the next two hundred years. Families 

of professional wTarriors emerged, such 

as the MacDonalds, MacDowrellsr and 

MacRorys. The upper-class galloglas, 

while still quite mercenary, held noble 

ranking comparable to Qie aristocratic 

knights of the Middle Ages, but they 

chose to light as heavy footmen instead 

of chivalric horsemen. 

The gallogltis families influenced the 

medieval politics of Ireland alongside 

Its Gaelic and English nobility, their 

military prowess guaranteeing them 

a share of power* They fostered family 

rivalries due more to their individual 

ambitions than any happenstance of 

serving antagonistic employers. As 

Renaissance warfare in England and the 

western Celtic kingdoms turned more 

toward, pike formations and firearms, 

the role of the brave and hardy gaUo- 

glas diminished until they disappeared 

from the battlefields of Ireland in the 

early 1600s* 

A galloglds primarily fought with 

a great axe or great sword. Side arms 

included the longsword, shorts word, 

and dagger. He commonly wore a 

chain shirt or cliainmail. 

SCOTS-lRISH GALLOGLAS 
AFFILIATION 

Symbol: Each gallogbs clan has its 

own symbol, usually involving animal 

motifs. Clans typically have a specific 

tartan pattern they use in articles of 

clothing as wTell, 

Background, Goals, and Dreams: The 

pafqdas dans value honor, loyalty, and 

prowess in battle more than anything 

else* They readily involve themselves 

in the constant warfare of their home¬ 

lands. No simple mercenaries, these 

power brokers generate respect akin to 

knights, their nohle counterparts. 

Enemies and Allies: Gdliotjks clans 

share intense rivalries with each other, 

and they seek out enemy elans on tbe 

battlefield. They treat non-fjrt/Ioglrts 

(employers, foreigners, and so on) with 

friendliness or enmity on a case-by¬ 

case basis depending on the situation. 

Type: Tribe (Racial) 

Scale: 9 (Regional/barony) 



Criterion 

Character level 

Base attack bonus -e-io or higher 

Barbarian or fighter 

Power Attack feat 

Defeat enemy of your level or 

higher one-on-ohe 

Assist clan in great battle 

Affiliation 

Score Modifier 

+1/2 PC's level 

-+1 

+1 

4l. 

+1/4 enemy's..HD 

+2 

Score 

3 or lower 

4-10 

11-15 

16-22 

Titles, Benefits, and Duties: As you advance through your 

clan's ranks, you gain influence over its members. 

Affiliation 

Title: Benefits and Duties 

No affiliation or junior member with no benefits* 

Clan Warrior: Your chieftain gives you a mas- 

terwork greataxe or greatsword. -4 penalty on 

attempts to influence the attitude of members 

of enemy affiliations. 

Hero: +4 circumstance bonus on Intimidate 

checks. +2 racial bonus on attack rolls when 

charging on foot 

Champion; +4 racial bonus on attack rolls 

when charging on foot*. You are accompanied 

by two kerns (ist-level warrior attendants from 

lower-classes)* Must defeat any member of an 

enemy dan In single combat once per month 

or reduce affiliation score by 4* 

Sub-Chieftain: Inspire courage (supernatural 

ability) i/day, as a bard of same character level 

Must donate 10% of treasure to affi Hat! on. 

Clan Chieftain: Gain four bodyguards (6th- 

level barbarians or fighters). Must defeat a CR 

13 enemy of affiliation in single combat once 

per year or reduce affiliation score by 20* 

*Does not stack with the +2 racial bonus on attack roils 

when charging on foot. 

Executive Powers: Raid, T'errorizer War. 

23-29 

30 

or higher 

GERMAN LANDSKNECHTS 
Holy Roman Emperor Maximilian i (1459-1519 ce) created the 

fixrcdstatta ("'servants of the land'*) in response to the amazing 

Swiss mercenary units of pikemen and halberdiers that began 

to appear in major conflicts throughout Western Europe. The 

companies of German tondsfcriedfifr typically worked as merce¬ 

naries until their demise in the 16th Century* Like the Swiss, 

they sought employment throughout Western Europe and 

worked hard to prove they were just as brutally effective. 'They 

bad one unwritten code: Wndsl&iechts should not fight against 

the Empire. Germans who opposed kmdskrachts in imperial 

sendee expected no mercy from their brethren, 

Dopprfsqfdners, "'double soldiers/' were veteran mercenaries 

paid twice the normal wage for their experience and danger¬ 

ous duties. Armed with zweihdnders (two-handed swords) ot 

halberds, they charged enemy units and used their weapons 

against their foes’ pikes. 

GERMAN LANDSKNECHTS AFFILIATION 
Symbol: Landsknechf companies utilize a variety of her¬ 

aldry devices and designs. 

Background, Goals, and Dreams: Nominally, the land¬ 

sknechts serve the German land and people, but like many 

mercenaries, they could prove quite predatory. A 'towdSJmecfc 

company might pursue a foe of the empire with religious 

fervor, pillage any village it comes across, or open itself up 

to negotiations with any number of rival factions. 

Enemies and Allies: The IctndslmvchU fight whomever they 

are paid to fight, but they reserve their hatred for fellow land¬ 

sknechts who sell their services to enemies of the empire. 

Type: Fighting Company, 

Scale: io (Regional)* Individual company scale varies accord¬ 

ing to its size and employer (prince, emperor, and so on)* 

Affiliation 

Criterion Score Modifier 

Character level +1/2 PCs level 

Base attack bonus +10 or higher +1 

Fighter +i 

Assist the company In major battle +1 

Weapon Focus (awl pike, greatsword, +1 

or halberd)* 

Weapon Specialization (awl pike, +2 

greatsword, or halberd)* 

Disobeys-superior officer -10 

*You may earn this affiliation modifier bonus up to three 

times (once with each weapon listed)* For more informa¬ 

tion regarding the awl pike and other polearms, see “The 

Point of Pole Arms” in Dragon #331, 

Tilles1 Benefits, and Duties: As you advance through the 

ranks of this affiliation, you grant benefits to allies and gain 

more powerful abilities for yourself as well. 

Affiliation 

Score Title: Benefits and Duties 

3 or lower No affiliation or junior member with no 

4-10 

benefits* 

Landsknecht: -t-2 bonus on attacks against 

mounted opponents and their mounts. +2 

bonus on opposed rolls against mounted 

overrun attempts* -2 penalty on attempts to 

influence the attitude of any character not 

belonging to a fighting company* 

Master At Arms: If you have Weapon Focus 

(awl pike, greatsword, or halberd) you 

gain Weapon Specialization in that weapon. 

Sergeant: May use the aid another action as a 

move action* +2 circumstance bonus on Will 

saves against fear effects. 

Captain: Allies within 30 feet receive +2 

bonus on Will saves. 

Great Commander: Allies within 60 feet 

receive +4 bonus to Will saves. Gain immu¬ 

nity to fear effects. 

Executive Powers: Crusade, Plunder, War* S 

11-15 

16-22 

23-29 

30 

or higher 
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COMICS 

by Aaron Williams Mall1 of what I know will be obsolete in 
wuiui.nodwick.com five years; I'd just like to know which halt 

I'M STILL 
DEALING WITH DISGUISING 
OURSELVES AS ZOMBIES 
USING BITS OF ACTUAL 

IN. ZOMBIE&... ^ 

^ EXCUSE ME, n 
DID YOU SAY YOU’D ESCAPED 

FROM QUEEN ASTARTE’S 
CURSED LANDS? 

r rrs WORTH > 
EVERY MILE OF 

EEWER WE SWAM 
v THROUGH! M 

X THEY X 
f WEREN’T \ 

CURSED OR \ 
HERS A MONTH ] 

AGO, BUT... i 
\ YEAH. / 

Vv f.f' 

s THE N 
POINT IS 

WE’RE FREE, 
AND WE CAN 

n GET HELP1, 

MUCH SEVEN LAYER DIP LATER. WHAT? WE COULDN'T THINK 
■ _ OF ANYTHING. - 

X MY HALE AND HEARTY BAND \ 
OF ADVENTURERS IS LOOKING FOR 

WRONGS TO RIGHT, AND A&TARTE IS ONE 
OF THE BIGGEGT THREATS TO ORDER 

AROUND. PERHAPS YOU COULD SHARE OUR 
MEAL AND TELL US OF HER EVIL 

X PLANS AS WELL AS THE LAY A 
9 X. OF HER REALM. 

W VERY X 
7 GOOD. VICTORY N 
SEEMS IMPOSSIBLE 
ON THE FACE OF IT, 
BUT WITH WHAT YOU 

ALL HAVE TOLD ME, 
I THINK I HAVE A 

. CUNNING PLAN . 
\ TO DEFEAT / 
V HER. X 

..AND 
THAT'S 
ABOUT 

„ IT- 

ITS FAR TOO 
COMPLICATE? TO EXPLAIN 
IN UNDER AN HOUR. EN30Y 
ANOTHER ROUND OF FOOD 

AND DRINK ON US. FARE 
THEE WELL! 

'APPETIZER&!N 
I NEVER THOUGHT 

TD SEE THOSE 
AGAIN! H 

r BY THE > 
&OD&! WE’VE 
BECOME AN 
ADVENTURE 

V HOOK! A 

' WAIT... 
THIS SEEMS 

, WRONG... 
THEY 
WERE 
NICE! X WE’RE ^ 

ADVENTURERS, 
TOO! DON’T 

LEAVE U& LIKE 
v TH/S/ v 

K IF I EVER X 
ACT LIKE THEM, I HCFE 
YOU’LL PUT A MAGIC 
Mte&ILE THROUGH 

X MY EAR. ^ 

™ WHAT? ^ 
WE WENT INTO 

A TAVERN, THEY 
ASKED US 

v QUESTIONS—•x. 
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COMICS 

SAY WHAT NOW? WHAT’S THAT? 

MY 
BOOKS OF 
THE DEAD 

MY CHARACTER 
SAM GREENE WAS 
KILLED BY A TRAP 
, LAST WEEK, „ 

t KNOW 
THERE AREN’T 

MANY OF THEM, BUT TO 
ME THEY WERE ALL 

IMPORTANT ^ 

^ ANYTIME l HAVE ^ 
A CHARACTER DIE IN A 

GAME, l TRY AND WRITE 
SOMETHING ABOUT THEIR 
LIVES AND ADVENTURES... 

TO HONOR THEM 

THAT S . THAT’S 
JUST BEAUTIFUL 

THANK 
YOU. 

F IT 1 
SEEMS 

THE LEAST 
l CAN 
DO. 

THE FEW... 
THE BRAVE 
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COMICS 

The 

r And I need > 
a bath. I feel ffke 

someone cast, like, < 
maximized Grease 

V spell an my hair.. 

Hey. Wefre 
going to need a few 
roams, some baths, 
and a lot of food, 
I haven't eaten 

all day. 

r Oh,I'm > 
sorry, I cannot 
k help you. > 

r Voufre not^S 
exactly a symphony 

far the. nose, 
V. either, A 

I offer a 
life of purity and 

contentment through a 
simple path to spiritual 
S. enlightenment; 

Pffffl 
Ugh! That tastes 

like cardboard that's 
been soaking in 

N. boggle oil! 

r What? Your ^ 
sign says you offer 
rest and relaxation 
v to adventurers I > r Allow me > 

to demonstrate. 
Here, eat some 

V of this, y 

r of course7S 
but not through 
such things os 

V food, A 
Ignoring 

fluff text. 

There are na^^8| 
/ rules governing how ^ 
food tastes, so therefore, 
anything you eot that con 

provide nourishment should 
k taste exactly the some, 

shouldn't It? A 

Look at me: 
f I only eat the gruel \ 

you just had, once every 
three days—because that's 

what is needed to avoid 
V the effects of / 

starvation. 

I don't sleep 
* at all unless a magical ^ 
effect fatigues or exhausts 

me, and I never fall 
"'^asleep by accident. i 

And I haven't^^ 
bathed since I was 1st 

level, because there's no 
mechanical disadvantage 
fes^to being dirty. 

"Comfort" 
just extraneous detail 

that we add to our lives ' 
os part of ro lap I ay Eng. Once 
we unshackle ourselves from 

those things that hove no 
statistical impact, we can 
\ achieve a perfect / 
\ meditative bliss. 

The Church ^ 
of Universal Ignorance 
vtan teach you how.^ 

^ome, brothers^® 
rand sisters, join me in 

paradise! We will wear 
uncomfortable clothing 

woven from itchy burlap 
and sit on cold stone y 

Eb^, floors. ^ 

So wait,., 
f you're saying that 
stuff like gaining weight, 

j. or tooth decay can just 
be ignored? A 

r You sure 
you wont oil 
.of those? 

r There ^ 
ore no rules on 
turn my aches. 

r We will noO 
need to shave 

or cut our hair, 
nor trim our 

Js,Tinger nails. 

Well, I 
suppose so, 
yes, but— 

O refer iStick bv Rich Buriew 
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